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Abstract

We obtain kernel functions associated with the quantum relativistic Toda systems, both for the periodic version and for the nonperiodic version with its dual. This involves taking limits of previously known results concerning kernel functions for the elliptic and hyperbolic relativistic Calogero-Moser systems. We show that the special kernel functions at issue admit a limit that yields generating functions of Bäcklund transformations for the classical relativistic Calogero-Moser and Toda systems. We also obtain the nonrelativistic counterparts of our results, which tie in with previous results in the literature.
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1 Introduction

This paper is primarily concerned with the relativistic generalizations of the $N$-particle Calogero-Moser and Toda systems, both on the quantum and on the classical level. A survey of these systems can be found in [Rui94]. In addition, we briefly discuss the specializations of our results to the nonrelativistic systems, surveyed in [OP81] and in [OP83] on the classical and quantum level, resp.

The classical relativistic Calogero-Moser and Toda systems can be defined by Poisson commuting Hamiltonians of the form

$$S_k(x,p) = \sum_{I \subset \{1,\ldots,N\}} V_I(x) \prod_{i \in I} \exp(\beta p_i), \quad k = 1,\ldots,N,$$

with $\beta = 1/mc$, where $m > 0$ is the particle rest mass and $c > 0$ the speed of light. The elliptic version of the Calogero-Moser system describes $N$ interacting particles on a line or ring, with $V_I$ given by

$$V_I(x) = \prod_{\substack{m \in I \atop n \notin I}} f(x_m - x_n).$$

Here, the function $f$ encoding the interaction is defined by

$$f(z) = \left( \frac{s(z + \rho)s(z - \rho)}{s^2(z)} \right)^{1/2},$$

where $s(z)$ is essentially the Weierstrass sigma function (see (A.18) in Appendix A for the precise relation). Throughout this paper we shall work with a fixed positive half-period

$$\omega = \pi/(2r), \quad r > 0,$$
and with two purely imaginary half-periods $ia_+, ia_-$ in the relativistic quantum regime (cf. (1.23) below), whereas in the classical ($\hbar = 0$) and nonrelativistic ($\beta = 0$) regimes we need only one purely imaginary half-period, parametrized as

$$\omega' = i\alpha/2, \quad \alpha > 0.$$  \hfill (1.5)

With the ‘coupling constant’ $\rho$ constrained by

$$\rho \in i(0, \alpha),$$  \hfill (1.6)

it follows that $f(z)^2$ is positive on the period interval $z \in (0, \pi/r)$. By taking the positive square root, we thus obtain well-defined positive coefficients $V_I(x)$ and Hamiltonians $S_k(x, p)$ on the phase space

$$\Omega = \{(x, p) \in \mathbb{R}^{2N} \mid x \in G\},$$  \hfill (1.7)

where $G$ is the configuration space

$$G = \{x \in \mathbb{R}^N \mid x_N < \cdots < x_1, x_1 - x_N \in (0, \pi/r)\}.$$  \hfill (1.8)

The classical relativistic version of the Calogero-Moser systems dates back to [RS86]. A quantization preserving commutativity was found in [Rui87]. For the elliptic systems it is given by the commuting analytic difference operators (henceforth A∆Os)

$$\hat{S}_k(x) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{\substack{m \in I \setminus I_k \in k}} f_-(x_m - x_n) \prod_{i \in I} \exp(-i\hbar \beta \partial x_i) \prod_{m \in I \setminus \{n \notin I_k}} f_+(x_m - x_n), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N,$$  \hfill (1.9)

where $\hbar > 0$ is Planck’s constant, and

$$f_\pm(z) = (s(z \pm \rho)/s(z))^{1/2}.$$  \hfill (1.10)

With the above constraints on the parameters, they are formally self-adjoint. To promote them to commuting self-adjoint operators on the Hilbert space $L^2(G, dx)$, however, is an open problem.

The unexpected existence of quite special kernel functions yields a novel perspective for solving this long-standing problem. This is explained in some detail in [Rui04] and [Rui09], but in order to render our account more self-contained, we now digress to make the notion of ‘kernel function’ at issue in this paper more precise.

Often, the term is loosely used for a function $\Psi(v, w)$ depending on variables $v$ and $w$ that may vary over spaces of different dimensions. Here, however, it is used in the restricted sense that the function at hand connects a pair of operators $H_1(v)$ and $H_2(w)$ acting on it via an equation of the form

$$(H_1(v) - H_2(w))\Psi(v, w) = 0,$$  \hfill (1.11)

which we refer to as a ‘kernel identity’. Therefore, $\Psi(v, w)$ can be viewed as a zero-eigenvalue eigenfunction of the difference operator $H_1(v) - H_2(w)$. In our setting, the operators $H_1(v)$ and $H_2(w)$ will be either A∆Os or PDOs.

For the one-variable case $v, w \in \mathbb{R}$, such kernel functions have a long history. For example, when $H_1(v)$ and $H_2(w)$ are Mathieu operators (which can be viewed as Hamiltonians for the reduced two-variable nonrelativistic periodic Toda system), a host of kernel
functions can be found in Section 4.1 of Arscott’s monograph [Ars64]. Going yet further back, for certain pairs of Lamé operators (which can be viewed as Hamiltonians for the reduced two-variable nonrelativistic elliptic Calogero-Moser system), kernel functions occur in a paper by Whittaker [Whi15], see also Section 23.6 of [WW35].

The appearance of kernel functions in a multi-variable setting is far more recent. For the nonrelativistic periodic Toda systems they can be found in a paper by Pasquier and Gaudin [PG92], while for the nonrelativistic elliptic Calogero-Moser systems kernel functions emerged from Langmann’s work on anyonic quantum field theory [Lan00]. We note that in the former paper explicit kernel identities of the above form do not yet appear (they are present implicitly), and in the latter only a pair of defining Hamiltonians was considered.

Returning to the present paper, further work related to kernel functions will be cited in due course. Our starting point consists of the elliptic kernel functions from Ref. [Rui06]. They satisfy $N$ kernel identities of the form

$$ (\hat{S}_k(x) - \hat{S}_k(-y))\Psi(x, y) = 0, \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, $$

and we shall recall their precise definition in Subsection 2.1.

On the other hand, one key feature of the kernel functions should already be mentioned now: Their building block is the elliptic gamma function (introduced and studied in [Rui97]), and this function is symmetric under the interchange of the positive parameters $\alpha$ and $\hbar \beta$ featuring in the $A\Delta$Os $\hat{S}_k$. This property is now often called ‘modular invariance’, and it entails that (1.12) also holds for the $A\Delta$Os obtained by interchanging $\alpha$ and $\hbar \beta$. It is not hard to check that the latter $A\Delta$Os commute with the previous ones, and so it is natural to insist on a joint diagonalization on $L^2(G, dx)$.

In this paper, however, we are not directly concerned with joint eigenfunctions of the elliptic $A\Delta$Os and their hyperbolic counterparts. Rather, we obtain some new insights concerning the hyperbolic kernel functions (as detailed in Subsection 2.2), and extend the theory of kernel functions to the relativistic Toda systems (in Subsections 2.3–2.5 and Appendix B).

On the other hand, we do expect that the results of the present paper will be of pivotal importance to solve open problems concerning the existence and properties of joint eigenfunctions of the $A\Delta$Os of hyperbolic and Toda type. As a first example along these lines, we have shown in a recent paper how the hyperbolic kernel functions can be used for a recursive construction of modular invariant joint eigenfunctions of the commuting hyperbolic $A\Delta$Os [HR12]. The idea that such a recursive construction might exist came from papers by Kharchev, Lebedev and Semenov-Tian-Shansky [KLS02] and by Gerasimov, Kharchev and Lebedev [GKL04], which in turn were inspired by the pioneering work of Gutzwiller [Gut81]. As it turns out, the recursive constructions in [KLS02] and [GKL04] can be simplified and generalized in terms of kernel functions for the nonperiodic Toda systems and hyperbolic Calogero-Moser systems, all of which arise naturally within the context of the present paper.

Accordingly, using the kernel functions detailed below as a starting point, we hope to arrive at a unified picture for the joint eigenfunctions of the various regimes. This will involve in particular detailed estimates on the kernel functions and their duals, which are necessary to control various analytical difficulties arising in the recursive constructions of the joint eigenfunctions and the study of their duality and Hilbert space properties.
In order to sketch our results on hyperbolic kernel functions, let us note first that the functions \( f_{(1.3)} \) and \( f_{±}(1.10) \) reduce to
\[
f(z) = \left(1 - \sinh^2(\pi \rho/\alpha) / \sinh^2(\pi z/\alpha)\right)^{1/2}, \quad \rho \in i(0, \alpha),
\]
\[
f_{±}(z) = \left(\sinh(\pi \rho / \alpha) / \sinh(\pi z / \alpha)\right)^{1/2}.
\]
It is also immediate that the elliptic kernel functions satisfying (1.12) have hyperbolic analogs: We need only replace the elliptic gamma function by its hyperbolic counterpart. The latter is modular invariant, like its elliptic generalization. (We review the relevant features of these gamma functions in Appendix A.) However, by contrast to the elliptic case, it is possible to obtain kernel functions relating the \( N \)-particle A\(\Delta\)Os \( \hat{S}_k(x) \), \( k = 1, \ldots, N \), to sums of \( (N-\ell) \)-particle A\(\Delta\)Os, with \( \ell = 1, \ldots, N \). This is because we can take \( y_N, \ldots, y_{N-\ell+1} \) to infinity, a procedure that has no elliptic analog. (For the trigonometric regime—which we do not consider—and for the case \( k = 1 \), a similar result was obtained first by Komori, Noumi and Shiraishi [KNS09], among a host of other ones.) The kernel function for the case \( \ell = 1 \) is the key building block for the recursive construction of modular invariant joint eigenfunctions [HR12].

Turning to our Toda results, we first recall some general features. For the periodic and nonperiodic Toda systems the coefficients \( V_I \) in (1.1) are given by
\[
V_I(x) = \prod_{m \in I \atop m+1 \notin I} f_T(x_{m+1} - x_m) \prod_{m \in I \atop m-1 \notin I} f_T(x_m - x_{m-1}).
\]
The pair potential reads
\[
f_T(z) = (1 + \gamma^2 \exp(2\pi z/\alpha))^{1/2}, \quad \gamma \in \mathbb{R}, \quad \alpha > 0,
\]
and the periodic and nonperiodic versions are encoded via the convention
\[
x_0 = x_N, \quad x_{N+1} = x_1, \quad \text{(periodic Toda),}
\]
\[
x_0 = \infty, \quad x_{N+1} = -\infty, \quad \text{(nonperiodic Toda).}
\]
In both cases the functions \( S_k(x,p) \) yield positive Poisson commuting Hamiltonians on the Toda phase space
\[
\Omega_T = \{(x,p) \in \mathbb{R}^{2N}\}.
\]
The classical relativistic Toda systems were introduced in [Rui90], together with a quantization preserving commutativity. The latter is given by the commuting A\(\Delta\)Os
\[
\hat{S}_k(x) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\} \atop |I| = k} \prod_{m \in I \atop m+1 \notin I} f_T(x_{m+1} - x_m) \prod_{l \in I \atop m \notin I \atop m-1 \notin I} \exp(-i\hbar \beta \partial_{x_l}) \prod_{m \in I \atop m-1 \notin I} f_T(x_m - x_{m-1}),
\]
k = 1, \ldots, N. (1.20)
Since \( f_T \) has period \( i\alpha \), the A\(\Delta\)Os obtained by interchanging \( \alpha \) and \( \hbar \beta \) commute with the above ones, and so the question whether modular invariant eigenfunctions exist arises once again. We proceed with some remarks concerning this modular invariance feature,
which are also meant to elucidate the context of various $q$-Toda papers where modular symmetry is not at issue, cf. the paragraph below (1.24).

When the relativistic Toda systems were last surveyed in [Rui94], modular invariance was not mentioned. Indeed, at that time no eigenfunctions were known at all, so it was not clear that one should be looking for eigenfunctions with this symmetry property. Moreover, the Toda AΔOs $\hat{S}_k$ given by (1.20) are not even formally self-adjoint on $L^2(\mathbb{R}^N, dx)$ (as pointed out in Subsection 6.1 of [Rui94]), so that their Hilbert space status seemed quite opaque.

It transpired from the above-mentioned work by Kharchev, Lebedev and Semenov-Tian-Shansky [KLS02] in the context of quantum group representation theory that a slight modification of the quantum coupling dependence remedies the lack of formal self-adjointness of the Toda AΔOs. Moreover, the modular invariance property showed up in the eigenfunctions presented in [KLS02] and was tied in with Faddeev’s notion of modular double of a quantum group [Fad99]. Likewise, van de Bult has shown that the modular invariance of the ‘relativistic’ hypergeometric function (introduced in Subsection 6.3 of [Rui94]) can be understood from this quantum group perspective [vdB06].

Both formal self-adjointness and modular symmetry emerge naturally from our new results on Toda kernel functions. We expect that these results will be crucial to solve open problems concerning the modular invariant joint eigenfunctions obtained in [KLS02], including duality properties, orthogonality and completeness.

The change in coupling dependence entailing formal self-adjointness consists in replacing the classical pair potential in (1.20) by the quantum counterpart

$$\hat{f}_T(z) = \left(1 + \exp\left(\frac{\pi}{\alpha} [2z + 2\eta + i\hbar\beta]\right)\right)^{1/2}. \quad (1.21)$$

This amounts to the replacement

$$\gamma^2 \to \exp(\pi(2\eta + i\hbar\beta)/\alpha) \quad (1.22)$$

in (1.16). Clearly, this substitution does not change the AΔO-commutativity features mentioned above. The parameter $\eta \in \mathbb{R}$ plays the role of coupling constant, with the limit $\eta \to -\infty$ yielding the free theory. Moreover, in the classical limit $\hbar \to 0$ the shift into the complex plane disappears. Note in this connection that there is no classical analog of modular invariance. (More precisely, the Hamiltonians obtained from the functions $S_k(x, p)$ by interchanging $\alpha$ and $\beta$ do not Poisson commute with $S_1(x, p), \ldots, S_{N-1}(x, p)$ for $1 \leq k < N$ and $\alpha \neq \beta$.)

The new kernel functions $\Psi(x, y)$ for the relativistic Toda systems obtained in Subsections 2.3 and 2.4 for the periodic and nonperiodic case, resp., have the hyperbolic gamma function as their building block. Just as in the quantum elliptic and hyperbolic cases, we switch in the quantum Toda case to positive parameters

$$a_+ = \alpha, \quad a_- = \hbar\beta, \quad (1.23)$$

in terms of which modular-invariant formulas involving the hyperbolic and elliptic gamma functions are more readily expressed.

We obtain the Toda kernel functions in a somewhat tortuous way. Basically, we exploit the previous elliptic and hyperbolic Calogero-Moser results to arrive at them. The connection between the hyperbolic Calogero-Moser Hamiltonians and their nonperiodic Toda
counterparts was already observed and used by the second-named author in 1985, which led him to the relativistic Toda systems via the relativistic hyperbolic Calogero-Moser systems \[Rui90\]. The relation between the defining Hamiltonian of the nonrelativistic elliptic Calogero-Moser system and its periodic Toda counterpart was first pointed out by Inozemtsev \[Ino89\], and then generalized to all of the commuting relativistic Hamiltonians, cf. the survey \[Rui94\].

Here we need these results as well, but to control the pertinent limit for the kernel functions seems not feasible on the elliptic level. Instead, we determine the limits of the functional equations expressing the kernel function property to obtain Toda functional equations. These can then be viewed as corresponding to kernel functions for periodic Toda $\Delta$Os related to the above ones by a similarity transformation. The details can be found in Subsection 2.3.

In Subsection 2.4 we first show how nonperiodic Toda kernel functions can be obtained as a limit of the periodic ones. Just as in Subsection 2.2, we can also obtain kernel functions connecting $N$-particle to $M$-particle $\Delta$Os, but here this seems only feasible for the case $|N - M| \leq 1$. At the end of this subsection we detail how the previous nonperiodic results and a few new ones follow directly from their hyperbolic Calogero-Moser counterparts. Some readers might prefer this avenue, since it does not involve the periodic Toda and elliptic regimes.

At this point we would like to mention that the limit transitions from Calogero-Moser to Toda type systems have recently become important from the viewpoint of quantum groups and Cherednik algebras, cf. the lecture notes \[CM09\] and various references given there. By contrast to our perspective and that of the paper \[KLS02\] cited earlier, this work involves a single deformation parameter $q$ not on the unit circle. Here we are dealing with two parameters

$$ q_+ = \exp(i\pi a_+ / a_-), \quad q_- = \exp(i\pi a_- / a_+), \quad (1.24) $$

and for Hilbert space/quantum mechanical purposes it is of pivotal importance that $a_+$ and $a_-$ be positive, so that $|q_\pm| = 1$. Moreover, the kernel functions and eigenfunctions are invariant under the interchange of $a_+$ and $a_-$, which arises from the hyperbolic gamma function $G(a_+, a_-; z)$ featuring as a building block.

For the case where the building block is the trigonometric gamma function (better known as the $q$-gamma function), the Hilbert space status of the $q$-Toda $\Delta$Os and their joint eigenfunctions is opaque, but in this case there are intimate connections to various issues in representation theory and algebraic geometry. Some early references include \[Eti99\], \[Sev00\], \[OR02\], \[GL03\]. In particular, in a series of papers by Olshanetsky and Rogov (which can be traced from \[OR02\]), the shift in the imaginary direction featuring in \[1.20\] was for the first time traded for a shift by $\hbar$ in the real direction, hence yielding a parameter $q = \exp(-\hbar) < 1$. Their work concerns the rank-1 (2-particle) case, whereas Etingof’s paper \[Eti99\] appears to be the first where the arbitrary-rank case is dealt with.

The notion of ‘dual relativistic Toda systems’ at issue in Subsection 2.5 is not widely known. On the classical level these systems emerged from the explicit construction of an action-angle map for the nonperiodic Toda systems \[Rui90\]. They are integrable systems for which the actions $\hat{p}$ and angles $\hat{x}$ play the role of the positions and momenta in the original system, respectively. Specifically, the Poisson commuting Hamiltonians can be
chosen as
\[ H_k(\hat{p}, \hat{x}) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\} \atop |I| = k} \prod_{m \in I} \prod_{n \notin I} \frac{\beta/2}{|\sinh(\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{p}_n)/2)|} \prod_{l \in I} \exp(2\pi \hat{x}_l/\alpha), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N. \] (1.25)

The classical hyperbolic relativistic Calogero-Moser systems are self-dual, since the action-angle map is essentially an involution [Rui88]. More specifically, the symmetric functions of the ‘dual Lax matrix’
\[ A(x) = \text{diag}(\exp(2\pi x_1/\alpha), \ldots, \exp(2\pi x_N/\alpha)), \] (1.26)

turn into the dual Hamiltonians
\[ S_k(\hat{p}, \hat{x}) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\} \atop |I| = k} \prod_{m \in I} \prod_{n \notin I} \left(1 - \sinh^2(\pi \rho/\alpha) / \sinh^2(\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{p}_n)/2)\right)^{1/2} \prod_{l \in I} \exp(2\pi \hat{x}_l/\alpha). \] (1.27)

The limit transition from the hyperbolic Calogero-Moser to the nonperiodic Toda systems has a counterpart for the classical and quantum duals. Just as for the original system, one needs to quantize the Hamiltonians (1.27) via the analog of the reordering in (1.9) (cf. (1.13)–(1.14)) before substituting \( \hat{x}_i \to -i\hbar \partial_{\hat{p}_i} \). This yields again commuting hyperbolic A\( \Delta \)Os, and then the desired commuting A\( \Delta \)Os for the dual Toda case follow from the pertinent limit. Thus we obtain quantum versions \( \hat{H}_k \) of (1.25) and corresponding kernel functions that are once again built from the hyperbolic gamma function.

Without a change in notation, however, the procedure just sketched would lead to awkward formulas. Indeed, when we switch to the parameters \( a_\pm \) via (1.23), then the factor \( \sinh(\beta(\hat{p}_n - \hat{p}_m)/2) \) (for example) becomes \( \sinh(a_- (\hat{p}_n - \hat{p}_m)/2\hbar) \). Physically speaking, the unpleasant occurrence of \( \hbar \) can be understood from the parameters \( a_+ \) and \( a_- \) having the dimension [position], whereas \( \hat{p} \) has the dimension [momentum]. To obtain the desired dual modular symmetry, we should trade \( \hat{p} \) for a dual variable \( \alpha \beta \hat{p}/2\pi \) with dimension [position]. We denote this new position by \( v \), so that we need the substitution
\[ \hat{p} = 2\pi v/(\alpha \beta). \] (1.28)

Using this variable, the dual hyperbolic A\( \Delta \)Os again take the form (1.9) with \( f_\pm \) given by (1.14) and \( x \) replaced by \( v \).

With this change of notation in place, the dual Toda kernel functions are symmetric under the interchange of \( a_+ \) and \( a_- \), so that they are also kernel functions for the modular transforms of the \( \hat{H}_k \), obtained by interchanging \( a_+ \) and \( a_- \). Somewhat surprisingly, for the dual nonperiodic Toda case we easily obtain kernel functions connecting the dual \( N \)-particle A\( \Delta \)Os to their \( M \)-particle versions for any \( M < N \), whereas we can only handle the \( M = N - 1 \) case in Subsection 2.4.

Our results for the dual Toda case are collected in Subsection 2.5. A close relative of the kernel function connecting the \( N \)-particle and \( (N - 1) \)-particle dual A\( \Delta \)Os has appeared in the above-mentioned work by Kharchev et al. [KLS02]. It is used in a recursive construction of joint eigenfunctions for the nonperiodic Toda A\( \Delta \)Os, without a consideration of duality and Hilbert space properties.

Before sketching the results of Section 3, we add an important remark concerning the A\( \Delta \)Os and kernel functions at issue in Section 2. The A\( \Delta \)Os are invariant when all of
their coordinates $x_n$ are shifted to $x_n + \xi$. This entails that the kernel function property is preserved under such coordinate shifts. We make use of this freedom to choose convenient kernel functions. Another common feature is invariance of the kernel function property under multiplication by any function of the form

$$\phi \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} (x_n - y_n) \right), \quad \phi \text{ meromorphic.} \quad (1.29)$$

Hence, once we have identified one kernel function we immediately obtain an infinite-dimensional family of kernel functions.

Section 3 is concerned with so-called Bäcklund transformations for the classical relativistic Calogero-Moser and Toda systems. These are canonical transformations $(x,p) \mapsto (y,q)$ that preserve the Poisson commuting Hamiltonians, derived from a generating function $F(x,y)$ via

$$p_j = -\frac{\partial F}{\partial x_j}, \quad q_j = \frac{\partial F}{\partial y_j}, \quad j = 1, \ldots, N. \quad (1.30)$$

For the nonrelativistic Calogero-Moser systems such transformations appear to date back to work by Wojchiechowski [Woj82]. For the nonrelativistic infinite Toda chain a Bäcklund transformation can already be found in Toda’s monograph [Tod81]. It seems Gaudin was the first to realize that it can also be applied to the finite Toda systems, and that it can be tied in with the classical limit of a kernel function for their quantum versions, cf. Ch. 14 in his monograph [Gau83]. Pasquier and Gaudin [PG92] then used the kernel function to study eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.

For the nonrelativistic rational Calogero-Moser system a Bäcklund transformation was obtained via special solutions of the KP equation by Nijhoff and Pang [NP94], [NP96]. They reinterpreted the generating function as a Lagrangian for a discrete map, which they viewed as a time-discretization of the defining Hamiltonian. In the same spirit, in Nijhoff/Ragnisco/Kuznetsov [NRK96] Bäcklund transformations (alias ‘time-discretizations’) for the relativistic Calogero-Moser systems were introduced and studied.

Later on, Kuznetsov and Sklyanin elaborated on the general theory of Bäcklund transformations [KS98]. In particular, they reconsidered the relation between kernel functions on the quantum level and generating functions on the classical level. Gaudin already pointed out this relation in the special case of the nonrelativistic periodic Toda system [Gau83], but in [KS98] it was suggested more generally that the semi-classical behavior of a kernel function $\Psi(x,y)$ of the type we consider should be given by a formula of the form

$$\Psi(h;x,y) \sim \exp(-iF(x,y)/h), \quad h \to 0, \quad (1.31)$$

where $F(x,y)$ generates a Bäcklund transformation for the classical version via (1.30).

Now it seems quite unlikely that this is generally true, as kernel functions exist in profusion. Indeed, assuming one has found an orthonormal base $\{\phi_n(x)\}_{n=0}^{\infty}$ of joint eigenfunctions for the commuting elliptic Hamiltonians (say), a function of the form

$$K(\{a_0, a_1, \ldots\}; x,y) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} a_n \phi_n(x) \phi_n(y), \quad (1.32)$$

is a Hilbert-Schmidt kernel function for any $\{a_0, a_1, \ldots\} \in l^2(\mathbb{N})$. Since the numbers $a_n$ are arbitrary, it is not even clear what one would mean by the semi-classical behavior of such a general kernel function.
We are, however, dealing with very special kernel functions, which can be expressed in terms of the elliptic gamma function and its specializations. In particular, there is a notion of ‘classical limit’ of the hyperbolic gamma function, which is tied to its appearance in the quantum scattering of the relativistic hyperbolic Calogero-Moser system. Indeed, in order to obtain the classical scattering (position shift) for \( \hbar \to 0 \) via a coherent state correspondence (which goes back to Hepp’s fundamental paper \[Hep74\]), a quite special limit is required. This is detailed in Eq. (4.73) of \[Rui97\], and in terms of the hyperbolic gamma function it amounts to a certain zero step size limit, cf. Prop. III.7 in \[Rui97\]. The elliptic counterparts of these limits are Eq. (4.98) and Prop. III.13 in \[Rui97\]. (In Appendix A we have recalled the two pertinent limits, cf. (A.29) and (A.14).)

The point is now that with the associated \( \hbar \)-dependence in force, the asymptotic behavior encoded in (1.31) does yield the generating function of a Bäcklund transformation, as we shall show in Section 3 for each of the different cases at issue. More is true: For the relativistic Calogero-Moser case these generating functions are basically the ones arrived at in \[NRK96\]. Also, the Bäcklund transformations for the relativistic Toda regimes can be tied in with results by Suris \[Sur96\], and their nonrelativistic limits yield the ones already known from the papers cited earlier.

There is however an unsettling phenomenon associated with these Bäcklund transformations, which seems not to have been pointed out before: They correspond to Calogero-Moser and Toda systems of an unphysical nature, inasmuch as there seems to be no choice of parameters that yields complete flows and phase space coordinates that stay real for all times. For the Toda regimes this disease can be remedied by an analytic continuation, a state of affairs that was already noted and used by Gaudin in the nonrelativistic case \[Gau83\]. (More precisely, he starts from the Bäcklund transformation with the physical positive coupling, and then finds an associated quantum kernel with the ‘wrong’ coupling; this can then be remedied by analytic continuation of positions. Since we start with a positive coupling on the quantum level, we need to reverse this procedure.)

For the Calogero-Moser case, however, this is no option. Indeed, even for the very simplest degeneration, namely, the nonrelativistic rational \( N = 2 \) Calogero-Moser system, it seems impossible to avoid the ‘negative coupling’ behavior. For the discrete map at issue it shows up in real initial positions becoming complex after a number of discrete time steps. Even so, the circumstance that the pertinent quantum kernel functions give rise to generating functions of Bäcklund transformations is highly remarkable and deserves a further scrutiny from the viewpoint of global analysis.

The relevant limits and their Bäcklund features yield somewhat unwieldy formulas, which is why we shall not detail them here. In Section 3 we reconsider successively the same regimes as in Section 2, omitting details whenever there is considerable similarity to previous cases.

Section 4 is concerned with the nonrelativistic version of our results. Here, too, we leave out details when they can be readily supplied by specialization. Subsection 4.1 deals with the nonrelativistic counterparts of the kernel functions of Section 2, whereas Subsection 4.2 is concerned with the nonrelativistic limits of the Bäcklund transformations of Section 3. As already mentioned, the kernel functions and Bäcklund transformations we arrive at in Section 4 are not new. On the other hand, we arrive at the relevant features in a novel way.

In Appendix A we review some properties of the hyperbolic and elliptic gamma functions from \[Rui97\] we have occasion to use. In Appendix B we prove that the center-
of-mass relativistic periodic Toda kernel functions that connect the $N$-particle AΔOs give rise to Hilbert-Schmidt operators. We anticipate that this result will be the key to proving that the commuting AΔOs can be promoted to commuting self-adjoint operators on $L^2(\mathbb{R}^N)$, a problem that has been wide open for several decades.

To conclude this Introduction, a summary of our notation changes is in order. Indeed, as transpires from the above, we use several notational conventions that depend on the regime at issue. Our choices not only simplify formulas, but also reflect physical distinctions. Specifically, in all regimes we have a length scale $\alpha$ coming from the interaction in the defining Hamiltonian. In the quantum relativistic cases, however, we have an additional length scale, namely $\hbar \beta$ (physically speaking, the Compton wave length of the particles under consideration). As explained above, modular symmetry interchanges these two parameters, which is why it is convenient to work with two equivalent length scales $a_\pm$ in Section 2, cf. (1.23). Now in the hyperbolic and nonperiodic Toda regimes we also have a notion of dual system, with the ‘spectral variables’ $\hat{p}_1, \ldots, \hat{p}_N$ denoting asymptotic momenta. The self-duality of the relativistic hyperbolic regime, however, makes it more natural to work with the dual position $v$ defined by (1.28). (This has in particular the consequence that asymptotic plane waves do not have the usual dimensionless combination $x \cdot \hat{p}/\hbar$ in the exponent, but $x \cdot v/a_+ a_-$ instead.)

By contrast to Section 2, we study in Section 3 and Section 4 the classical ($\hbar = 0$) and nonrelativistic ($\beta = 0$) settings, so that the length scale $\hbar \beta$ disappears. In the elliptic regime we therefore revert to the parameter $\alpha$, whereas in the classical and in the nonrelativistic hyperbolic and Toda cases we trade $a_+ = \alpha$ for a parameter

$$\mu = 2\pi/\alpha,$$

with dimension [position]$^{-1}$. This change not only avoids a plethora of factors $\pi$, but is also in accord with the self-duality of the classical relativistic hyperbolic regime. Indeed, $\mu$ is the parameter naturally dual to $\beta$, as can already be gleaned by comparing the defining Hamiltonians (1.1) and the dual ones (1.27). (Cf. also the Lax matrix (4.137) and dual Lax matrix (4.139) to appreciate this self-duality feature.)

## 2 Kernel functions

### 2.1 The elliptic case

In this subsection we review various elliptic quantities that play a role in our study of the periodic Toda case. As explained above, it is convenient to use notation that encodes modular invariance, cf. (1.23). To start with, we switch from the $N$ commuting AΔOs $\hat{S}_k$ given by (1.9) to the $2N$ commuting Hamiltonians

$$H_{k,\delta}(x) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{|I| = k} f_{\delta,-}(x_m - x_n) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(-ia_{-\delta} \partial x_m) \prod_{m \in I, \ n \notin I} f_{\delta,+}(x_m - x_n),$$

(2.1)

where $k = 1, \ldots, N$, $\delta = +, -, \text{and}$

$$f_{\delta,\pm}(z) = \left( \frac{s_\delta(z \pm \rho)}{s_\delta(z)} \right)^{1/2}, \quad s_\delta(z) = s(r, a_\delta; z).$$

(2.2)
(See Appendix A for the definition and properties of the functions \( s_\pm(z) \).) Next, we introduce \( 2N \) additional A∆Os by setting

\[
H_{-k,\delta}(x) = H_{k,\delta}(-x), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \quad \delta = +, -. \tag{2.3}
\]

Thus we have

\[
H_{-k,\delta}(x) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I} f_{\delta,+}(x_m - x_n) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(i a_{-\delta} \partial_{x_m}) \prod_{m \in I} f_{\delta,-}(x_m - x_n), \tag{2.4}
\]

and in particular

\[
H_{-N,\delta}(x) = H_{N,\delta}(-x) = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \exp(i a_{-\delta} \partial_{x_m}), \quad \delta = +, -. \tag{2.5}
\]

It is readily verified that the new A∆Os are also related to the previous ones via

\[
H_{-k,\delta}(x) = H_{N-k,\delta}(x) H_{-N,\delta}(x), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N - 1, \tag{2.6}
\]

and when we set

\[
H_{0,\delta} = 1, \tag{2.7}
\]

then this relation holds for \( k = N \), too.

The elliptic kernel function \( \Psi \) is now of the form

\[
\Psi(x, y) = W(x)^{1/2} W(y)^{1/2} S(x, y). \tag{2.8}
\]

Here, the weight function is given by

\[
W(x) = \frac{1}{C(x) C(-x)}, \tag{2.9}
\]

with \( C \) the generalized Harish-Chandra function

\[
C(x) = \prod_{1 \leq j < k \leq N} \frac{G(x_j - x_k - \rho + ia)}{G(x_j - x_k + ia)}. \tag{2.10}
\]

The function \( G(z) \equiv G(r, a_+, a_-; z) \) is the elliptic gamma function reviewed in Appendix A and the notation

\[
a = (a_+ + a_-)/2 \tag{2.11}
\]

is used throughout Section 2. Also, the special function \( S \) is defined by

\[
S(x, y) = \prod_{j,k=1}^{N} \frac{G(x_j - y_k - \rho/2)}{G(x_j - y_k + \rho/2)}. \tag{2.12}
\]

Note that it satisfies

\[
S(x, y) = S(\sigma(x), \tau(y)), \quad \forall \sigma, \tau \in S_N. \tag{2.13}
\]

Moreover, from the reflection equation \([\text{A.6}]\) it follows that

\[
S(x, y) = S(y, x) = S(-x, -y). \tag{2.14}
\]
We are now prepared to recall the kernel identities. They are given by

\[ (H_{l,\delta}(x) - H_{-l,\delta}(y))\Psi(x, y) = 0, \quad \pm l = 1, \ldots, N, \quad \delta = +, -. \]  

(2.15)

Equivalently, the $4N$ commuting AΔOs

\[ A_{l,\delta}(x) = W(x)^{-1/2}H_{l,\delta}(x)W(x)^{1/2}, \quad \pm l = 1, \ldots, N, \quad \delta = +, -, \]  

(2.16)
satisfy

\[ (A_{l,\delta}(x) - A_{-l,\delta}(y))\mathcal{S}(x, y) = 0, \quad \pm l = 1, \ldots, N, \quad \delta = +, -. \]  

(2.17)

Using the analytic difference equations (A.11) obeyed by the elliptic gamma function and the formula (A.20) relating $R_{\delta}$ and $s_{\delta}$, it follows that these AΔOs have meromorphic coefficients. Specifically, one readily obtains the explicit formulas

\[ A_{\pm k,\delta}(x) = \sum_{l \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I \mid |m| = k} \prod_{n \notin I} f_{\delta,\mp}(x_m - x_n)^2 \prod_{m \in I} \prod_{n \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \exp(\mp ia_{-\delta} \partial_{x_m}), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \quad \delta = +, -. \]  

(2.18)

For our purposes, it is crucial that the kernel identities (2.17) are equivalent to the following identities for the functions $s_{\delta}(z)$:

\[ \sum_{l \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I \mid |m| = k} \prod_{n \notin I} \frac{s_{\delta}(x_m - x_n - \rho)}{s_{\delta}(x_m - x_n)} \prod_{m \in I \mid |m| = k} \prod_{n \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \frac{s_{\delta}(x_m - y_n + \rho)}{s_{\delta}(x_m - y_n)} \]  

\[ = \sum_{l \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I \mid |m| = k} \prod_{n \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \frac{s_{\delta}(y_m - y_n + \rho)}{s_{\delta}(y_m - y_n)} \]  

\[ \prod_{m \in I \mid |m| = k} \prod_{n \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \frac{s_{\delta}(y_m - x_n - \rho)}{s_{\delta}(y_m - x_n)}. \]  

(2.19)

This equivalence can be verified by using once more the equations (A.11) and (A.20). Further details, as well as a proof of (2.19), can be found in Section 2 of [Rui06].

As a preparation for our account of the relativistic Toda regimes we introduce additional avatars of the $4N$ commuting AΔOs. They can be defined by

\[ \mathcal{A}_{l,\delta}^{\pm}(x) = C(\mp x)^{-1}A_{l,\delta}(x)C(\mp x), \quad l \in \{\pm 1, \ldots, \pm N\}, \quad \delta \in \{+,-\}, \]  

(2.20)

with $C$ the Harish-Chandra function (2.10), so they have meromorphic coefficients as well. Alternatively, introducing the elliptic scattering function

\[ U(x) = C(x)/C(-x), \]  

(2.21)

they are given by

\[ \mathcal{A}_{l,\delta}^{\pm}(x) = U(x)^{\mp 1/2}H_{l,\delta}(x)U(x)^{\mp 1/2}, \quad l = \pm 1, \ldots, \pm N, \quad \delta = +, -. \]  

(2.22)

Since we have

\[ |U(x)| = 1, \quad x \in \mathbb{R}^N, \]  

(2.23)

the four sets of commuting operators

\[ \{H_{l,\delta}\}, \quad \{A_{l,\delta}\}, \quad \{\mathcal{A}_{l,\delta}^{+}\}, \quad \{\mathcal{A}_{l,\delta}^{-}\}, \quad l = \pm 1, \ldots, \pm N, \quad \delta = +, - \]  

(2.24)
yield the same AΔO $\exp(\mp ia_{-\delta} \sum_j \partial_j)$.  
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2.2 The hyperbolic case

In the hyperbolic limit \( r \downarrow 0 \) the A∆Os \( H_{\pm k,\delta} \) remain of the same form, but now with \( s_{\delta}(z) \equiv \sinh(\pi z/a_{\delta}) \), cf. (A.23). In addition, the limit (A.25) from the elliptic to the hyperbolic gamma function implies that the kernel identities (2.15) hold true if we take \( G(z) \) to be the hyperbolic gamma function. All other quantities and relations in the previous subsection have immediate hyperbolic counterparts as well, so we shall not spell them out.

In the hyperbolic case, however, we are also able to obtain kernel identities relating the A∆Os

\[
A_{\pm k,\delta}(x), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \quad \delta = +, -, \quad (2.25)
\]

in \( N \) variables \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_N) \) to the following A∆Os in \( N-\ell \) variables \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell}) \), \( \ell = 0, \ldots, N \):

\[
A_{\mp (k-j),\delta}(y), \quad j = 0, \ldots, \ell, \quad 0 \leq k-j \leq N-\ell, \quad A_{0,\delta} \equiv 1. \quad (2.26)
\]

In the trigonometric case (which we do not consider), the two hyperbolic periods \( ia_+, ia_- \) are replaced by one imaginary period \( ia \) and a real period \( \pi/r \), and accordingly it suffices to consider A∆Os \( A_1, \ldots, A_N \), with the coefficient building blocks \( s_{\delta} \) replaced by the sine function. For this case Komori et al. [KNS09] first arrived at the analogs of the extra kernel relations for \( A_1 \), by using corresponding functional identities. Our reasoning below yields relations for arbitrary \( k \), whose trigonometric analogs (with the hyperbolic gamma function replaced by the trigonometric one) can be obtained by adapting our hyperbolic arguments.

The relations involve coefficients \( c_{\ell,j}^{\delta} \) with \( \ell \in \mathbb{N}, j \in \mathbb{Z}, \delta = +, - \), given by

\[
c_{0,0}^{\delta} = 1, \quad c_{\ell,0}^{\delta} = 0, \quad j > \ell, \quad j < 0, \quad (2.27)
\]

and

\[
c_{\ell,j}^{\delta} = S_j(e_{\delta}((\ell-1)\rho), e_{\delta}((\ell-3)\rho), \ldots, e_{\delta}(-((\ell-1)\rho))), \quad j = 0, \ldots, \ell, \quad (2.28)
\]

where \( S_j(a_1, \ldots, a_{\ell}) \) denotes the \( j \)th elementary symmetric function of \( a_1, \ldots, a_{\ell} \); also, here and below we use the abbreviation

\[
e_{\delta}(z) \equiv \exp(\pi z/a_{\delta}), \quad \delta = +, -. \quad (2.29)
\]

Notice that the coefficients are even in \( \rho \) and satisfy

\[
c_{\ell,0}^{\delta} = c_{\ell,\ell}^{\delta} = 1, \quad c_{\ell,j}^{\delta} = c_{\ell,\ell-j}^{\delta}, \quad j = 0, \ldots, \ell. \quad (2.30)
\]

Moreover, it is not hard to verify that the coefficients obey a recurrence relation

\[
c_{\ell+1,j}^{\delta} = e_{\delta}(j\rho)c_{\ell,j}^{\delta} + e_{\delta}((j-1-\ell)\rho)c_{\ell,j-1}^{\delta}, \quad (2.31)
\]

and that they are uniquely determined by this recurrence together with the side conditions (2.27).

With \( G(z) \) denoting the hyperbolic gamma function and \( A_{\pm k,\delta} \) the hyperbolic version of the elliptic A∆Os (2.18), we are now prepared to state and prove the pertinent relations.
Theorem 2.1. For \( \ell = 0, 1, \ldots, N \), let
\[
S_\ell(x, y) \equiv \prod_{m=1}^{N} \prod_{n=1}^{N-\ell} \frac{G(x_m - y_n - \rho/2)}{G(x_m - y_n + \rho/2)}, \quad S_N \equiv 1. \tag{2.32}
\]
For any \( k \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \) and \( \tau, \delta \in \{+,-\} \) we have
\[
A_{\tau k, \delta}(x_1, \ldots, x_N)S_\ell(x, y) = \sum_{j=0}^{\min(k, \ell)} \ell_{\ell, j}^k A_{-\tau k-j, \delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell})S_\ell(x, y), \tag{2.33}
\]
where
\[
A_{\pm m, \delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell}) \equiv 0, \quad m > N - \ell, \quad A_{0, \delta} \equiv 1, \tag{2.34}
\]
and where the coefficients \( \ell_{\ell, j}^k \) are given by \( (2.27) \) and \( (2.28) \).

Proof. Since we have
\[
S_\ell(x, y) = S_\ell(-x, -y), \tag{2.35}
\]
it suffices to show \( (2.33) \) for \( \tau = + \). Our proof proceeds by induction on \( \ell \). The case \( \ell = 0 \) amounts to the hyperbolic version of \( (2.17) \), so we now assume \( (2.33) \) for \( \ell \geq 0 \) and show its validity for \( \ell \to \ell + 1 \).

To this end we begin by deducing from the asymptotics of the hyperbolic gamma function (cf. \( (A.32) \) and \( (A.36) \)) that we have
\[
\lim_{\Lambda \to \infty} \phi(x, y_{N-\ell} + \Lambda)S_\ell(x, y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell-1}, y_{N-\ell} + \Lambda) = S_{\ell+1}(x, y), \tag{2.36}
\]
where
\[
\phi(x, z) \equiv \exp \left( \frac{i\pi \rho}{a_+ a_-} \sum_{m=1}^{N} (x_m - z) \right). \tag{2.37}
\]
In order to exploit this limit, we note
\[
\phi(x, y_{N-\ell})A_{k, \delta}(x) = \epsilon_\delta(-k\rho)A_{k, \delta}(x)\phi(x, y_{N-\ell}). \tag{2.38}
\]
Furthermore, we split the A∆Os \( A_{-m, \delta}(y) \) into two parts, depending on whether the index set \( I \) contains \( N - \ell \) or not:
\[
A_{-m, \delta}(y) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N - \ell - 1\} \atop |I| = m} \left( \cdots \right) + \sum_{I = J \cup \{N - \ell\} \atop |J| = m - 1} \left( \cdots \right). \tag{2.39}
\]
Denoting the first and second sum by \( B_{m, \delta}(y) \) and \( C_{m, \delta}(y) \), respectively, we then observe that
\[
\phi(x, y_{N-\ell})B_{m, \delta}(y) = B_{m, \delta}(y)\phi(x, y_{N-\ell}), \quad \phi(x, y_{N-\ell})C_{m, \delta}(y) = \epsilon_\delta(-N\rho)C_{m, \delta}(y)\phi(x, y_{N-\ell}). \tag{2.40}
\]
Next, we multiply both sides of \( (2.33) \) by the function \( \epsilon_\delta(k\rho)\phi(x, y_{N-\ell}) \) and use the commutation relations \( (2.38) \) and \( (2.40) \). We then take \( y_{N-\ell} \to y_{N-\ell} + \Lambda \), and use the readily verified limits
\[
\lim_{\Lambda \to \infty} B_{m, \delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell-1}, y_{N-\ell} + \Lambda) = \epsilon_\delta(-m\rho)A_{-m, \delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell-1}), \tag{2.41}
\]
\[ \lim_{\Lambda \to \infty} C_{m,\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell} + \Lambda) = e^{\delta ((N - \ell - m)\rho)} \exp(ia_{-\delta} \partial_{y_{N-\ell}}) \times A_{-m+1,\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell-1}), \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.42)

together with the limit (2.36). If we now take \( j \to j - 1 \) in the sum coming from \( C_{k-j,\delta}(y) \), then it becomes clear that the coefficients of the A\( \Delta \)Os \( A_{(k-j),\delta} \) on the right-hand side satisfy (2.31), so that they are given by (2.28) with \( \ell \to \ell + 1 \).

We proceed to detail three specializations of Theorem 2.1. For the first we fix \( k = 1 \), but impose no restrictions on \( \ell \). From (2.28) we obtain

\[ c_{\delta, 0} = 1, \quad c_{\delta, 1} = s_{\delta}(\ell\rho)/s_{\delta}(\rho), \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.43)

yielding the following special cases.

**Corollary 2.2.** For \( \ell = 0, \ldots, N \), we have

\[ (A_{\pm\delta}(x_1, \ldots, x_N) - A_{\pm\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell}))S_{\ell}(x, y) = \frac{s_{\delta}(\ell\rho)}{s_{\delta}(\rho)}S_{\ell}(x, y). \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.44)

We note that this corollary is the hyperbolic analog of Statement (1) in Theorem 2.2 of [KNS09].

Next, we require \( \ell = 1 \), but do not restrict \( k \). From (2.28) we have \( c_{\delta, 0} = c_{\delta, 1} = 1 \), and hence the following specialization results.

**Corollary 2.3.** For \( k = 1, \ldots, N \), we have

\[ A_{\pm\delta}(x_1, \ldots, x_N)S_{1}(x, y) = (A_{\pm\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1}) + A_{\pm\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1}))S_{1}(x, y). \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.45)

Finally, we choose \( \ell = N \), recalling \( S_N = 1 \).

**Corollary 2.4.** The following functional identities hold true:

\[ \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{\substack{m \in I \\text{or} \text{ } n \notin I \\text{or} \text{ } m \notin I \\text{or} \text{ } n \in I \}} s_{\delta}(x_m - x_n \pm \rho) = c_{\delta, N,k}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.46)

These identities were obtained before in the proof of Lemma A.5 in [Rui95].

### 2.3 The periodic Toda case

As explained in [Rui94], the periodic Toda A\( \Delta \)O\( s \) (1.20) can be obtained as limits of the elliptic A\( \Delta \)O\( s \) (1.9). In this section we shall in particular recover this result as a corollary of somewhat more general limit formulas, detailed in Lemma 2.5. More precisely, these formulas are primarily derived to obtain Toda kernel functions, but they can also be used to show that the 4\( N \) commuting A\( \Delta \)O\( s \) \( H_{\pm\delta}(x) \) given by (2.1) – (2.3) give rise to 4\( N \) commuting periodic Toda counterparts, denoted by the same symbols. As it shall transpire, however, the A\( \Delta \)O\( s \) \( A_{\pm\delta}(2.18) \) have no sensible limits (the \( N = 2 \) case being a curious exception).
This makes it all the more surprising that the elliptic functional identities (2.19) corresponding to the relation between $S(x, y)$ and $A_{l,\delta}$ (as expressed in (2.17)) do have Toda limits. Once this limit is obtained, we can easily identify kernel functions $S_{\pm}(x, y)$ for the periodic Toda system. But here these functions correspond to A∆Os that are the periodic Toda counterparts of the elliptic operators $A_{l,\delta}^{\pm}$ given by (2.22). Indeed, as in the elliptic case, they are the similarity transforms of the Toda A∆Os $H_{l,\delta}$ with a function $U(x)$. For a suitable choice of parameters this Toda $U$-function is unitary. Moreover, this parameter choice entails that all of the Toda A∆Os $H_{l,\delta}$ and $A_{l,\delta}^{\pm}$ are formally self-adjoint.

Turning to the details, our starting point consists in making the substitutions

$$x_n \to x_n - \frac{n\pi}{Nr}, \quad y_n \to y_n - \frac{n\pi}{Nr}, \quad n = 1, \ldots, N; \quad (2.47)$$

and

$$\rho \to \rho + \frac{\pi}{N}, \quad (2.48)$$

in the elliptic quantities occurring in Subsection 2.1. Next we consider the limit $r \to 0$. (Recall the real elliptic period $2\omega$ is parametrized as $\pi/r$.) It seems intractable to control this limit for the quantities expressed in elliptic gamma functions, and in fact it appears likely that none of them can be renormalized so that this limit exists. Rather, we concentrate on the functional equations (2.19), which only involve the functions $s_{\pm}(z)$.

We first note that the product representation (A.21) for the function $s_{\delta}(z)$ contains an exponential factor $e^{\delta(-rz^2/\pi)}$. Rather than directly performing the substitutions (2.47) and (2.48) in (2.19), we may and shall eliminate these factors from the start. The point is that the identity (2.19) still holds true if we switch from $s_{\delta}$ to the function

$$\tilde{s}_{\delta}(z) := e^{\delta(rz^2/\pi)}s_{\delta}(z) = \frac{a_{\delta}}{\pi} \sinh(\pi z/a_{\delta}) \prod_{l=1}^{\infty} \frac{(1 - e^{\delta(2z - 2\pi l/r)}) (z \to -z)}{(1 - e^{\delta(-2\pi l/r)})^2}. \quad (2.49)$$

Indeed, a straightforward computation shows that the exponential factors combine to yield the same overall factor in the left-hand and right-hand side.

Accordingly, we substitute (2.47) and (2.48) in (2.19) with $s_{\delta}$ replaced by $\tilde{s}_{\delta}$, and proceed to study the asymptotic behavior as $r \to 0$ of the resulting identity. To this end we focus on the factors $\tilde{s}_{\delta}(y_m - x_n - \rho)/\tilde{s}_{\delta}(y_m - x_n)$. Their asymptotics is given by the following lemma, which involves an auxiliary Toda building block

$$t_{\delta}(z) = 1 - e_{\delta}(2z + 2\rho). \quad (2.50)$$

**Lemma 2.5.** Let $m, n = 1, \ldots, N$, and $m \neq n$. Then we have, as $r \to 0$,

$$\frac{\tilde{s}_{\delta}(y_m - x_n - \rho + \frac{\pi}{N}(n - m - 1))}{\tilde{s}_{\delta}(y_m - x_n + \frac{\pi}{N}(n - m))} \sim e_{\delta} \left( \frac{m - n}{|m - n|} \left( \rho + \frac{\pi}{N} \right) \right) \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} t_{\delta}(x_{m+1} - y_m), & n = m + 1 \pmod{N}, \\ 1, & \text{otherwise}. \end{array} \right. \quad (2.51)$$

Moreover,

$$\frac{\tilde{s}_{\delta}(y_m - x_m - \rho + \frac{\pi}{N})}{\tilde{s}_{\delta}(y_m - x_m)} \sim \frac{e_{\delta}(\rho + \frac{\pi}{N})}{t_{\delta}(y_m - x_m - \rho)}, \quad r \to 0. \quad (2.52)$$
Proof. We shall infer the statement from the product representation (2.49) for the function \( \tilde{s}_\delta \). Dealing first with the sinh-prefactor, we readily find

\[
\frac{\sinh\frac{\pi}{as}(y_m - x_n - \rho + \frac{\pi}{Nr}(n - m - 1))}{\sinh\frac{\pi}{as}(y_m - x_n + \frac{\pi}{Nr}(n - m))} \sim e_\delta \left( \frac{m-n}{|m-n|} (\rho + \frac{\pi}{Nr}) \right) \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
t_\delta(x_{m+1} - y_m), & n = m + 1, \\
1, & \text{otherwise,}
\end{array} \right.
\]

(2.53)
as \( r \to 0 \). Next, we consider the terms arising from the infinite product in (2.49). Since \( |n - m| < N \) and \( l \geq 1 \), we have

\[
\lim_{r \to 0} \frac{1 - e_\delta \left( 2(y_m - x_n - \rho) + \frac{2\pi}{r} \left( \frac{n-m-1}{N} - l \right) \right)}{1 - e_\delta \left( 2(y_m - x_n) + \frac{2\pi}{r} \left( \frac{n-m}{N} - l \right) \right)} = 1,
\]

(2.54)
and

\[
\lim_{r \to 0} \frac{1 - e_\delta \left( -2(y_m - x_n - \rho) + \frac{2\pi}{r} \left( \frac{n-m-1}{N} - l \right) \right)}{1 - e_\delta \left( -2(y_m - x_n) + \frac{2\pi}{r} \left( \frac{n-m}{N} - l \right) \right)} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
t_\delta(x_{1} - y_N), & m = N, n = 1, l = 1, \\
1, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{array} \right.
\]

(2.55)

Putting the pieces together, we arrive at the statement for \( m \neq n \). The remaining case \( m = n \) now follows easily, noting all factors in the infinite product in (2.49) then converge to one. \( \square \)

It is clear from (2.49) that \( \tilde{s}_\delta(z) \) is an odd function. As a corollary of (2.51), we thus have

\[
\frac{\tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - y_n + \rho + \frac{\pi}{Nr}(n - m + 1))}{\tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - y_n + \frac{\pi}{Nr}(n - m))} \sim e_\delta \left( \frac{n-m}{|n-m|} (\rho + \frac{\pi}{Nr}) \right) \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
t_\delta(x_m - y_{m-1}), & n = m + 1 \ (\text{mod} \ N), \\
1, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{array} \right.
\]

(2.56)
In addition, if we replace \( y_m \) by \( x_m \) in (2.51), and \( x_m \) by \( y_m \) in (2.56), then we clearly obtain the contribution to the asymptotics due to the remaining factors in (2.49).

With these asymptotic formulas at our disposal, we are in the position to obtain the following Toda counterpart of the elliptic functional identities (2.19).

Lemma 2.6. For \( k = 1, \ldots, N \), we have

\[
\sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{|I| = k} \prod_{m \in I} \prod_{m+1 \notin I} \frac{t_\delta(x_{m+1} - x_m) \prod t_\delta(x_m - y_{m-1})}{t_\delta(y_m - x_m - \rho)} = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{|I| = k} \prod_{m \in I} \prod_{m+1 \notin I} t_\delta(y_{m-1} - y_m) \prod t_\delta(y_m - x_m - \rho),
\]

(2.57)
with \( t_\delta(z) \) given by (2.50).
Proof. Just as for (2.19), the special case \( k = N \) of (2.57) is obvious. Fixing \( k < N \), we substitute (2.47) and (2.48) in the identity (2.19) with \( s_\delta \to \tilde{s}_\delta \), and then exploit the above asymptotic formulas in the following way. We focus on a term in the sum on the left associated with a fixed subset \( I \). First, consider a pair of indices \( m \in I \) and \( n \notin I \). This gives rise to a product of ratios

\[
P_{mn} = \frac{\tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - x_n - \rho) \tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - y_n + \rho)}{\tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - x_n) \tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - y_n)}. \tag{2.58}
\]

With the substitutions in place, we can now use (2.51) for the first and (2.56) for the second ratio to deduce

\[
\lim_{r \to 0} P_{mn} = \begin{cases} 
  t_\delta(x_{m+1} - x_m), & n = m + 1 \, (\text{mod } N), \\
  t_\delta(x_m - y_{m-1}), & n = m - 1 \, (\text{mod } N), \\
  1, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases} \tag{2.59}
\]

The remaining pairs of indices \( m, n \in I \) yield the product

\[
\prod_{m,n \in I} \frac{\tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - y_n + \rho)}{\tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - y_n)} = \prod_{m \in I} T_m \prod_{m,n \in I, m > n} T_{mn}, \tag{2.60}
\]

where we have introduced the ratios

\[
T_m = \frac{\tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - y_m + \rho)}{\tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - y_m)}, \tag{2.61}
\]

and the product of ratios

\[
T_{mn} = \frac{\tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - y_n + \rho) \tilde{s}_\delta(x_n - y_n + \rho)}{\tilde{s}_\delta(x_m - y_n) \tilde{s}_\delta(x_n - y_m)}. \tag{2.62}
\]

In view of (2.52) we have

\[
\lim_{r \to 0} e_\delta \left( -\rho - \frac{\pi}{N_\rho} \right) T_m = 1/t_\delta(y_m - x_m - \rho). \tag{2.63}
\]

Moreover, using oddness of \( \tilde{s}_\delta \) in the second ratio of \( T_{mn} \), we can use (2.51) for the second and (2.56) for the first ratio to get

\[
\lim_{r \to 0} T_{mn} = \begin{cases} 
  t_\delta(x_m - y_{m-1}), & n = m - 1, \\
  t_\delta(x_1 - y_N), & m = N, n = 1, \\
  1, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases} \tag{2.64}
\]

A moment’s thought now shows that when we multiply the left-hand side of (2.19) with \( s_\delta \to \tilde{s}_\delta \) by the renormalizing factor

\[
e_\delta \left( -\rho - \frac{\pi}{N_\rho} \right)^k, \tag{2.65}
\]

then its \( r \to 0 \) limit yields the left-hand side of (2.57). Proceeding in the same way for the right-hand side of (2.19) with \( s_\delta \to \tilde{s}_\delta \), we then deduce (2.57). \( \square \)
At this point we invoke the modified hyperbolic gamma functions $G_R$ and $G_L$, cf. Appendix A. Indeed, the identities (2.57), combined with the difference equations (A.34) and (A.35) satisfied by $G_R$ and $G_L$, resp., can now be used to obtain kernel functions for the periodic Toda system. Specifically, it is readily deduced from these formulas that we have

\[
\prod_{m \in I} \frac{t_\delta(x_m - y_{m-1})}{t_\delta(y_{m} - x_{m} - \rho)} = A^\pm(x, y)^{-1} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp ia_{-\delta} \partial_{x_m}) A^\pm(x, y),
\]

and

\[
\prod_{m \in I} \frac{t_\delta(x_{m+1} - y_m)}{t_\delta(y_m - x_m - \rho)} = A^\pm(x, y)^{-1} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\pm ia_{-\delta} \partial_{y_m}) A^\pm(x, y),
\]

where we have introduced the auxiliary functions

\[
A^+ (x, y) = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \frac{G_R(y_m - x_{m+1} - ia - \rho)}{G_L(y_m - x_m - ia)},
\]

\[
A^- (x, y) = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \frac{G_L(y_m - x_{m} - ia)}{G_R(y_m - x_{m+1} + ia - \rho)}.
\]

These functions are basically the kernel functions we need. To detail this, we should first introduce various additional Toda quantities.

To begin with, we have thus far retained the coupling parameter $\rho$ of the elliptic and hyperbolic regimes, since this yields the simplest auxiliary quantities. At this stage, however, we need to switch to parameters that are more appropriate for the Toda regimes. First, we introduce four Toda interaction functions

\[
T_\delta^\pm(z) = 1 + e_\delta(2z \pm ia_{-\delta} + 2\eta), \quad \delta = +, -- \eta \in \mathbb{R}.
\]

They are obtained from the four functions $t_\delta(z)$ and $t_\delta(z - ia_{-\delta})$ when $\rho$ is replaced by $ia + \eta$. (The function $T_\delta^+(z)$ amounts to the interaction function (1.21) of the Introduction, cf. (1.23).) The real parameter $\eta$ plays the role of coupling constant. We also introduce the Toda $U$-function

\[
U(x) = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \frac{1}{G_L(x_{m+1} - x_m + \eta)}.
\]

It has the unitarity property

\[
|U(x)| = 1, \quad x \in \mathbb{R}^N, \quad \eta \in \mathbb{R},
\]

and it is invariant under cyclic permutations of $x_1, \ldots, x_N$.

Next, we define a set of $4N$ formally self-adjoint $\text{A}_\infty$Os

\[
\mathcal{A}_{k, \delta}^+(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I} T_\delta^+(x_{m+1} - x_m) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(-ia_{-\delta} \partial_{x_m}),
\]

\[
\mathcal{A}_{-k, \delta}^+(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I} T_\delta^+(x_{m} - x_{m-1}) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(ia_{-\delta} \partial_{x_m}),
\]
and a second set of $4N$ formally self-adjoint A∆Os

$$A_{k,\delta}^+(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I} T_\delta^+(x_{m+1} - x_m)^{1/2} \prod_{m \in I} e^{-ia_\delta \partial x_m} \prod_{m \in I} T_\delta^+(x_m - x_{m-1})^{1/2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.75)

$$A_{-k,\delta}^-(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I} T_\delta^-(x_{m+1} - x_m) \prod_{m \in I} e^{ia_\delta \partial x_m} \prod_{m \in I} T_\delta^-(x_m - x_{m-1})^{1/2}. \hspace{1cm} (2.76)$$

It is easy to verify that these definitions entail the relations

$$A_{-N,\delta}^+(x) = A_{N,\delta}^-(x)^{-1} = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \exp(i a_\delta \partial x_m), \hspace{1cm} (2.77)$$

$$A_{-k,\delta}^+(x) = A_{N-k,\delta}^-(x) A_{N,\delta}^-(x), \hspace{1cm} k = 1, \ldots, N-1, \hspace{1cm} (2.78)$$

where $\tau, \delta = +, -$. Moreover, from the difference equations (A.35) obeyed by $G_L$ we obtain

$$A_{l,\delta}^+(x) = U(x) A_{l,\delta}^-(x) U(x)^{-1}, \hspace{1cm} \pm l = 1, \ldots, N, \hspace{1cm} \delta = +, - \hspace{1cm} (2.79)$$

Finally, we introduce a third set of $4N$ formally self-adjoint A∆Os, namely,

$$H_{l,\delta}(x) = U(x)^{1/2} A_{l,\delta}^-(x) U(x)^{-1/2} = U(x)^{-1/2} A_{l,\delta}^+(x) U(x)^{1/2}, \hspace{1cm} \pm l = 1, \ldots, N, \hspace{1cm} \delta = +, - \hspace{1cm} (2.80)$$

These operators are the quantum counterparts of the classical Hamiltonians given by (1.1), (1.15) and (1.16), with modular invariance and formal self-adjointness taken into account. Explicitly, letting $k = 1, \ldots, N$, and $\delta = +, -$, they read

$$H_{k,\delta}(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I} T_\delta^+(x_{m+1} - x_m)^{1/2} \prod_{m \in I} e^{-ia_\delta \partial x_m} \prod_{m \in I} T_\delta^+(x_m - x_{m-1})^{1/2}, \hspace{1cm} (2.81)$$

$$H_{-k,\delta}(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I} T_\delta^-(x_{m+1} - x_m)^{1/2} \prod_{m \in I} e^{ia_\delta \partial x_m} \prod_{m \in I} T_\delta^-(x_m - x_{m-1})^{1/2}. \hspace{1cm} (2.82)$$

as is readily checked by using (A.35) once again. It is also clear that they satisfy (2.77) and (2.78) with $A^r$ replaced by $H$. Furthermore, like the Toda A∆Os $A_{l,\delta}^r$, they are invariant under cyclic permutations.

Last but not least, the $4N$ operators $H_{l,\delta}$ mutually commute, so that the sets of operators $\{A_{l,\delta}^r\}$ and $\{A_{l,\delta}^r\}$ consist of mutually commuting operators as well. As explained in the Introduction, this assertion follows from [Rui90], where a direct proof of commutativity can be found.

On the other hand, taking commutativity of the elliptic Hamiltonians $H_{l,\delta}$ in Subsection 2.1 for granted, the commutativity of the Toda Hamiltonians $H_{l,\delta}$ also follows from the latter being limits of the former. A quick way to check these limits within the present context is as follows. First, push the third product in (2.1) through the shifts. Then replace $s_\delta$ by $\tilde{s}_\delta$, which amounts to a multiplicative renormalization. Now substitute (2.47) and (2.48) and use (2.51) and (2.56) (with $y$ replaced by $x$) to see that the $r \to 0$ limit yields (2.81).

The reader who has verified these steps will easily see why this procedure fails for the A∆Os $A_{k,\delta}(x)$ with $k < N$, unless $N = 2$. The point is that different subsets $I$ in (2.18)
give rise to different powers of the factor \( e_\delta(\pi/Nr) \), so that no nontrivial \( r \to 0 \) limit can be obtained by a multiplicative renormalization.

Possibly, the substitutions \((2.47)\) and \((2.48)\) in the elliptic \( A_{t,\delta}^r \), along with a suitable renormalization and similarity transformation, yield \( A\Delta_0 \)s that converge to the periodic Toda \( A_{t,\delta}^r \) for \( r \to 0 \). At any rate, the analogous substitutions in the hyperbolic \( A_{t,\delta}^r \) do yield the nonperiodic Toda \( A_{t,\delta}^r \) as limits, cf. the end of the next subsection. We have anticipated this state of affairs in the notation we have adopted above.

We are now prepared for the main result of this subsection.

**Theorem 2.7.** Let \( l \in \{ \pm 1, \ldots, \pm N \} \), and \( \delta \in \{ +, - \} \). We have kernel function identities

\[
(A_{t,\delta}^r(x) - A_{-t,\delta}^r(y)) S^+(x, y) = 0, \\
(A_{t,\delta}^r(x) - A_{-t,\delta}^r(y)) S^-(x, y) = 0,
\]

\[
(H_{t,\delta}(x) - H_{-t,\delta}(y)) U(x)^{-1/2} U(y)^{-1/2} S^+(x, y) = 0,
\]

\[
(H_{t,\delta}(x) - H_{-t,\delta}(y)) U(x)^{1/2} U(y)^{1/2} S^-(x, y) = 0,
\]

where

\[
S^+(x, y) = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \frac{G_R(y_m - x_{m+1} - ia/2 - \eta/2)}{G_L(y_m - x_m + ia/2 + \eta/2)},
\]

\[
S^-(x, y) = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \frac{G_L(y_m - x_m - ia/2 + \eta/2)}{G_R(y_m - x_{m+1} + ia/2 - \eta/2)},
\]

and \( U(x) \) is given by \((2.71)\). Furthermore, the identities \((2.83)-(2.86)\) still hold when the functions \( S^\pm(x, y) \) are replaced by \( S^\pm(y, x) \) or by \( S^\pm(\sigma(x), y) \), with \( \sigma \) any cyclic permutation.

**Proof.** Combining the functional equations \((2.57)\) with \((2.66)\) and \((2.67)\), we obtain

\[
\sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{\mid I \mid = k} \prod_{\mid m \in I \mid + 1 \notin I} t_\delta(x_{m+1} - x_m) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(-ia_\delta \partial_{x_m}) A^+(x, y) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{\mid I \mid = k} \prod_{\mid m - 1 \notin I} t_\delta(y_m - y_{m-1}) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(ia_\delta \partial_{y_m}) A^+(x, y).
\]

If we now replace \( \rho \) by \( ia + \eta \) and then shift \( y_1, \ldots, y_N \) by \( 3ia/2 + \eta/2 \), then we obtain \((2.83)\) for \( l = k \). For \( l = -k \), we can use \((2.71)-(2.72)\), together with the relation

\[
A_{-N,\delta}^r(x) S^+(x, y) = A_{N,\delta}^r(y) S^+(x, y),
\]

and complete the proof of \((2.83)\).

Likewise, from the identities

\[
\sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{\mid I \mid = k} \prod_{\mid m \in I \mid + 1 \notin I} t_\delta(x_{m+1} - x_m) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(ia_\delta \partial_{x_m}) A^-(x, y) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{\mid I \mid = k} \prod_{\mid m - 1 \notin I} t_\delta(y_m - y_{m-1}) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(-ia_\delta \partial_{y_m}) A^-(x, y),
\]

as limits, cf. the end of the next subsection. We have anticipated this state of affairs in the notation we have adopted above.
we obtain (2.84) with \( l = -k \) upon replacing \( \rho \) by \(-ia + \eta\) and shifting \( y_1, \ldots, y_N \) by \(-3ia/2 + \eta/2\). Then (2.84) with \( l = k \) follows as before.

Recalling (2.80), we now obtain (2.85)–(2.86) from (2.83)–(2.84). Also, the last statement follows from invariance of the A∆Os and \( U(x) \) under cyclic permutations.

In the Introduction we have already pointed out that from a given kernel function we can obtain an infinity of other ones, cf. the paragraph containing (1.29). The kernel functions in Theorem 2.7, however, are not related to each other by a coordinate translation or multiplication by a factor (1.29).

It is worth pointing out that limits of translations lead to elementary kernel functions, due to the simple asymptotics of \( G_R(z) \) and \( G_L(z) \) for \( \Re(z) \to \pm \infty \), cf. (A.36) and (A.37). To be specific, consider the substitution

\[ y_m \to y_m - ia/2 - \eta/2 + \Lambda, \quad m = 1, \ldots, N, \]  

(2.92)

in \( S^+(x,y) \). For \( \Lambda \to \infty \), the dominant asymptotics is given by

\[ \exp(2iN\chi) \prod_{m=1}^{N} \exp \left( \frac{i\pi}{a_+a_-} (y_m - x_m + \Lambda)^2 \right). \]  

(2.93)

Thus, if we multiply by a factor

\[ \exp(-2iN\chi - i\pi N\Lambda^2/a_+a_-) \exp \left( \frac{2i\pi\Lambda}{a_+a_-} \sum_{m=1}^{N} (x_m - y_m) \right), \]  

(2.94)

(which is of the form (1.29)), then we can take \( \Lambda \to \infty \) and conclude that the function

\[ K_R^+(x,y) = \exp \left( \frac{i\pi}{a_+a_-} \sum_{m=1}^{N} (x_m - y_m)^2 \right), \]  

(2.95)

is a kernel function for the A∆Os \( \mathcal{A}^+_l,\delta \). Likewise, the left asymptotics yields an elementary kernel function

\[ K_L^+(x,y) = \exp \left( \frac{i\pi}{a_+a_-} \sum_{m=1}^{N} (x_m - y_{m-1})^2 \right). \]  

(2.96)

Notice that the latter results from \( K_R^+ \) by a cyclic permutation.

In the same way we obtain elementary kernel functions

\[ K_R^- (x,y) = \exp \left( \frac{-i\pi}{a_+a_-} \sum_{m=1}^{N} (x_m - y_m)^2 \right), \quad K_L^- (x,y) = \exp \left( \frac{-i\pi}{a_+a_-} \sum_{m=1}^{N} (x_m - y_{m-1})^2 \right), \]  

(2.97)

for the A∆Os \( \mathcal{A}^-_l,\delta \).

### 2.4 The nonperiodic Toda case

In this subsection we first deduce kernel functions for the nonperiodic Toda system by limit transitions from the periodic case. We then take further limits to obtain kernel identities that relate A∆Os whose number of variables differs by one. Finally, we discuss
the direct limit from the hyperbolic quantities to their nonperiodic Toda counterparts, which is quite easily understood for the A∆Os $A^\tau_l,\delta(x)$ as well. As a bonus, we obtain the nonperiodic Toda $U$-function as a limit of the hyperbolic one. Throughout this subsection we use the same symbols for the nonperiodic quantities as for their periodic counterparts.

We start by observing that if we perform the substitutions

$$x_n \rightarrow x_n + n\Lambda, \quad n = 1, \ldots, N, \quad \eta \rightarrow \eta - \Lambda,$$

in the A∆Os $A^\tau_l,\delta(x)$, then only the factor $T_\delta^\tau(x_1 - x_N)$ is affected, and it converges to 1 in the limit $\Lambda \rightarrow \infty$, cf. (2.70). Since we retain the notation $A^\tau_l,\delta(x)$ for the A∆Os thus obtained, the equations (2.73)–(2.76) still hold true, but now with the nonperiodic Toda convention $x_0 = -x_{N+1} = \infty$. Likewise, on account of the $GL$-asymptotics (A.36), we have the relation (2.79) between $A^-l,\delta(x)$ and $A^+l,\delta(x)$, but now with

$$U(x) = \prod_{m=1}^{N-1} \frac{1}{G_L(x_{m+1} - x_m + \eta)}.$$

Finally, we have nonperiodic Hamiltonians $H_{l,\delta}(x)$ given by (2.80)–(2.82). It should be noted that the nonperiodic A∆Os are no longer invariant under cyclic permutations of the coordinates $x_1, \ldots, x_N$.

Next we discuss the effect of substituting first

$$y_n \rightarrow y_n - \eta/2 + n\Lambda, \quad n = 1, \ldots, N,$$

and then (2.98), on the kernel functions $S^\pm(x,y)$ given by (2.87)–(2.88). Clearly, the resulting functions depend on $\Lambda$ only via the factors $G_R(y_N - x_1 \mp ia/2 - \eta + N\Lambda)$. It follows from (A.36) that if we take $\Lambda \rightarrow \infty$, then these factors converge to 1. Shifting next $y_n$ back by $\eta/2$, we wind up with kernel functions

$$S^+(x,y) = \frac{1}{G_L(y_N - x_N + ia/2 + \eta/2)} \prod_{m=1}^{N-1} \frac{G_R(y_m - x_{m+1} - ia/2 - \eta/2)}{G_L(y_m - x_m + ia/2 + \eta/2)}.$$

$$S^-(x,y) = G_L(y_N - x_N - ia/2 + \eta/2) \prod_{m=1}^{N-1} \frac{G_L(y_m - x_m - ia/2 + \eta/2)}{G_R(y_m - x_{m+1} + ia/2 - \eta/2)}.$$

We thus arrive at the following analog of Theorem 2.7 for the nonperiodic Toda system.

**Theorem 2.8.** With the convention

$$x_0 = y_0 = \infty, \quad x_{N+1} = y_{N+1} = -\infty,$$

in force, the identities (2.83)–(2.86) hold true for $S^\pm$ given by (2.101)–(2.102) and $U$ by (2.99).

Just as in the periodic Toda case, the substitution (2.92) and subsequent limit $\Lambda \rightarrow \infty$ lead to the elementary kernel identities

$$\left(A^\tau_l,\delta(x) - A^-l,\delta(y)\right) K^\tau_R(x,y) = 0, \quad \pm l = 1, \ldots, N, \quad \delta, \tau = +, -, \quad (2.104)$$
where
\[ K^\pm_R(x, y) = \exp \left( \pm \frac{i \pi}{a_+ a_-} \sum_{m=1}^{N} (x_m - y_m)^2 \right). \]  
(2.105)

By contrast, in this case the limit \( \Lambda \to -\infty \) does not yield the kernel functions \( K^\pm_L \) defined by (2.96) and (2.97), due to the ‘missing’ \( G_R \)-factor. In fact, since the nonperiodic AΔOs are not invariant under cyclic permutations, one should not expect that (2.104) also holds for \( K^\tau_L \).

We proceed to a more significant difference between the periodic and nonperiodic Toda systems: from Theorem 2.8 we are able to deduce kernel identities that relate the AΔOs \( A^{\tau}_{\sigma,k,\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1}) \) in \( N \) variables \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_N) \) to AΔOs \( A^{\tau}_{\sigma,\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1}) \) in \( N-1 \) variables \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1}) \).

**Corollary 2.9.** Letting \( k \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), and \( \delta, \sigma, \tau \in \{+, -\} \), we have
\[ A^{\tau}_{\sigma,k,\delta}(x_1, \ldots, x_N) S^\tau_1(x, y) = (A^{\tau}_{-\sigma,k,\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1}) + A^{\tau}_{-\sigma(k-1),\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1})) S^\tau_1(x, y), \]  
(2.106)
where
\[ A^{\tau}_{\pm N,\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1}) \equiv 0, \quad A^{\tau}_{0,\delta} \equiv 1, \]  
(2.107)
and
\[ S^+_1(x, y) = \prod_{m=1}^{N-1} \frac{G_R(y_m - x_{m+1} - ia/2 - \eta/2)}{G_L(y_m - x_m + ia/2 + \eta/2)}, \]  
(2.108)
\[ S^-_1(x, y) = \prod_{m=1}^{N-1} \frac{G_L(y_m - x_m - ia/2 + \eta/2)}{G_R(y_m - x_{m+1} + ia/2 - \eta/2)}. \]  
(2.109)

**Proof.** Clearly, (A.36) entails that if we substitute \( y_N \to y_N - \Lambda \) in (2.101) and (2.102) and let \( \Lambda \to \infty \), then we obtain \( S^\pm_1(x, y) \). In order to determine the same limit for the AΔO
\[ A^{\tau}_{\sigma,k,\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_N), \]  
(2.110)
we split the sum in the pertinent formula among (2.73)–(2.76) into a sum over subsets \( I \) containing the index \( N \) and a second sum over \( I \) not containing \( N \). Now there are two cases to consider.

(1) (\( \sigma = \tau \)) If \( k = N \), then the second sum is empty, whereas for \( k < N \) it equals \( A^{\tau}_{-\tau,k,\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1}) \), cf. (2.74)–(2.75). This AΔO is independent of \( y_N \), so it is invariant under the limit at issue. On the other hand, if we perform the substitution in the first sum and let \( \Lambda \to \infty \), then we obtain the AΔO
\[ A^{\tau}_{-\tau(k-1),\delta}(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1}) \exp(\tau ia_{-\delta} \partial_{y_N}). \]  
(2.111)
Since \( S^\tau_1(x, y) \) is independent of \( y_N \), the AΔO \( \exp(\tau ia_{-\delta} \partial_{y_N}) \) acts as the identity on \( S^\tau_1(x, y) \), and so we arrive at (2.106).

(2) (\( \sigma = -\tau \)) Arguing as before, we see from (2.73) and (2.76) that in this case the roles of the first and second sum are reversed, i.e., they now yield the first and second AΔO on the right-hand side of (2.106), respectively. \( \Box \)
It is worth pointing out that we cannot repeat the above limit procedure for \( S_1^+(x, y) \) and the variable \( y_{N-1} \), so as to obtain a kernel function \( S_2^+(x, y) \) that relates \( \Delta \Delta \)Os in \( N \) and \( N-2 \) variables. Indeed, the asymptotics \( \text{(A.37)} \) of \( G_R \) and \( G_L \) implies that if we were to renormalize \( S_1^+(x, y) \) so as to obtain a finite limit, then the resulting function would contain an exponential factor that still depends on \( y_{N-1} \). Likewise, it seems impossible to obtain analogs of \( S_1^+ \) for the periodic Toda case via a limit of the kernel functions \( S^+ \) given by \( \text{(2.87)} - \text{(2.88)} \).

To conclude this subsection, we discuss an alternative way to arrive at the above nonperiodic Toda results, namely, via the hyperbolic quantities. The pertinent limits are far more easily controled than the elliptic to periodic Toda limits, and yield additional insights. First, we substitute

\[
x_n \to x_n - n\Lambda, \quad y_n \to y_n - n\Lambda, \quad \rho \to \rho + \Lambda,
\]

in the hyperbolic version of the functional equations \( \text{(2.19)} \) (obtained upon replacing \( s_\delta(z) \) by \( \sinh(\pi z/a_\delta) \)). The asymptotic behavior is then given by

\[
\frac{\sinh \left( \frac{x_n}{a_\delta} (y_m - x_m - \rho - \Lambda) \right)}{\sinh \left( \frac{x_n}{a_\delta} (y_m - x_m) \right)} \sim \frac{e_\delta(\rho + \Lambda)}{t_\delta(y_m - x_m - \rho)}, \quad \Lambda \to \infty,
\]

and by \( \text{(2.53)} \) with \( \pi/Nr \) replaced by \( \Lambda \) (recall \( t_\delta \) is defined by \( \text{(2.50)} \)).

Next, we use these formulas in the same way as in Subsection 2.3 to arrive at the functional equations \( \text{(2.57)} \) with the nonperiodic Toda convention \( \text{(2.103)} \) in effect. More specifically, in the proof of Lemma 2.6 we need only replace \( \tilde{s}_\delta(z) \) by \( \sinh(\pi z/a_\delta) \), and the \( r \to 0 \) limit by the \( \Lambda \to \infty \) limit.

The developments below Lemma 2.6 can now be followed verbatim, with the convention \( \text{(2.103)} \) ensuring that we get the same quantities as obtained via limits of the periodic Toda regime. But now we can also control the limits of the hyperbolic \( \Delta \Delta \)Os and \( U \)-function.

Indeed, using the difference equations \( \text{(A.24)} \) obeyed by the hyperbolic gamma function, we can readily calculate the hyperbolic \( \Delta \Delta \)Os \( A_{k,\delta}^\pm \) explicitly from \( \text{(2.10)} \), \( \text{(2.18)} \) and \( \text{(2.20)} \). This yields

\[
A_{k,\delta}^+(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{\substack{m \in I, n \notin I \atop n > m}} f_{\delta,+}(x_m - x_n)^2 f_{\delta,\pm}(x_m - x_n - ia_{\delta})^2 \prod_{m \in I} \exp(-ia_{\delta} \partial_{x_m}),
\]

\[
A_{-k,\delta}^+(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{\substack{m \in I, n \notin I \atop n < m}} f_{\delta,+}(x_m - x_n)^2 f_{\delta,-}(x_m - x_n + ia_{\delta})^2 \prod_{m \in I} \exp(ia_{\delta} \partial_{x_m}),
\]

\[
A_{k,\delta}^-(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{\substack{m \in I, n \notin I \atop n < m}} f_{\delta,-}(x_m - x_n)^2 f_{\delta,+}(x_m - x_n - ia_{\delta})^2 \prod_{m \in I} \exp(-ia_{\delta} \partial_{x_m}),
\]

\[
A_{-k,\delta}^-(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{\substack{m \in I, n \notin I \atop n > m}} f_{\delta,+}(x_m - x_n)^2 f_{\delta,-}(x_m - x_n + ia_{\delta})^2 \prod_{m \in I} \exp(ia_{\delta} \partial_{x_m}),
\]

where \( k = 1, \ldots, N \), \( \delta = +, - \), and

\[
f_{\delta,\pm}(z)^2 = \frac{\sinh(\pi (z \pm \rho)/a_\delta)}{\sinh(\pi z/a_\delta)}.
\]
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Now we substitute (2.112) and take \( \Lambda \to \infty \). Denoting the limits by the same symbols, this yields

\[
A_{k,\delta}^+(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I, m+1 \notin I} t_\delta(x_{m+1} - x_m) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(-ia_{-\delta} \partial x_m),
\]

(2.119)

\[
A_{-k,\delta}^+(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I, m+1 \notin I} t_\delta(x_m - x_{m-1}) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(ia_{-\delta} \partial x_m),
\]

(2.120)

\[
A_{k,\delta}^-(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I, m+1 \notin I} t_\delta(x_m - x_{m-1} - ia_{-\delta}) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(-ia_{-\delta} \partial x_m),
\]

(2.121)

\[
A_{-k,\delta}^-(x) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I, m+1 \notin I} t_\delta(x_{m+1} - x_m - ia_{-\delta}) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(ia_{-\delta} \partial x_m),
\]

(2.122)

with \( t_\delta(z) \) given by (2.50) and the convention (2.103) in effect.

If we now set

\[ \rho = ia + \eta, \]

(2.123)

then the AΔOs (2.119)–(2.122) turn into the nonperiodic Toda AΔOs already obtained via the periodic regime. In the same way, the hyperbolic Hamiltonians \( H_{\pm k,\delta} \) converge to their nonperiodic Toda counterparts, whereas the hyperbolic AΔOs \( A_{\pm k,\delta} \) have no sensible limit, a feature shared by the hyperbolic weight function \( W(x) \).

The hyperbolic scattering function \( U(x) \), however, does have a limit, provided a suitable renormalization is performed. To be specific, when we substitute (2.112) in \( U(x) \) (given by (2.21) and (2.10) with \( G \) the hyperbolic gamma function), then we obtain via the \( G \)-asymptotics (which can be gleaned from (A.31), (A.32) and (A.36))

\[
\lim_{\Lambda \to \infty} N^{N(N-1)/2} U(x) = \prod_{m=1}^{N-1} \frac{1}{G_L(x_{m+1} - x_m + \rho - ia)},
\]

(2.124)

where \( N \) is the renormalizing constant

\[ N = \exp \left( \frac{i\pi}{a+a_-}((\rho - ia + \Lambda)^2 + a^2) \right). \]

(2.125)

If we now again replace \( \rho \) by \( ia + \eta \), then the limit function on the right-hand side of (2.124) turns into the nonperiodic Toda \( U \)-function given by (2.99), as announced.

### 2.5 The dual nonperiodic Toda case

As recalled in the Introduction, the hyperbolic relativistic Calogero-Moser system is self-dual. In the limit leading to the nonperiodic Toda dynamics, which we have just discussed, this self-duality property is not preserved. But the dual Toda quantities can be obtained by a similar, but simpler scaling limit. Turning to the details, we substitute

\[ \rho \to \rho + \Lambda, \]

(2.126)

and study the limit \( \Lambda \to \infty \). As explained in the paragraph containing (1.28), this should be done for the hyperbolic quantities expressed in the ‘spectral variables’ \( v_1, \ldots, v_N \) instead of the ‘geometric variables’ \( x_1, \ldots, x_N \).
For the resulting dual hyperbolic A∆Os

\[ A_{\pm k,\delta}(v) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I, n \notin I} \frac{\sinh(\pi(v_m - v_n \mp \rho)/a_\delta)}{\sinh(\pi(v_m - v_n)/a_\delta)} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp ia_- \partial v_m), \quad (2.127) \]

we get finite limits by a renormalization. Specifically, we readily deduce

\[
\lim_{\Lambda \to \infty} e_\delta(-k(N - k)\Lambda) A_{\pm k,\delta}(v) =
\]

\[
e_\delta(k(N - k)\rho) \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I, n \notin I} e_\delta(\mp(v_m - v_n)/2s_\delta(v_m - v_n)) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp ia_- \partial v_m). \quad (2.128)
\]

Here and from now on we use the notation

\[
s_\delta(z) = \sinh(\pi z/a_\delta), \quad \delta = +, -, \quad (2.129)
\]

which already occurred in Subsection 2.2.

Next, we introduce the product

\[
P(v) = \prod_{1 \leq j < k \leq N} \exp\left(\frac{i\pi}{2a_+ a_-} (v_j - v_k)^2\right). \quad (2.130)
\]

Using

\[
P(v)^{-1} \exp(\mp ia_- \partial v_m) P(v) = \prod_{n \neq m} e_\delta(\pm(v_m - v_n) - ia_- \rho/2), \quad (2.131)
\]

it becomes clear that, up to a k-dependent multiplicative constant, the limit A∆Os on the right-hand side of (2.128) are the similarity transforms under \(P(v)\) of dual A∆Os defined by

\[
\hat{A}_{\pm k,\delta}(v) = (\mp i)^k(N - k) \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I, n \notin I} \frac{1}{2s_\delta(v_m - v_n)} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp ia_- \partial v_m). \quad (2.132)
\]

Here we have \(k = 1, \ldots, N\), \(\delta = +, -\), and the phase choice will be clarified shortly.

Consider now the kernel function \(S(v, w)\) given by (2.12), with \(G\) the hyperbolic gamma function. Shifting \(v_j\) by \(\rho/2\), substituting (2.126), and letting \(\Lambda \to \infty\), it follows from the \(G\)-asymptotics that the dominant term is a product of

\[
\hat{S}(v, w) = \prod_{j,k=1}^N G(v_j - w_k), \quad (2.133)
\]

and \(\Lambda\)-dependent quadratic exponentials. Likewise, when we shift \(v_j\) by \(-\rho/2\), substitute (2.126), and let \(\Lambda \to \infty\), we obtain \(1/\hat{S}(v, w)\) times \(\Lambda\)-dependent exponentials. Remarkably, when we omit the exponentials, we wind up with kernel functions for the dual A∆Os, as shown in the next theorem.

**Theorem 2.10.** Letting \(l \in \{\pm 1, \ldots, \pm N\}\), \(\delta \in \{+, -\}\) and \(\sigma \in \{\pm 1\}\), we have the dual kernel function identities

\[
(\hat{A}_l,\delta(v) - \hat{A}_{-l,\delta}(w)) \hat{S}(v, w)\sigma = 0. \quad (2.134)
\]
Proof. From (2.132) we see that
\[ \hat{A}_{l,\delta}(-v) = \hat{A}_{-l,\delta}(v), \] (2.135)
whereas the reflection equation for the $G$-function entails
\[ \hat{S}(-v, -w) = 1/\hat{S}(v, w). \] (2.136)
Therefore, it suffices to show (2.134) for $\sigma = 1$.
Now it also follows from (2.132) that
\[ \hat{A}_{-k,\delta}(v) = \hat{A}_{N-k,\delta}(v) \hat{A}_{-N,\delta}(v), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N. \] (2.137)
Hence we need only show (2.134) for $\sigma = 1$ and $l = k > 0$. To this end, we invoke the difference equations (A.24) for the hyperbolic gamma function to obtain
\[ \hat{S}(v, w)^{-1} \exp(-ia_{-\delta} \partial_{v_m}) \hat{S}(v, w) = \frac{1}{(2i)^N} \prod_{n=1}^{N} \frac{1}{s_\delta(v - w - ia)}, \]
\[ \hat{S}(v, w)^{-1} \exp(ia_{-\delta} \partial_{w_m}) \hat{S}(v, w) = \frac{1}{(2i)^N} \prod_{n=1}^{N} \frac{1}{s_\delta(v - w - ia)}. \] (2.138)
(2.139)
From this we deduce that we are done if we can prove the functional identities
\[ \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \left( \prod_{m \in I} \frac{1}{s_\delta(v - m - w)} \right) \left( \prod_{m \in I} \frac{1}{s_\delta(v - m - w)} \right) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \left( \prod_{m \in I} \frac{1}{s_\delta(v - w - m)} \right) \left( \prod_{m \in I} \frac{1}{s_\delta(v - w - m)} \right). \] (2.140)
In order to show that these identities are valid, we substitute (2.126) and $x = v, y = w$, in (the hyperbolic version of) (2.19) and let $\Lambda \to \infty$. Then we obtain from equality of the dominant asymptotics the identities
\[ \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \left( \prod_{m \in I} \frac{e_\delta(v - m - w)}{s_\delta(v - m - w)} \right) \left( \prod_{m \in I} \frac{e_\delta(v - m - w)}{s_\delta(v - m - w)} \right) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \left( \prod_{m \in I} \frac{e_\delta(w - m - w)}{s_\delta(w - m - w)} \right) \left( \prod_{m \in I} \frac{e_\delta(v - w - m)}{s_\delta(v - w - m)} \right). \] (2.141)
Now it is not hard to see that (2.141) is equivalent to (2.140). Indeed, consider the product of all $e_\delta$-factors for a given $I$. Taking $I$ equal to $\{1, \ldots, k\}$, we get on both sides a factor
\[ e_\delta \left( k \sum_{j=1}^{N} (v_j - w_j) \right). \] (2.142)
Since this factor is permutation invariant, it does not depend on $I$. Hence we can cancel all exponentials and obtain (2.140). \qed
When we make the substitution (2.126) in the dual hyperbolic $\Lambda\Delta O$s $A_{l,\delta}^r(v)$ (given by (2.114)-(2.118)), then the power of $e_\delta(\Lambda)$ in the dominant asymptotics of each term in the sum depends on $I$. Hence we cannot renormalize these operators so as to obtain nontrivial finite limits for $\Lambda \to \infty$. By contrast, for the dual hyperbolic Hamiltonians $H_{\pm k,\delta}(v)$ we obtain

$$
\lim_{\Lambda \to \infty} e_\delta(-k(N-k)\Lambda)H_{\pm k,\delta}(v) = e_\delta(k(N-k)\rho)
$$

$$
\times \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{\substack{m \in I \setminus \mathbb{N} \cap I \setminus \mathbb{N}}} \left( \frac{e_\delta(\mp(v_m - v_n))}{2s_\delta(\mp(v_m - v_n))} \right)^{1/2} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp ia_{-\delta} \partial v_m) \prod_{m \in I} \left( \frac{e_\delta(\pm(v_m - v_n))}{2s_\delta(\pm(v_m - v_n))} \right)^{1/2}.
$$

(2.143)

Pushing the exponentials through the shifts, we infer that these limits are constant multiples of dual Toda Hamiltonians formally given by

$$
\hat{H}_{\pm k,\delta}(v) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{\substack{m \in I \setminus \mathbb{N} \cap I \setminus \mathbb{N}}} \left( \frac{1}{2s_\delta(\mp(v_m - v_n))} \right)^{1/2} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp ia_{-\delta} \partial v_m) \prod_{m \in I} \left( \frac{1}{2s_\delta(\pm(v_m - v_n))} \right)^{1/2}.
$$

(2.144)

Due to the square root ambiguity, the phases of the individual terms in the sum are not well defined. To remedy this, we first note that the relevant Hilbert space is $L^2(\hat{G}, dv)$, where the dual Toda configuration space is defined by

$$
\hat{G} = \{ v \in \mathbb{R}^N \mid v_N < \cdots < v_1 \}.
$$

(2.145)

Now we fix the phase ambiguities by defining

$$
\hat{H}_{\pm k,\delta}(v) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{\substack{m \in I \setminus \mathbb{N} \cap I \setminus \mathbb{N}}} \left| \frac{1}{2s_\delta(v_m - v_n)} \right|^{1/2} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp ia_{-\delta} \partial v_m) \prod_{m \in I} \left| \frac{1}{2s_\delta(v_m - v_n)} \right|^{1/2}.
$$

(2.146)

Then the coefficients are positive and real-analytic on $\hat{G}$.

Next, we define a dual Toda weight function

$$
\hat{W}(v) = \prod_{1 \leq j < k \leq N} G(v_j - v_k + ia)G(-v_j + v_k + ia).
$$

(2.147)

Using the reflection and difference equations for the $G$-function, we obtain

$$
\hat{W}(v) = \prod_{1 \leq j < k \leq N} 4s_+(v_j - v_k)s_-(v_j - v_k).
$$

(2.148)

Thus $\hat{W}$ is entire in $v$ and positive on $\hat{G}$. Taking positive square roots, it is now not hard to verify that on $\hat{G}$ we have

$$
\hat{A}_{l,\delta}(v) = \hat{W}(v)^{-1/4} \hat{H}_{l,\delta}(v)\hat{W}(v)^{1/2}, \quad \pm l = 1, \ldots, N, \quad \delta = +, -.
$$

(2.149)

Indeed, we have chosen the phases in (2.132) such that these relations hold true. Note that the $\Lambda\Delta O$s $\hat{H}_{l,\delta}(v)$ (2.146) are formally positive operators on $L^2(\hat{G}, dv)$, so that the same is true for the operators $\hat{A}_{l,\delta}(v)$ on $L^2(\hat{G}, \hat{W}(v)dv)$. Furthermore, we have the following obvious corollary of Theorem 2.10.
Corollary 2.11. For any \( l \in \{\pm 1, \ldots, \pm N\} \), \( \delta \in \{+,-\} \) and \( \sigma \in \{\pm 1\} \), we have the dual kernel function identities

\[
(\hat{H}_{l,\delta}(v) - \hat{H}_{-l,\delta}(w)) \hat{W}(v)^{1/2} \hat{W}(w)^{1/2} \hat{S}(v,w)^\sigma = 0.
\]  

(2.150)

Just as for the hyperbolic case, we have found kernel functions relating dual Toda A∆Os \( \hat{A}_{l,\delta}(v) \) in \( N \) variables \( v_1, \ldots, v_N \) to dual Toda A∆Os in \( N-\ell \) variables \( w_1, \ldots, w_{N-\ell} \) for any \( \ell \in \{1, \ldots, N-1\} \). However, in this case there appear to be no kernel functions for both signs of \( \ell \) at once. Another difference with the hyperbolic case is that the kernel identities in the following theorem and its corollary only involve two A∆Os.

Theorem 2.12. Define kernel functions

\[
\hat{S}_\tau^\ell(v,w) = \exp \left( \frac{\tau i\pi \ell}{2a_+a_-} \left( \sum_{m=1}^N v_m^2 - \sum_{n=1}^N w_n^2 \right) \right) \prod_{m=1}^N \prod_{n=1}^{N-\ell} G(v_m - w_n - ia),
\]  

(2.151)

where \( \tau = +, - \), and \( \ell = 0, 1, \ldots, N-1 \). For any \( k \in \{1, \ldots, N-\ell\} \) and \( \delta \in \{+,-\} \), we have

\[
\hat{A}_{k,\delta}(v_1, \ldots, v_N) \hat{S}_\tau^\ell(v,w) = \hat{A}_{-k,\delta}(w_1, \ldots, w_{N-\ell}) \hat{S}_\tau^\ell(v,w).
\]

(2.152)

Proof. Starting from the \( \ell = 0 \) case (2.140), induction on \( \ell \) readily yields

\[
\sum_{I \subseteq \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{|I| = k} \frac{1}{s_\delta(v_n - v_m)} \prod_{m \in I} \frac{1}{s_\delta(v_n - w_m)} \prod_{n \in \{1, \ldots, N\} - \{\ell\}} \frac{1}{s_\delta(v_n - w_n)}
\]

\[
= \sum_{I \subseteq \{1, \ldots, N-\ell\}} \prod_{|I| = k} \frac{1}{s_\delta(w_n - w_m)} \prod_{m \in I} \frac{1}{s_\delta(w_n - v_m)} \prod_{n \in \{1, \ldots, N\} - \{\ell\}} \frac{1}{s_\delta(v_n - w_n)}.
\]  

(2.153)

Indeed, assuming (2.153) for some \( \ell \in \{0, 1, \ldots, N-2\} \), the case \( \ell + 1 \) follows upon taking \( w_{N-\ell} \to \infty \).

The crux is now that the difference equations (A.24) for the hyperbolic gamma function imply

\[
\hat{S}_\tau^\ell(v,w)^{-1} \exp(-ia_-\partial_v) \hat{S}_\tau^\ell(v,w) = e_\delta(\tau \ell(v_m - ia_-/2)) \left( \frac{i}{2} \right)^{N-\ell} \prod_{n=1}^{N-\ell} \frac{1}{s_\delta(v_m - w_n - ia_-)},
\]

(2.154)

\[
\hat{S}_\tau^\ell(v,w)^{-1} \exp(ia_-\partial_w) \hat{S}_\tau^\ell(v,w) = e_\delta(\tau \ell(w_m + ia_-/2)) \left( \frac{i}{2} \right)^N \prod_{n=1}^N \frac{1}{s_\delta(v_n - w_m - ia_-)}.
\]

(2.155)

Hence, after shifting the variables \( v_m \) to \( v_m + ia_-/2 \) and the variables \( w_n \) to \( w_n - ia_-/2 \), it is readily seen that the kernel identity (2.152) is equivalent to the functional identity (2.153) for the case \( \tau = + \). Taking \( v, w \to -v, -w \) in (2.153), we can pull out the signs from the \( s_\delta \)'s so as to obtain the functional identity equivalent to the kernel identity (2.152) with \( \tau = - \).
As a corollary, we shall now obtain two more kernel functions $\tilde{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w)$. First, since (2.152) only involves $\Delta\Omega$s of the same order $k$, the identities remain valid if we multiply $\hat{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w)$ by a factor
\[
\exp\left(\pm \frac{i\pi}{2a_+a_-} \left( \sum_{m=1}^{N} v_m - \sum_{n=1}^{N-\ell} w_n \right)^2 \right).
\] (2.156)

By using (2.135) we thus obtain
\[
\hat{A}_{-k,\delta}(v_1, \ldots, v_N)\tilde{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w) = \hat{A}_{k,\delta}(w_1, \ldots, w_{N-\ell})\tilde{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N - \ell,
\] (2.157)
where
\[
\tilde{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w) \equiv \exp\left( - \frac{\tau i\pi}{2a_+a_-} \left( \sum_{m=1}^{N} v_m - \sum_{n=1}^{N-\ell} w_n \right)^2 \right) \hat{S}_\ell^\pm(-v, -w).
\] (2.158)

Moreover, it is readily verified that the additional exponential factor in these kernel functions entails the identity
\[
\hat{A}_{N,\delta}(v_1, \ldots, v_N)\tilde{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w) = \hat{A}_{-(N-\ell),\delta}(w_1, \ldots, w_{N-\ell})\tilde{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w).
\] (2.159)

We now act with the $\Delta\Omega \hat{A}_{N,\delta}(v)$ on (2.157), and then use (2.159) and (2.137). Finally, taking $N - k \to k$, we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 2.12.

**Corollary 2.13.** We have eigenfunction identities
\[
\hat{A}_{\ell,\delta}(v_1, \ldots, v_N)\tilde{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w) = \tilde{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w),
\] (2.160)
and kernel identities
\[
\hat{A}_{k,\delta}(v_1, \ldots, v_N)\tilde{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w) = \hat{A}_{-(k-\ell),\delta}(w_1, \ldots, w_{N-\ell})\tilde{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w), \quad k = \ell + 1, \ldots, N.
\] (2.161)

We note that the four kernel functions $\hat{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w)$ and $\tilde{S}_\ell^\pm(v, w)$ are closely related to the function $Q$ in [KLS02], which plays an important role in a construction of eigenfunctions of the relativistic periodic and nonperiodic Toda systems, cf. Eqs. (3.46), (2.8) and (A.23) in [KLS02].

## 3 Bäcklund transformations

### 3.1 The elliptic case

As explained in Section 1, we are going to study the ‘expected’ classical asymptotics (1.31) of the elliptic kernel function $\Psi(x, y)$ (2.8) by introducing dependence on $\hbar$ in a quite special way. It is in fact easy to see how this should be done, because we have started our account in Section 1 with a description of the quantization of the classical systems that involves $\hbar$ explicitly. Specifically, we need only revert from our parametrization of the two positive step sizes $a_+$ and $a_-$ in the elliptic gamma function to the parameters $\alpha$ and $\hbar\beta$, cf. (1.23). Taking $\hbar$ to 0 then amounts to taking $a_-$ to 0. (We keep $\beta = 1/mc$ fixed, since we wish to stay in the relativistic setting.) Therefore we can study (1.31) via the limit (A.14). Recalling the definitions of the functions $W(z)$ and $S(x, y)$ featuring in $\Psi(x, y)$ (cf. (2.9) (2.12)), the following lemma easily follows from (A.4) and (A.14).
Lemma 3.1. Let $\rho \in i(0, \alpha)$. For $x$ and $y$ in the elliptic configuration space $G$ (1.8), we have classical limits

\[
\lim_{\hbar \downarrow 0} i\hbar \ln S(r, \alpha, h\beta; x, y) = \frac{1}{\beta} \sum_{j,k=1}^{N} \int_{x_{j} - y_{k} - \rho/2}^{x_{j} - y_{k} + \rho/2} dw \ln R(r, \alpha; w),
\]

(3.1)

\[
\lim_{\hbar \downarrow 0} i\hbar \ln W(r, \alpha, h\beta; x) = \frac{1}{\beta} \sum_{j \neq k} \int_{x_{j} - x_{k} + \rho/2}^{x_{j} - x_{k} + \rho/2 - \rho} dw \ln R(r, \alpha; w),
\]

(3.2)

where the integration paths stay away from the cuts given by (A.13).

On account of the restrictions $x, y \in G$ and $\rho \in i(0, \alpha)$, we can actually use the representation (A.15) for $\ln R$ on the right-hand side of (3.1) and (3.2).

To begin with, we now analyze whether the function $F(x, y)$ resulting from the above limits according to (1.31) gives rise to a Bäcklund transformation. Thus, we study a transformation $B$ from the canonical coordinates $(x, p) \in \Omega$ (with the elliptic phase space $\Omega$ given by (1.7)–(1.8)) to new canonical coordinates $(y, q)$, by taking as generating function

\[
F(x, y) = \frac{1}{\beta} (F_W(x) + F_W(y) + F_S(x, y)),
\]

(3.3)

where

\[
F_W(x) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j \neq k} \int_{x_{j} - x_{k} + \rho/2 - \rho}^{x_{j} - x_{k} + \rho/2} dw \ln R(r, \alpha; w),
\]

(3.4)

\[
F_S(x, y) = \sum_{j,k=1}^{N} \int_{x_{j} - y_{k} - \rho/2}^{x_{j} - y_{k} + \rho/2} dw \ln R(r, \alpha; w).
\]

(3.5)

By definition, this means that $y(x, p)$ is to be determined from the equations

\[
p_{j} = -\frac{\partial F}{\partial x_{j}} \]

\[
= \frac{1}{2\beta} \sum_{k \neq j} \ln \left( \frac{R(x_{j} - x_{k} - i\alpha/2)R(x_{j} - x_{k} - \rho + i\alpha/2)}{R(x_{j} - x_{k} + i\alpha/2)R(x_{j} - x_{k} + \rho - i\alpha/2)} \right) \]

(3.6)

\[
+ \frac{1}{\beta} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \ln \left( \frac{R(x_{j} - y_{k} + \rho/2)}{R(x_{j} - y_{k} - \rho/2)} \right), \quad j = 1, \ldots, N,
\]

and then $q(x, p)$ is given by

\[
q_{j} = \frac{\partial F}{\partial y_{j}} \]

\[
= \frac{1}{2\beta} \sum_{k \neq j} \ln \left( \frac{R(y_{j} - y_{k} + i\alpha/2)R(y_{j} - y_{k} + \rho - i\alpha/2)}{R(y_{j} - y_{k} - i\alpha/2)R(y_{j} - y_{k} - \rho + i\alpha/2)} \right) \]

(3.7)

\[
+ \frac{1}{\beta} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \ln \left( \frac{R(x_{k} - y_{j} + \rho/2)}{R(x_{k} - y_{j} - \rho/2)} \right), \quad j = 1, \ldots, N.
\]

(We used evenness of $\ln R(z)$ in these formulas, cf. (A.15).)
We have now arrived at the point where we can elaborate on the problems alluded to in the Introduction. Ideally, we would like to define a bijection on the elliptic phase space \( \Omega \). Now whenever an arbitrary real-valued function \( F(x, y) \) is used as a generating function for a map on the phase space \( \Omega \), local canonicity is clear (at least, when one takes for granted that there exists a local solution \( y \) to the implicit equations \( \text{(3.6)} \)), but in general it will not yield a global symplectomorphism of \( \Omega \). For a special choice of \( F(x, y) \), therefore, it may be intractable to prove that it does. In the case at hand, however, this question is easily decided negatively when one retains the parameter restrictions we have imposed: Assuming that for a given \((x, p) \in \Omega\) there exists a solution \( y \) to the system of equations \( \text{(3.6)} \), this solution cannot belong to the elliptic configuration space \( G \) \( \text{(1.8)} \). Indeed, assuming \( y \in G \), it is immediate from \( \text{(3.6)} \) that the numbers \( p_1, \ldots, p_N \) are purely imaginary, a contradiction.

To try and get around this snag, it appears inevitable to require that \( \beta \) be purely imaginary instead of positive. (The requirement that \( \rho \) be real instead of purely imaginary still leads to momenta that are not real; cf. also \( \text{(1.1)} - \text{(1.3)} \) to see why a real \( \rho \) is troublesome.) Before analyzing this change in some detail, it is expedient to study first in what sense the map might be a Bäcklund transformation. Reasoning formally (in particular, assuming its existence at least for unspecified parameters and phase space variables), this is readily answered by using \( \text{(3.6)} \) and \( \text{(3.7)} \): These equations do imply the Bäcklund property

\[
S_k(x, p) = S_k(y, q), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{3.8}
\]

where the Hamiltonians \( S_k \) are given by \( \text{(1.1)} - \text{(1.3)} \). We proceed to explain this.

First, we note that in view of \( \text{(A.20)} \) and \( \text{(A.12)} \) the interaction function \( \text{(1.3)} \) can also be written

\[
f(z) = \exp(-i\rho) \left( \frac{R(z + \rho - i\alpha/2)R(z - \rho + i\alpha/2)}{R(z - i\alpha/2)R(z + i\alpha/2)} \right)^{1/2}. \tag{3.9}
\]

Hence \( \text{(3.8)} \) is equivalent to

\[
\sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\beta p_m) \prod_{m \in I} \left( \frac{R(x_m - x_n + \rho - i\alpha/2)R(x_m - x_n - \rho + i\alpha/2)}{R(x_m - x_n - i\alpha/2)R(x_m - x_n + i\alpha/2)} \right)^{1/2}
\]

\[
= \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\beta q_m) \prod_{m \in I} \left( \frac{R(y_m - y_n + \rho - i\alpha/2)R(y_m - y_n - \rho + i\alpha/2)}{R(y_m - y_n - i\alpha/2)R(y_m - y_n + i\alpha/2)} \right)^{1/2}. \tag{3.10}
\]

Next, from \( \text{(3.6)} \) and \( \text{(3.7)} \) we have

\[
\exp(\beta p_m) = \prod_{n \neq m} \left( \frac{R(x_m - x_n - i\alpha/2)R(x_m - x_n - \rho + i\alpha/2)}{R(x_m - x_n + i\alpha/2)R(x_m - x_n + \rho - i\alpha/2)} \right)^{1/2} \prod_{n=1}^{N} \frac{R(x_m - y_n + \rho/2)}{R(x_m - y_n - \rho/2)}, \tag{3.11}
\]

\[
\exp(\beta q_m) = \prod_{n \neq m} \left( \frac{R(y_m - y_n + i\alpha/2)R(y_m - y_n - \rho - i\alpha/2)}{R(y_m - y_n - i\alpha/2)R(y_m - y_n + \rho + i\alpha/2)} \right)^{1/2} \prod_{n=1}^{N} \frac{R(x_n - y_m + \rho/2)}{R(x_n - y_m - \rho/2)}. \tag{3.12}
\]
Consider now the product of the quantities $\exp(\beta p_m)$ for $m$ in a fixed index set $I$. For a pair $m_1, m_2 \in I$, the two corresponding radicand terms coming from the first product in (3.11) cancel, since $R(z)$ is even. For pairs $m \in I, n \notin I$, we can cancel two of the four radicand factors and combine the remaining two to rewrite the left-hand side of (3.10). Likewise, the right-hand side of (3.10) can be simplified. The upshot is that the Backlund property (3.8) holds, provided the following identities are valid for $k = 1, \ldots, N$:

$$
\sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}, |I| = k} \prod_{m \in I, n \notin I} R(x_m - x_n - \rho + i\alpha/2) \prod_{m \in I, n = 1, \ldots, N} R(x_m - y_n + \rho/2) R(x_m - y_n - \rho/2) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}, |I| = k} \prod_{m \in I, n \notin I} R(y_m - y_n + \rho - i\alpha/2) \prod_{m \in I, n = 1, \ldots, N} R(x_n - y_m + \rho/2) R(x_n - y_m - \rho/2). \tag{3.13}
$$

These functional equations can be reduced to (2.19) by using (A.20); cf. also Eqs. (2.8)–(2.9) in [Rui06]. Therefore, we have now demonstrated (3.8).

Next, recall that the kernel property is not spoiled when all coordinates $x_1, \ldots, x_N$ are translated by $\xi$ and when $\Psi(x, y)$ is multiplied by a function of the form (1.29). In particular, we can allow a multiplier

$$
\exp(i\psi(s(x, y))/\hbar), \quad s(x, y) \equiv \sum_{j=1}^N (x_j - y_j), \tag{3.14}
$$

where $\psi(z)$ is any entire function. Taking the classical limit as before, we obtain a generating function that yields an extra term $\psi'(s(x, y))$ on the right-hand sides of (3.6)–(3.7). Since these extra terms are equal and do not depend on the index $j$, they do not spoil the argument leading to the validity of (3.8). Hence a large family of Backlund transformations arises.

Returning to the non-rigorous status of these developments, we first repeat that we must switch to a parameter $\beta$ that is purely imaginary to ensure that for real positions and momenta $x, p$ there might exist vectors $y, q$ that not only satisfy (3.6)–(3.7), but are also real. As they stand, the Hamiltonians $S_k(x, p)$ (1.1) are then not real-valued on $\Omega$, but this is easily remedied by switching to

$$
H_k(x, p) = S_k(x, p) + S_k(x, -p), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N. \tag{3.15}
$$

Now this looks satisfactory at face value, but in fact problems remain. The point is that it seems very unlikely that the commuting local flows generated by $H_1, \ldots, H_{N-1}$ extend to global flows (the $H_N$-flow is of course global). For $H_1$, for example, the dependence on $p_j$ is now via a factor $\cos(|\beta|p_j)$. Hence, conservation of $H_1$ is compatible with collisions after a finite time, and constant-$H_1$ hypersurfaces are not compact, in contrast to the positive-$\beta$ case.

Put differently, one should not expect to obtain Liouville tori in $\Omega$ for $\beta$ purely imaginary. Moreover, a proof of existence and uniqueness of a solution $y$ in the elliptic configuration space $G$ (1.8) to the equations (3.6) for a given $(x, p) \in \Omega$ is not in sight. Finally, one has to deal with the Poisson commuting Hamiltonians (3.15) on $\Omega$, which can yield singularities in finite time, hence an unphysical behavior.
Ignoring these problems, we continue by tying in the above generating functions with the ones that can be found in [NRK96]. To this end we first view the generating function \( F(x, y) \) given by (3.3)–(3.5) as the Lagrangian of a ‘discrete-time’ map. (In a general setting, the relation between these two viewpoints has been clarified by Veselov [Ves91].) For a given sequence of vectors \( z(n) \in \mathbb{C}^N, n \in \mathbb{Z}, \) and a fixed value of \( n, \) we write \( z = z(n), \) \( \tilde{z} = z(n + 1) \) and \( \hat{z} = z(n - 1), \) in accord with the notation used in [NRK96]. To make the connection to [NRK96], we shall actually start from a slightly more general generating function, namely,

\[
F_{\xi, \gamma}(x, y) = F(x_1 + \xi, \ldots, x_N + \xi, y_1, \ldots, y_N) + \gamma s(x, y)^2 / \beta, \tag{3.16}
\]

cf. the paragraph containing (3.14). Then from the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations

\[
\frac{\partial F_{\xi, \gamma}}{\partial y_j}(\tilde{z}, z) + \frac{\partial F_{\xi, \gamma}}{\partial x_j}(z, \tilde{z}) = 0, \quad j = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{3.17}
\]

and (3.6)–(3.7) we deduce

\[
P(\gamma) \prod_{m \neq j} \frac{R(z_j - z_m - \rho + i\alpha/2)R(z_j - z_m - i\alpha/2)}{R(z_j - z_m + \rho - i\alpha/2)R(z_j - z_m + i\alpha/2)}
= \prod_{m=1}^{N} \frac{R(z_m - z_j + \rho/2 + \xi)R(z_m - z_j - \rho/2 + \xi)}{R(z_m - z_j - \rho/2 + \xi)R(z_m - z_j + \rho/2 + \xi)}, \tag{3.18}
\]

where the prefactor reads

\[
P(\gamma) = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \exp(2\gamma(z_m + \tilde{z}_m - 2z_m)). \tag{3.19}
\]

Next, we choose

\[
\xi = \rho/2 + i\alpha/2, \tag{3.20}
\]

and use (A.12) and (A.20) to rewrite the result as

\[
P(\gamma) \prod_{m \neq j} \frac{s(z_j - z_m - \rho)}{s(z_j - z_m + \rho)} = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \frac{s(z_m - z_j - \rho) s(z_m - \tilde{z}_j)}{s(z_j - z_m) s(z_m - \tilde{z}_m + \rho)}, \quad s(z) = s(r, \alpha; z). \tag{3.21}
\]

We are now in the position to compare (3.21) to Eq. (2.14) in [NRK96]. To this end we substitute

\[
\rho = -\lambda, \tag{3.22}
\]

and use (A.18) to switch from the \( s \)-function to the Weierstrass \( \sigma \)-function. Then (3.21) becomes

\[
P(\gamma - \lambda \eta r / \pi) \prod_{m \neq j} \frac{\sigma(z_j - z_m + \lambda)}{\sigma(z_j - z_m - \lambda)} = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \frac{\sigma(z_j - z_m)}{\sigma(z_j - z_m - \lambda)} \sigma(z_j - \tilde{z}_m + \lambda) \sigma(z_j - \tilde{z}_m - \lambda), \quad j = 1, \ldots, N. \tag{3.23}
\]

This coincides with Eq. (2.14) in [NRK96], provided \( p/p \) is given by Eq. (6.20) with \( \theta = 0, \) and \( \gamma \) is suitably specialized.
Even though (3.21) can be made to coincide with the ‘discrete-time Newton equations’ (2.14) in [NRK96], the generating functions and Lagrangians employed in [NRK96] differ from the above ones. This is due to a different choice of phase space variables implicit in [NRK96], which leads to their functions having an asymmetric dependence on $x$ and $y$. (The choice amounts to a canonical map of the form $(x, p) \mapsto (x, p + f(x))$.)

We should add that the existence of sequences of vectors $z(n) \in \mathbb{C}^N$ satisfying (3.21) is left open. In any case, it seems unlikely that for given initial values $z(0), z(1)$ in the elliptic configuration space $G$ (1.8) there exists a solution sequence that stays in $G$.

### 3.2 The hyperbolic case and its dual

From now on we reparametrize the two length scales $a_{\pm}$ as

$$a_+ = \frac{2\pi}{\mu}, \quad a_- = \hbar \beta,$$

except in the elliptic cases considered in Section 4, where we retain an imaginary period $i\alpha$. (Recall we motivated this change at the end of the Introduction, cf. the paragraph containing (1.33).) It is also convenient to trade the parameter $\rho$ (which has dimension [position]) for a (dimensionless) parameter

$$\tau = -i\mu \rho / 2.$$  

(3.25)

With these changes, we obtain from (A.29) the following counterpart of Lemma 3.1.

**Lemma 3.2.** Let $\tau \in (0, \pi)$. For $x$ and $y$ in the hyperbolic configuration space

$$G_{\text{hyp}} = \{x \in \mathbb{R}^N \mid x_N < \cdots < x_1\},$$

we have classical limits

$$\lim_{\hbar \to 0} i\hbar \ln S(2\pi / \mu, \hbar \beta; x, y) = \frac{1}{\beta \mu} \sum_{j,k=1}^N \int_{\mu(x_j - y_k) + i\tau}^{\mu(x_j - y_k) - i\tau} dw \ln(2 \cosh(w/2)),$$

(3.27)

$$\lim_{\hbar \to 0} i\hbar \ln W(2\pi / \mu, \hbar \beta; x) = \frac{1}{\beta \mu} \sum_{j \neq k} \int_{\mu(x_j - x_k) + i2\pi}^{\mu(x_j - x_k) + i\pi} dw \ln(2 \cosh(w/2)),$$

(3.28)

where the integration paths stay away from the cuts $\pm i[\pi, \infty)$.

With the change $\Omega \to \Omega_{\text{hyp}}$, where

$$\Omega_{\text{hyp}} = \{(x, p) \in \mathbb{R}^{2N} \mid x \in G_{\text{hyp}}\},$$

(3.29)

the developments leading to (3.15) now apply with straightforward adaptations. In particular, the asymptotics (1.31) entails generating functions

$$F(x, y) = \frac{1}{\beta \mu} \left( F_W(x) + F_W(y) + F_S(x, y) \right),$$

(3.30)

where

$$F_W(x) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j \neq k} \int_{\mu(x_j - x_k) + i2\pi}^{\mu(x_j - x_k) + i\pi} dw \ln(2 \cosh(w/2)),$$

(3.31)
\[ F_S(x, y) = \sum_{j,k=1}^{N} \int_{\mu(x_j - y_k) + i\tau}^{\mu(x_j - y_k) - i\tau} dw \ln(2 \cosh(w/2)), \] (3.32)

and the Bäcklund property (3.38) is equivalent to the identities

\[
\sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I, n \notin I} \frac{\sinh(\mu(x_m - x_n)/2 - i\tau)}{\sinh(\mu(x_m - x_n)/2)} \prod_{n \in I, m \in N} \frac{\cosh((\mu(x_m - y_n) + i\tau)/2)}{\cosh((\mu(x_m - y_n) - i\tau)/2)} = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I, n \notin I} \frac{\sinh(\mu(y_m - y_n)/2 + i\tau)}{\sinh(\mu(y_m - y_n)/2)} \prod_{n \in I, m \in N} \frac{\cosh((\mu(x_n - y_m) + i\tau)/2)}{\cosh((\mu(x_n - y_m) - i\tau)/2)}. \] (3.33)

Next, starting again from a modified generating function (3.16), we get from the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations (3.17) as the counterpart of (3.18)

\[
P(\gamma) \prod_{m \neq j} \frac{\sinh(\mu(z_j - z_m)/2 - i\tau)}{\sinh(\mu(z_j - z_m)/2 + i\tau)} = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \frac{\cosh(\mu(z_m - z_j + \xi)/2 + i\tau/2) \cosh(\mu(z_j - z_m + \xi)/2 - i\tau/2)}{\cosh(\mu(z_m - z_j + \xi)/2 - i\tau/2) \cosh(\mu(z_j - z_m + \xi)/2 + i\tau/2)}. \] (3.34)

Choosing

\[ \xi = i\tau/\mu + i\pi/\mu, \] (3.35)

this becomes

\[
P(\gamma) \prod_{m \neq j} \frac{\sinh(\mu(z_j - z_m)/2 - i\tau)}{\sinh(\mu(z_j - z_m)/2 + i\tau)} = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \frac{\sinh(\mu(z_j - z_m)/2 - i\tau) \sinh(\mu(z_j - z_m)/2)}{\sinh(\mu(z_j - z_m)/2) \sinh(\mu(z_j - z_m)/2 + i\tau)}. \] (3.36)

This set of equations amounts to the hyperbolic specialization of Eq. (2.14) in [NRK96].

Just as in the elliptic case, it is unlikely that any solution sequences \( z(n) \) exist that stay in \( G_{hyp} \) for all ‘discrete times’ \( n \in \mathbb{Z} \). To be sure, the equations to be solved do not involve \( \beta \), so it might appear that the issue whether \( \beta \) is real or imaginary is moot. In fact, however, the difference is decisive, since only in the latter case the equations have a chance to correspond to a canonical map on \( \Omega_{hyp} \). But since the commuting flows are not global for \( \beta \) imaginary, there exists no well-defined action-angle map, by contrast to the case \( \beta \in (0, \infty) \) [Rui88].

In fact, the existence of solution sequences in \( \mathbb{C}^N \) has not been shown beyond doubt even in the hyperbolic case. In [NRK96] there are no reality conditions specified, and although the arguments for the hyperbolic case are formally convincing, they involve tacit assumptions that are not checked.

Finally, we discuss the dual hyperbolic case. This can be quite easily handled after our notation change (3.24)–(3.25). Indeed, we need only substitute

\[ x \to \hat{p}, \quad p \to \hat{x}, \quad y \to \hat{q}, \quad q \to \hat{y}, \] (3.37)

replace \( G_{hyp} \) by

\[ \hat{G}_{hyp} = \{ \hat{p} \in \mathbb{R}^N | \hat{p}_N < \cdots < \hat{p}_1 \}, \] (3.38)
and interchange
\[ \beta \leftrightarrow \mu, \] (3.39)
wherever these parameters occur \[ \text{(Rui88)}. \] (See also Section 4, where we have occasion to say more about the self-duality of the relativistic hyperbolic case.) In particular, note that the resulting generating function \( F(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) \) now gives rise to purely imaginary positions \( \hat{x} \) and \( \hat{y} \) unless \( \mu \) is required to be purely imaginary.

### 3.3 The periodic Toda case

We proceed to obtain the classical asymptotics (1.31) of the periodic Toda kernel functions
\[ \Psi^\pm(x, y) \equiv U(x)^{\mp 1/2} U(y)^{\mp 1/2} S^\pm(x, y). \] (3.40)
We recall that \( U(x) \) and \( S^\pm(x, y) \) are given in terms of the functions \( G_R \) and \( G_L \), cf. (2.71) and (2.87)-(2.88), and that we have switched to the parameters (3.24). Therefore, taking \( \hbar \) to 0 amounts to taking \( a_- \) to 0, so we infer from (A.29) and (A.31)-(A.32) that we have
\[
\lim_{\hbar \downarrow 0} i\hbar \ln G_R L(2\pi/\mu, \hbar \beta; z) = \frac{1}{\beta} \int_0^z \! dw \ln \left( 1 + \exp(i\mu w) \right).
\] (3.41)
The following lemma is now easy to verify.

**Lemma 3.3.** For \( x \) and \( y \) in \( \mathbb{R}^N \) we have classical limits
\[
\lim_{\hbar \downarrow 0} i\hbar \ln S^\pm(2\pi/\mu, \hbar \beta; x, y) = \pm \frac{1}{\beta} \sum_{m=1}^N \left( \int_0^{x_{m+1} - y_{m+1} \pm i\pi/2\mu + \eta/2} \! dw \ln \left( 1 + \exp(\mu w) \right) \right.
\[ + \int_0^{y_m - x_m \pm i\pi/2\mu + \eta/2} \! dw \ln \left( 1 + \exp(\mu w) \right) \],
\] (3.42)
\[
\lim_{\hbar \downarrow 0} i\hbar \ln U(2\pi/\mu, \hbar \beta; x) = -\frac{1}{\beta} \sum_{m=1}^N \int_0^{x_{m+1} - x_m + \eta} \! dw \ln \left( 1 + \exp(\mu w) \right),
\] (3.43)
where the integration paths stay away from the cuts \( \pm i[\pi/\mu, \infty) \).

Taking (1.31) as a guide, we should consider transformations \( B^\pm \) from canonical coordinates \( (x, p) \in \mathbb{R}^{2N} \) to new canonical coordinates \( (y, q) \), generated by
\[ F^\pm(x, y) = \pm \frac{1}{\beta} \left( F_U(x) + F_U(y) - F^\pm_S(x, y) \right), \] (3.44)
where
\[ F_U(x) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^N \int_0^{x_{m+1} - x_m + \eta} \! dw \ln \left( 1 + \exp(\mu w) \right), \] (3.45)
\[ F^\pm_S(x, y) = \sum_{m=1}^N \left( \int_0^{x_{m+1} - y_{m+1} \pm i\pi/2\mu + \eta/2} \! dw \ln \left( 1 + \exp(\mu w) \right) \right.
\[ + \int_0^{y_m - x_m \pm i\pi/2\mu + \eta/2} \! dw \ln \left( 1 + \exp(\mu w) \right) \]. (3.46)
However, as announced in the Introduction, there is a problem with these generating functions in the Toda case as well. Indeed, we need $\eta$ to be real to ensure formal self-adjointness of the Toda A\textDelta Os, but this requirement implies that the gradients of $F^+$ and $F^-$ are not real-valued on $\mathbb{R}^{2N}$. Hence we should not expect that they give rise to bijections on the Toda phase space $\mathbb{R}^{2N}$.

To attempt to improve this state of affairs, let us first focus our attention on $F^+(x, y)$ and consider a suitable analytic continuation. Specifically, taking

$$x_m \to x_m - i\pi/2\mu + \eta/2, \quad m = 1, \ldots, N, \quad (3.47)$$

the function $F_U(x)$ is left invariant, while $F_S^+(x, y)$ turns into

$$F_S^+(x, y) = \sum_{m=1}^{N} \left( \int_{0}^{x_{m+1} - y_{m+\eta}} dw \ln \left( 1 + \exp(\mu w) \right) 
+ \int_{0}^{y_{m-1} - x_{m}} dw \ln \left( 1 - \exp(\mu w) \right) \right) + NI/\mu, \quad (3.48)$$

where $I$ is the integral

$$I = \int_{0}^{i\pi} dz \ln(1 + \exp(z)). \quad (3.49)$$

Since additive constants are irrelevant, we have now been led to a more well-behaved generating function. Clearly, if we start from $F^-(x, y)$ rather than $F^+(x, y)$, we would obtain the same function up to an overall sign (which is a matter of convention anyway). The key question remains, however, whether this function does give rise to a symplectomorphism $(x, p) \mapsto (y, q)$ on $\mathbb{R}^{2N}$ via (1.30). Accordingly, reverting from now on to the dimensionless coupling $\gamma$ defined by (recall (1.16) and (1.22))

$$\gamma = \exp(\mu \eta/2), \quad (3.50)$$

we should study the equations

$$p_m = -\frac{\partial F^+}{\partial x_m} = \frac{1}{2\beta} \ln \left( \frac{1 + \gamma^2 \exp \left( \mu (x_{m+1} - x_m) \right)}{1 + \gamma^2 \exp \left( \mu (x_m - x_{m-1}) \right)} \right)$$

$$+ \frac{1}{\beta} \ln \left( \frac{1 + \gamma^2 \exp \left( \mu (x_m - y_{m-1}) \right)}{1 - \exp(\mu (y_m - x_m))} \right), \quad m = 1, \ldots, N, \quad (3.51)$$

$$q_m = \frac{\partial F^+}{\partial y_m} = \frac{1}{2\beta} \ln \left( \frac{1 + \gamma^2 \exp \left( \mu (y_{m+1} - y_m) \right)}{1 + \gamma^2 \exp \left( \mu (y_m - y_{m-1}) \right)} \right)$$

$$+ \frac{1}{\beta} \ln \left( \frac{1 + \gamma^2 \exp \left( \mu (x_{m+1} - y_m) \right)}{1 - \exp(\mu (y_m - x_m))} \right), \quad m = 1, \ldots, N. \quad (3.52)$$
There is still a troubling aspect about these equations: If we start from an arbitrary phase space point \((x, p) \in \mathbb{R}^{2N}\), then we can only accept a solution \(y(x, p)\) to the implicit equations (3.51) when it satisfies
\[
y_m < x_m, \quad m = 1, \ldots, N. \tag{3.53}
\]
Now the existence of a solution with this property cannot easily be ruled out, but also seems hard to prove. Even when we assume that such solutions exist and give rise to a well-defined symplectomorphism, there is still a problem with reinterpreting the generating function as a Lagrangian for a discrete map on \(\mathbb{R}^N\). Indeed, in that case we would expect to have the freedom to choose arbitrary \(x, y\) in \(\mathbb{R}^N\) to obtain a unique sequence \(z(n) \in \mathbb{R}^N, n \in \mathbb{Z}\), with initial values \(z(0) = x, z(1) = y\), whereas this freedom is at variance with the constraint (3.53).

Ignoring these dilemmas from now on, we can easily show the Bäcklund property (3.8) by proceeding in the same way as in Subsection 3.1. Specifically, in this case (3.8) can be written
\[
\sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{|I| = k} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\beta p_m) \prod_{m+1 \notin I} \left(1 + \gamma^2 \exp\left(\mu(x_{m+1} - x_m)\right)\right)^{1/2} \\
\times \prod_{m-1 \notin I} \left(1 + \gamma^2 \exp\left(\mu(x_m - x_{m-1})\right)\right)^{1/2} = (x, p \to y, q). \tag{3.54}
\]

Also, from (3.51)-(3.52) we have
\[
\exp(\beta p_m) = \frac{1 + \gamma^2 \exp\left(\mu(x_{m+1} - x_m)\right)}{1 + \gamma^2 \exp\left(\mu(x_m - x_{m-1})\right)}, \tag{3.55}
\]
\[
\exp(\beta q_m) = \frac{1 + \gamma^2 \exp\left(\mu(y_m - y_{m-1})\right)}{1 + \gamma^2 \exp\left(\mu(y_{m+1} - y_m)\right)}. \tag{3.56}
\]

Now fix an index set \(I\) and consider the product of quantities \(\exp(\beta p_m)\) with \(m\) in \(I\). For \(m_1, m_2 \in I\) such that \(m_2 = m_1 + 1 \pmod{N}\), the denominator of the radicand corresponding to \(m_2\) cancels the numerator of the radicand corresponding to \(m_1\), and vice versa for \(m_2 = m_1 - 1 \pmod{N}\). The product of quantities \(\exp(\beta q_m)\) can be simplified similarly. From this it readily follows that the Bäcklund property (3.54) amounts to the functional equations
\[
\sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{|I| = k} \prod_{m \in I} \left(1 + \gamma^2 \exp\left(\mu(x_{m+1} - x_m)\right)\right) \prod_{m+1 \notin I} \frac{1 + \gamma^2 \exp\left(\mu(x_m - y_{m-1})\right)}{1 - \exp\left(\mu(y_m - x_m)\right)} \\
= \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{|I| = k} \prod_{m \in I} \left(1 + \gamma^2 \exp\left(\mu(y_m - y_{m-1})\right)\right) \prod_{m+1 \notin I} \frac{1 + \gamma^2 \exp\left(\mu(x_{m+1} - y_m)\right)}{1 - \exp\left(\mu(y_m - x_m)\right)}. \tag{3.57}
\]

These equations can be reduced to the identities (2.57) by taking
\[
\delta = +, a_+ = 2\pi/\mu, \rho = (2 \ln \gamma + i\pi)/\mu. \tag{3.58}
\]
Thus we have established (3.8) in the periodic Toda case.

Finally, we tie in the above generating function with a ‘discrete-time’ map introduced by Suris [Sur96] as a time-discretization of the defining Hamiltonian of the relativistic periodic Toda system. To this end we observe that the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations

\[ \frac{\partial F^+}{\partial y_m}(z, z) + \frac{\partial F^+}{\partial x_m}(z, \tilde{z}) = 0, \quad m = 1, \ldots, N, \]  

(3.59)

for a sequence of vectors \( z(n) \in \mathbb{C}^N, n \in \mathbb{Z} \), are equivalent to

\[
\frac{1 - \exp(\mu(\tilde{z}_m - z_m))}{1 - \exp(\mu(z_m - z_m))} = \frac{1 + \gamma^2 \exp(\mu(z_{m+1} - z_m))}{1 + \gamma^2 \exp(\mu(z_m - z_{m-1}))}, \quad m = 1, \ldots, N. \quad (3.60)
\]

These equations coincide with Eq. (5.4) in [Sur96] if we substitute \( \mu = 1, \gamma = g \).

### 3.4 The nonperiodic Toda case and its dual

The classical asymptotics (1.31) of kernel functions (3.40) with \( U(x) \) given by (2.99) and \( S^\pm(x, y) \) by (2.101)–(2.102) can be studied in virtually the same way as in the periodic case. The reader who has followed us this far will have no difficulty to make the pertinent changes. In particular, with the nonperiodic Toda convention (1.18) in force, the Bäcklund property (3.8) continues to hold, and the nonperiodic analog of \( F^+(x, y) \) can be readily tied in with Suris’ time-discretization of the defining Hamiltonian of the relativistic nonperiodic Toda system [Sur96]. For this case the action-angle map is known from [Rui90], and so a further study might clarify the puzzling constraints (3.53), which arise in the same way as in the periodic case. This is beyond our present scope, however.

Continuing with the dual system, we get from Subsection 2.5 a kernel function

\[ \hat{\Psi}(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) = \hat{W}(\beta \hat{p}/\mu)^{1/2} \hat{W}(\beta \hat{q}/\mu)^{1/2} \hat{S}(\beta \hat{p}/\mu, \beta \hat{q}/\mu), \]  

(3.61)

where \( \hat{W} \) and \( \hat{S} \) are given by (2.148) and (2.133). Also, as explained earlier, we use the parameters (3.24). The classical asymptotics (1.31) is now easily inferred from (A.29).

**Lemma 3.4.** For \( \hat{p} \) and \( \hat{q} \) in \( \hat{G} \) (2.145), we have classical limits

\[
\lim_{\hbar \to 0} i\hbar \ln \hat{S}(2\pi/\mu, \hbar \beta; \beta \hat{p}/\mu, \beta \hat{q}/\mu) = \frac{1}{\beta \mu} \sum_{m,n=1}^{N} \int_{0}^{\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_n)} dw \ln(2 \cosh(w/2)),
\]

(3.62)

\[
\lim_{\hbar \to 0} i\hbar \ln \hat{W}(2\pi/\mu, \hbar \beta; \beta \hat{p}/\mu) = \frac{i\pi}{\mu} \sum_{1 \leq m < n \leq N} (\hat{p}_m - \hat{p}_n),
\]

(3.63)

where the integration paths stay away from the cuts \( \pm i[\pi, \infty) \).

Hence we should study whether the generating function

\[ F(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) = \frac{1}{\beta \mu} (F_W(\hat{p}) + F_W(\hat{q}) + F_S(\hat{p}, \hat{q})), \]  

(3.64)
where
\[ F_{\hat{W}}(\hat{p}) = \frac{i\pi}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{N} (N - 2m + 1) \beta \hat{p}_m, \tag{3.65} \]
\[ F_{\hat{S}}(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) = \sum_{m,n=1}^{N} \int_{0}^{\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_n)} dw \ln \left( 2 \cosh \left( \frac{w}{2} \right) \right), \tag{3.66} \]
might lead to a canonical map \((\hat{x}, \hat{p}) \mapsto (\hat{y}, \hat{q})\) on the dual Toda phase space
\[ \hat{\Omega} = \{ (\hat{x}, \hat{p}) \in \mathbb{R}^{2N} \mid \hat{p} \in \hat{G} \}. \tag{3.67} \]
This entails that \( \hat{q}(\hat{x}, \hat{p}) \) is to be determined from the equations
\[ \hat{x}_m = -\frac{i\pi}{2\mu} (N - 2m + 1) - \frac{1}{\mu} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \ln \left( 2 \cosh \left( \frac{\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_n)}{2} \right) \right), \tag{3.68} \]
and then \( \hat{y}(\hat{x}, \hat{p}) \) is given by
\[ \hat{y}_m = \frac{i\pi}{2\mu} (N - 2m + 1) - \frac{1}{\mu} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \ln \left( 2 \cosh \left( \frac{\beta(\hat{p}_n - \hat{q}_m)}{2} \right) \right). \tag{3.69} \]
Clearly, for \( \hat{p}, \hat{q} \in \hat{G} \) the numbers \( \hat{x}_m \) and \( \hat{y}_m \) are not real as they stand, and this cannot be cured by switching to a parameter \( \mu \) that is purely imaginary. On the other hand, we can also start from a modified generating function
\[ \tilde{F}(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) = \frac{i\pi}{2\mu} \sum_{m=1}^{N} (\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_m) + F((\hat{p}_1 - i\pi/\beta, \ldots, \hat{p}_N - i\pi/\beta), \hat{q}), \tag{3.70} \]
which can be obtained from a modified kernel function, as explained earlier (cf. the paragraph containing (1.29)). The point of this is that a solution \( \hat{q} \in \hat{G} \) to the modified equations
\[ \hat{x}_m = -\frac{\partial \tilde{F}}{\partial \hat{p}_m} = -\frac{i\pi}{2\mu} (N - 2m + 2) - \frac{1}{\mu} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \ln \left( -2i \sinh \left( \frac{\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_n)}{2} \right) \right), \tag{3.71} \]
might then exist, provided its coordinates interlace with those of the given vector \( \hat{p} \in \hat{G} \):
\[ \hat{q}_N < \hat{p}_N < \hat{q}_{N-1} < \cdots < \hat{q}_1 < \hat{p}_1. \tag{3.72} \]
In that case, the vector \( \hat{y} \) given by the modified equations
\[ \hat{y}_m = \frac{\partial \tilde{F}}{\partial \hat{q}_m} = \frac{i\pi}{2\mu} (N - 2m) - \frac{1}{\mu} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \ln \left( -2i \sinh \left( \frac{\beta(\hat{p}_n - \hat{q}_m)}{2} \right) \right), \tag{3.73} \]
would be real.
Again, a further study of this global analysis question is beyond our scope. Rather, we proceed to show the validity of the Bäcklund property
\[ \hat{H}_k(\hat{x}, \hat{p}) = \hat{H}_k(\hat{y}, \hat{q}), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{3.74} \]
for the dual Hamiltonians, which we rewrite as

$$\hat{H}_k(\hat{x}, \hat{p}) = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I} \frac{\beta/2}{\sinh(\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{p}_n)/2)} \prod_{l \in I} \exp(\mu \hat{\pi}_l), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N. \quad (3.75)$$

Substituting the above expressions (3.68)–(3.69) for \(\hat{x}\) and \(\hat{y}\), we infer that (3.74) holds if and only if the following identities are valid for \(k = 1, \ldots, N\):

$$\sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I} \exp \left( -\frac{i\pi}{2} (N - 2m + 1) \right) \prod_{n \notin I} \frac{1}{\sinh(\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{p}_n)/2)} \prod_{m \in I} \frac{1}{\cosh(\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{p}_n)/2)}$$

$$= \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I} \exp \left( \frac{i\pi}{2} (N - 2m + 1) \right) \prod_{n \notin I} \frac{1}{\sinh(\beta(\hat{q}_m - \hat{q}_n)/2)} \prod_{m \in I} \frac{1}{\cosh(\beta(\hat{q}_m - \hat{q}_n)/2)} \quad (3.76)$$

Fix an index set \(I\) and consider the corresponding term on the left-hand side. Since \(\hat{p}\) belongs to \(\hat{G}\) (2.145), we can rewrite this term as

$$\prod_{m \in I} i^{-N+2m-1} \prod_{n \notin I} (-1)^n \prod_{m \in I} \frac{1}{\sinh(\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{p}_n)/2)} \prod_{n=1}^N \frac{1}{\cosh(\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_n)/2)}. \quad (3.77)$$

The numerical factor can be simplified using

$$\prod_{m \in I} (-) = \prod_{m \in I} (-) \prod_{m \in I} (-) \prod_{m,n \in I} (-)^{N-m} = (-)^{k(k-1)/2} = i^{-k(k-1)} \prod_{m \in I} i^{2N-2m}. \quad (3.78)$$

Doing so, we obtain

$$i^{k(N-k)} \prod_{n \notin I} \frac{1}{\sinh(\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{p}_n)/2)} \prod_{n=1}^N \frac{1}{\cosh(\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_n)/2)}. \quad (3.79)$$

Likewise, since \(\hat{q} \in \hat{G}\), the corresponding term on the right-hand side can be simplified to yield

$$i^{k(N-k)} \prod_{n \notin I} \frac{1}{\sinh(\beta(\hat{q}_m - \hat{q}_n)/2)} \prod_{n=1}^N \frac{1}{\cosh(\beta(\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_m)/2)}. \quad (3.80)$$

We can thus reduce (3.76) to (2.140) by substituting \(\hat{p}_j \to \hat{p}_j - i\pi/\beta, \ j = 1, \ldots, N\), and cancelling the \(I\)-independent numerical factor. This proves the Bäcklund property (3.74).
4 Nonrelativistic limits

4.1 Kernel functions

4.1.1 The elliptic case

To take the nonrelativistic limit $c \to \infty$ of the various quantities in Subsection 2.1, we first need to reparametrize the two positive step sizes $a_+$ and $a_-$ in the elliptic gamma function as $\alpha$ and $\hbar \beta$, cf. (1.23). Taking $\beta = 1/mc$ to 0 then amounts to taking $a_-$ to 0. (We keep $\hbar$ fixed, since we wish to stay in the quantum setting.) To obtain nontrivial limits, we should also set $\rho = i\beta g$. (4.1)

Since we let $\beta$ go to 0, the coupling constant $g$ is allowed to vary over $(0, \infty)$.

From (A.16) it now follows that the kernel function $S(x, y)$ (2.12) has $\beta \to 0$ limit $K(x, y) = N \prod_{j,k=1}^{N} R(x_j - y_k)^{-g/\hbar}$. (4.2)

Moreover, (A.16) yields the nonrelativistic limit of the weight function given by (2.9)–(2.10):

$$W_{\text{nr}}(x) = \left( \prod_{1 \leq j < k \leq N} R(x_j - x_k + i\alpha/2) R(x_j - x_k - i\alpha/2) \right)^{g/\hbar}. \quad (4.3)$$

The nonrelativistic counterparts $H_{m,\text{nr}}, m = 1, \ldots, N$, of the commuting Hamiltonians $H_{k,+}$ (2.1) arise as $\beta \to 0$ limits of suitable linear combinations of the Hamiltonians $H_{1,+}, \ldots, H_{m,+}$. This limit transition hinges on the use of the classical elliptic relativistic and nonrelativistic Lax matrices. Later on, we use these matrices in our study of classical Bäcklund transformations, cf. (4.131) and (4.133). On the quantum level, however, the pertinent limit is fraught with ordering problems. Although these can be resolved, the details are quite substantial and will be skipped. They can be found in Subsection 4.3 of [Rui94]. (We employ a similar method in the quantum periodic Toda case below, and make use of a corresponding formula for the Hamiltonians in the hyperbolic case discussed in the next section.)

An important ingredient of the reasoning in [Rui94] is a uniqueness result obtained by Oshima and H. Sekiguchi [OS95]; this paper also contains explicit expressions for the commuting elliptic PDOs. The relevant limits entail the kernel identities

$$(H_{k,\text{nr}}(x) - H_{k,\text{nr}}(-y)) \Psi_{\text{nr}}(x, y) = 0, \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \quad (4.4)$$

where

$$\Psi_{\text{nr}}(x, y) = W_{\text{nr}}(x)^{1/2} W_{\text{nr}}(y)^{1/2} K(x, y). \quad (4.5)$$

More explicitly, the Hamiltonians are $N$ commuting PDOs of the form

$$H_{1,\text{nr}}(x) = -i\hbar \sum_{j=1}^{N} \partial_{x_j}, \quad (4.6)$$

$$H_{2,\text{nr}}(x) = -\hbar^2 \sum_{1 \leq j < k \leq N} \partial_{x_{j_1}} \partial_{x_{j_2}} - g(g - \hbar) \sum_{1 \leq j < l \leq N} \varphi(x_j - x_l; \pi/2r, i\alpha/2), \quad (4.7)$$
\[ H_{k,nr}(x) = (-i\hbar)^k \sum_{1 \leq j_1 < \cdots < j_k \leq N} \partial_{x_{j_1}} \cdots \partial_{x_{j_k}} + \text{l. o.}, \quad k = 3, \ldots, N, \quad (4.8) \]

where l. o. denotes terms that are of lower order in the \( x_j \)-partials [OS95]. (In (4.7) we have omitted an additive constant that depends on the spectral parameter in the Lax matrix.) In particular, for the defining Hamiltonian

\[ H_{nr}(x) = \frac{1}{2} (H_{1,nr}(x))^2 - H_{2,nr}(x) = -\frac{\hbar^2}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \partial_{x_j}^2 + g(g - \hbar) \sum_{1 \leq j < l \leq N} \wp(x_j - x_l; \pi/2r, i\alpha/2) \]

of the elliptic nonrelativistic Calogero-Moser system, this implies the kernel identity

\[ (H_{nr}(x) - H_{nr}(y))\Psi_{nr}(x,y) = 0. \quad (4.10) \]

(Here and below, we choose \( m = 1 \).) This identity was first obtained by Langmann [Lan00], cf. also [Rui04] for further details.

4.1.2 The hyperbolic case and its dual

Using the parameters (3.24) and (4.1), we obtain from (A.30) the nonrelativistic limits

\[ K(x,y) = \prod_{j,k=1}^{N} [2 \cosh(\mu(x_j - y_k)/2)]^{-g/\hbar}, \quad (4.11) \]

\[ W_{nr}(x) = \left( \prod_{1 \leq j < k \leq N} 4 \sinh^2(\mu(x_j - x_k)/2) \right)^{g/\hbar}, \quad (4.12) \]

as the analogs of (4.2)–(4.3). The kernel function \( \Psi_{nr} \) is given by (4.5) with (4.11)–(4.12) in force. Then we obtain (4.4)–(4.10) with the replacement

\[ \wp(x_j - x_l; \pi/2r, i\alpha/2) \to \mu^2/4 \sinh^2(\mu(x_j - x_l)/2). \quad (4.13) \]

In contrast to the elliptic case, we are also able to obtain kernel identities relating the PDOs \( H_{k,nr} \) in \( N \) variables \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_N) \) to a sum of the PDOs \( H_{j,nr} \) in \( N - \ell \) variables \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell}), \ell = 0, \ldots, N \). The key for doing so consists of explicit formulae for the PDOs, which involve not only the nonrelativistic Lax matrix

\[ L_{nr}(x,p)_{jk} \equiv \delta_{jk}p_j + (1 - \delta_{jk}) \frac{i\mu g}{2 \sinh(\mu(x_j - x_k)/2)}, \quad j, k = 1, \ldots, N, \quad (4.14) \]

but also the diagonal \( N \times N \) matrix

\[ E(x) \equiv \text{diag}(z_1(x), \ldots, z_N(x)), \quad (4.15) \]

with

\[ z_j(x) \equiv -\frac{i\mu g}{2} \sum_{k \neq j} \coth(\mu(x_j - x_k)/2), \quad j = 1, \ldots, N. \quad (4.16) \]

We note that the substitution \( x_j \to ix_j \) in \( L_{nr}(x,p) \) yields a trigonometric Lax matrix that is slightly different from the Lax matrix due to Moser [Mos75]. (Specifically, in Moser’s Lax matrix the function \( 1/\sin \) is replaced by \( \cot \).)
The canonical quantization substitution

\[ p_j \rightarrow -i\hbar \partial_{x_j}, \quad j = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{4.17} \]

in \( L_{\text{nr}}(x, p) \) yields an operator-valued matrix whose symmetric functions \( \hat{\Sigma}_k(L_{\text{nr}})(x) \) are well defined, since no ordering ambiguities occur. (Indeed, a term in the expansion of a principal minor of (4.14) that depends on \( p_j \) does not depend on \( x_j \).) However, \( \hat{\Sigma}_2(L_{\text{nr}})(x) \) is not equal to

\[ H_{2,\text{nr}}(x) = -\hbar^2 \sum_{1 \leq j < n \leq N} \partial_{x_{j1}} \partial_{x_{n2}} - g(g - \hbar) \sum_{1 \leq l < l \leq N} \mu^2 / 4 \sinh^2(\mu(x_j - x_l)/2), \tag{4.18} \]

since the term proportional to \( \hbar \) in the potential energy is missing. (In fact, there seems to be no complete proof in the literature that the \( N \) PDOs \( \hat{\Sigma}_k(L_{\text{nr}})(x) \) commute for arbitrary \( N \), cf. [Rui94], Subsection 4.2.)

By contrast, the symmetric functions \( \Sigma_k(L_{\text{nr}}(x, p) + E(x)) \) with \( k > 1 \) contain products of terms that depend on \( p_m \) and \( x_m \), so their canonical quantization is ambiguous. As shown in Section 4.3 of [Rui94], the ordering choice ensuring commutativity is normal ordering: the procedure of putting \( x \)-dependent coefficients to the left of monomials in the momentum operators \(-i\hbar \partial_{x_1}, \ldots, -i\hbar \partial_{x_N}\). We shall write \( : \hat{\Sigma}_k(L_{\text{nr}} + E)(x) : \) for the normal-ordered PDOs obtained from \( \Sigma_k(L_{\text{nr}}(x, p) + E(x)) \) by substituting \(-i\hbar \partial_{x_m} \) for \( p_m \).

The nonrelativistic commuting Hamiltonians \( H_{k,\text{nr}} \) are then given by the formula

\[ H_{k,\text{nr}}(x) = W_{\text{nr}}(x)^{1/2} : \hat{\Sigma}_k(L_{\text{nr}} + E)(x) : W_{\text{nr}}(x)^{-1/2}, \quad k = 1, \ldots, N. \tag{4.19} \]

(To get a feel for what is going on here, the reader may wish to check the case \( N = k = 2 \).)

The corresponding kernel identities have the same structure as the identities (2.33) in Theorem 2.1. However, in this case they involve coefficients \( c_{\ell,j} \) with \( \ell \in \mathbb{N}, j \in \mathbb{Z} \), given by

\[ c_{0,0} = 1, \quad c_{\ell,j} = 0, \quad j > \ell, \quad j < 0, \tag{4.20} \]

and

\[ c_{\ell,j} = \left( \frac{i\mu g}{2} \right)^j S_j(1, 3, \ldots, 2\ell - 1), \quad j = 0, \ldots, \ell, \tag{4.21} \]

where \( S_j(a_1, \ldots, a_\ell) \) is the \( j \)th elementary symmetric function of \( a_1, \ldots, a_\ell \). We note that the coefficients are uniquely determined by the recurrence relation

\[ c_{\ell+1,j} = c_{\ell,j} + \frac{i\mu g}{2}(2\ell + 1)c_{\ell,j-1} \tag{4.22} \]

together with the side conditions (4.20).

We are now ready to state and prove the pertinent identities.

**Theorem 4.1.** For \( \ell = 0, 1, \ldots, N \), let

\[ \mathcal{K}_\ell(x, y) \equiv \exp \left( \frac{i\mu g}{2\hbar} \left( \sum_{n=1}^N y_n - \sum_{m=1}^N x_m \right) \right) \prod_{m=1}^N \prod_{n=1}^{N-\ell} \left[ 2 \cosh(\mu(x_m - y_n)/2) \right]^{\ell/\hbar}, \quad \mathcal{K}_N(x) \equiv \exp \left( -\frac{\mu g N}{2\hbar} \sum_{m=1}^N x_m \right). \tag{4.23} \]
For any \( k \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), we have
\[
: \hat{\Sigma}_k(L_{nr} + E)(x_1, \ldots, x_N) : K_\ell(x, y) = \sum_{j=0}^{\min(k, \ell)} c_{\ell,j} : \hat{\Sigma}_{k-j}(L_{nr} + E)(-y_1, \ldots, -y_{N-\ell}) : K_\ell(x, y), \quad (4.24)
\]
where
\[
: \hat{\Sigma}_m(L_{nr} + E)(-y_1, \ldots, -y_{N-\ell}) : \equiv 0, \quad m > N - \ell, \quad : \hat{\Sigma}_0(L_{nr} + E) : \equiv 1. \quad (4.25)
\]

Proof. We shall prove the statement by induction on \( \ell \). For \( \ell = 0 \) the kernel identity (4.24) is equivalent to the hyperbolic counterpart of (4.4). Hence, we now assume (4.24) for \( \ell \geq 0 \) and establish its validity for \( \ell \to \ell + 1 \).

Setting
\[
\phi(y) \equiv \exp\left(\frac{\mu g}{2\hbar} \sum_{n=1}^{N-\ell-1} y_n - (N + \ell) y_{N-\ell}\right), \quad (4.26)
\]
we start from the limit
\[
\lim_{\Lambda \to \infty} \phi(y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell} - \Lambda) K_\ell(x, y_1, \ldots, y_{N-\ell} - \Lambda) = K_{\ell+1}(x, y), \quad (4.27)
\]
which is readily verified. To make use of this, we note the commutation relation
\[
\phi(y) : \hat{\Sigma}_k(L_{nr} + E)(-y) :
\]
\[
= : \hat{\Sigma}_k \left( L_{nr} + E - \frac{i\mu g}{2} \text{diag}(1, \ldots, 1, -N - \ell) \right) (-y) : \phi(y). \quad (4.28)
\]

Substituting \( y_{N-\ell} \to y_{N-\ell} - \Lambda \) in the Lax matrix \( L_{nr}(-y) \), it is clear that the matrix elements \( (L_{nr})_{N-\ell,k} \) and \( (L_{nr})_{j,N-\ell} \), where \( j, k = 1, \ldots, N - \ell - 1 \), vanish in the limit \( \Lambda \to \infty \), whereas \( (L_{nr})_{N-\ell,N-\ell} = i\hbar \partial_{y_{N-\ell}} \) remains the same. We also note the limits
\[
\lim_{\Lambda \to \infty} z_N(y_1, \ldots, -y_{N-\ell} + \Lambda) = -\frac{i\mu g}{2} (N - \ell - 1), \quad (4.29)
\]
\[
\lim_{\Lambda \to \infty} z_j(-y_1, \ldots, -y_{N-\ell} + \Lambda) = \frac{i\mu g}{2} + z_j(-y_1, \ldots, -y_{N-\ell-1}), \quad j = 1, \ldots, N - \ell - 1. \quad (4.30)
\]

We now multiply both sides of (4.24) by \( \phi(y) \), substitute \( y_{N-\ell} \to y_{N-\ell} - \Lambda \), and consider a term on the right-hand side corresponding to some \( j = 0, \ldots, \min(k, \ell) \). Using the commutation relation (4.28) and the limits (4.27) and (4.29)–(4.30), we find that the \( \Lambda \to \infty \) limit of the term is given by
\[
: \hat{\Sigma}_{k-j}(L_{nr} + E)(-y_1, \ldots, -y_{N-\ell-1}) : K_{\ell+1}(x, y)
\]
\[
+ \frac{i\mu g}{2} (2\ell + 1) : \hat{\Sigma}_{k-j-1}(L_{nr} + E)(-y_1, \ldots, -y_{N-\ell-1}) : K_{\ell+1}(x, y). \quad (4.31)
\]

If we now take \( j \to j - 1 \) in the sum resulting from the second term, and compare the result with the recurrence relation (4.22) that uniquely determines the coefficients \( c_{\ell,j} \), then we arrive at (4.24) for \( \ell \to \ell + 1 \). \( \square \)
We continue by deducing nonrelativistic analogs of the three corollaries \((2.44)\)–\((2.46)\). As a counterpart of \((2.44)\), we shall first consider the kernel identities involving the defining Hamiltonian

\[
H_{nr}(x) = W_{nr}(x)^{1/2} \left( \frac{1}{2} \left(: \hat{\Sigma}_1 (L_{nr} + E)(x) : \right)^2 - : \hat{\Sigma}_2 (L_{nr} + E)(x) : \right) W_{nr}(x)^{-1/2},
\]

cf. \((4.9)\) and \((4.19)\). From \((4.21)\) we infer

\[
\frac{1}{2} c_{\ell,1}^2 - c_{\ell,2} = \left( \frac{i\mu g}{2} \right)^2 \left( \frac{1}{2} S_1(1,3,\ldots,2\ell - 1)^2 - S_2(1,3,\ldots,2\ell - 1) \right)
= - \frac{\mu^2 g^2}{8} P_2(1,3,\ldots,2\ell - 1)
= - \frac{\mu^2 g^2}{24} \ell(4\ell^2 - 1),
\]

where \(P_2(a_1,\ldots,a_\ell)\) denotes the second power sum symmetric function of \(a_1,\ldots,a_\ell\). This yields the following corollary.

**Corollary 4.2.** For \(\ell = 0,\ldots,N\), we have

\[
(H_{nr}(x_1,\ldots,x_N) - H_{nr}(y_1,\ldots,y_{N-\ell})) \Psi_{\ell, nr}(x,y) = - \frac{\mu^2 g^2}{24} \ell(4\ell^2 - 1) \Psi_{\ell, nr}(x,y),
\]

where

\[
\Psi_{\ell, nr}(x,y) \equiv W_{nr}(x)^{1/2} W_{nr}(y)^{1/2} K_\ell(x,y).
\]

We note that, apart from the exponential factor in the kernel function \((4.23)\), the kernel identity \((4.34)\) coincides with the hyperbolic limit of an elliptic identity obtained by Langmann \cite{Lan06}. The identity can also be obtained as a special case of Corollary 2.3 in \cite{HL10}. More specifically, the latter corollary depends on two polynomials \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\), and one function \(z(x)\), which should be fixed according to

\[
\alpha(z) = z^2, \quad \beta(z) = z, \quad z(x) = e^x.
\]

In addition, one should set \(\kappa = g\), \(M = N - \ell\) and \(\bar{N} = \bar{M} = 0\). This results in a kernel identity that is equivalent to \((1.34)\) for \(\hbar = \mu = 1\). To be precise, the corresponding kernel function has a slightly different exponential factor, and the kernel identity contains an additional overall factor of 2.

We proceed to detail a nonrelativistic analog of \((2.45)\). From \((4.21)\) we have \(c_{1,0} = 1\) and \(c_{1,1} = i\mu g/2\). This yields the following corollary.

**Corollary 4.3.** For \(k = 1,\ldots,N\), we have

\[
: \hat{\Sigma}_k (L_{nr} + E)(x_1,\ldots,x_N) : K_1(x,y) = \\
: \hat{\Sigma}_k (L_{nr} + E)(-y_1,\ldots,-y_{N-1}) : \\
+ \frac{i\mu g}{2} : \hat{\Sigma}_{k-1} (L_{nr} + E)(-y_1,\ldots,-y_{N-1}) :
\]

\[
K_1(x,y).
\]
To obtain a counterpart of Corollary 2.4, we take $\ell = N$ and note that (4.21) implies

$$\Sigma_k \left( L_{nr}(x_1, \ldots, x_N, i\mu g N/2, \ldots, i\mu g N/2) + E(x_1, \ldots, x_N) \right) K_N(x) = \left( \frac{i\mu g}{2} \right)^k S_k(1, 3, \ldots, 2N - 1) K_N(x).$$  

(4.38)

In this identity we can cancel $K_N(x)$ and the factor $(i\mu g/2)^k$, cf. (4.14)–(4.16). Then it says that the matrix

$$M = N1_N + Q, \quad Q_{jk} \equiv -\delta_{jk} \sum_{n \neq j} \coth(z_j - z_n) + (1 - \delta_{jk}) \sinh(z_j - z_k)^{-1},$$  

(4.39)

has the same symmetric functions as the matrix $\text{diag}(1, 3, \ldots, 2N - 1)$. Shifting the latter matrix and $M$ by $N1_N$, this leads to the following remarkable result.

**Corollary 4.4.** The matrix $Q$ given by (4.39) has spectrum $\{-N + 1, -N + 3, \ldots, N - 1\}$.

We note that, by exploiting the commutation relation

$$\varphi(x, y) : \hat{\Sigma}_k \left( L_{nr} + E \right)(x) := \hat{\Sigma}_k \left( L_{nr} + E + \frac{i\mu g \ell}{2} 1_N \right)(x) : \varphi(x, y),$$  

(4.40)

where

$$\varphi(x, y) \equiv \exp \left( \frac{\mu g \ell}{2\hbar} \left( \sum_{m=1}^{N} x_m - \sum_{n=1}^{N-\ell} y_n \right) \right),$$  

(4.41)

and the expansion

$$\hat{\Sigma}_k \left( L_{nr} + E + \frac{i\mu g \ell}{2} 1_N \right)(x) : = \sum_{l=0}^{k} \left( \frac{i\mu g \ell}{2} \right)^l \binom{N - k + l}{l} : \hat{\Sigma}_{k-l} \left( L_{nr} + E \right)(x) :,$$  

(4.42)

the exponential factor can be removed from (4.23), yielding corresponding identities.

Alternatively, these identities can be deduced from the relativistic kernel identities in Theorem 2.1 by using that each PDO $\hat{\Sigma}_k (L_{nr} + E)$ can be obtained as a limit of a linear combination of the identity operator and the commuting $A\Delta Os$ $A_1, \ldots, A_k$ that result from $A_{1,+}, \ldots, A_{k,+}$ upon substituting (3.24) and

$$\rho = i\beta g.$$  

(4.43)

Indeed, from Section 4.3 in [Rui94] one can infer

$$\hat{\Sigma}_k (L_{nr} + E) : = \lim_{\beta \to 0} \beta^{-k} \sum_{j=0}^{k} (-1)^{k+j} \binom{N - j}{N - k} A_j, \quad A_0 \equiv 1.$$  

(4.44)
To illustrate this second method we continue by deducing the pertinent identities for \( \ell = 1 \). Then we can use Corollary 2.3 to obtain

\[
\sum_{j=0}^{k} (-1)^{k+j} \binom{N-j}{N-k} A_j(x_1, \ldots, x_N) S_1(x, y) = \sum_{j=0}^{k} (-1)^{k+j} \binom{N-j}{N-k} (A_j + A_{j-1}) (-y_1, \ldots, -y_{N-1}) S_1(x, y)
\]

\[
= \sum_{n=0}^{k} (-1)^{k+n} A_n(-y_1, \ldots, -y_{N-1}) \sum_{l=0}^{1} (-1)^l \binom{N-n-l}{N-k} S_1(x, y).
\]

Hence, for \( k = N \) the coefficient of each \( A\Delta O \) \( A_n(-y) \) vanishes. Moreover, for \( k < N \) we have (‘Pascal’s triangle’)

\[
\binom{N-n}{N-k} - \binom{N-n-1}{N-k} = \binom{N-1-n}{N-1-k}, \quad k = 1, \ldots, N-1, \quad n = 0, \ldots, k.
\]

Substituting this in (4.45), multiplying by \( \beta^{-k} \), and taking the nonrelativistic limit \( \beta \to 0 \), we arrive at the following result.

**Proposition 4.5.** Setting

\[
\tilde{\mathcal{K}}_1(x, y) = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \prod_{n=1}^{N-1} \left[ 2 \cosh(\mu(x_m - y_n)/2) \right]^{-g/h},
\]

we have an eigenfunction identity

\[
: \Sigma_N(L_{nr} + E)(x) : \tilde{\mathcal{K}}_1(x, y) = 0,
\]

and kernel identities

\[
( : \tilde{\Sigma}_k(L_{nr} + E)(x) : - : \tilde{\Sigma}_k(L_{nr} + E)(-y) : ) \tilde{\mathcal{K}}_1(x, y) = 0, \quad k = 1, \ldots, N-1.
\]

For \( \ell > 1 \), the identities in question become quite unwieldy, and we have not obtained them explicitly by either of the above methods.

The self-duality of the relativistic case is not preserved by the nonrelativistic limit, so we proceed to study kernel functions involving the dual variables. To begin with, we need to revert to the spectral variables \( p \) via (1.28). To ease the notation we omit the hats, so that we wind up with \( \Delta\Delta Os \) (cf. (2.127))

\[
A_{\pm k,+} = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I \cap \mathbb{N}_I} \prod_{n \in I \cap \mathbb{N}_I} \sinh(\beta(p_m - p_n \mp i\mu g)/2) \sinh(\beta(p_m - p_n)/2) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp i\hbar \partial p_m).
\]

Their \( \beta \to 0 \) limits yield the dual nonrelativistic \( \Delta\Delta Os \)

\[
\hat{A}_{\pm k,nr}(p) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I \cap \mathbb{N}_I} \frac{p_m - p_n \mp i\mu g}{p_m - p_n} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp i\hbar \partial p_m), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N.
\]
(To be sure, they can also be viewed as the AΔOs associated with the relativistic rational Calogero-Moser systems.)

We proceed to obtain the nonrelativistic limit of the dual version of the kernel identities in Theorem 2.1. The reparametrized kernel function (2.32) reads

$$\prod_{m=1}^{N} \prod_{n=1}^{N-\ell} \frac{G(2\pi/\mu, \hbar\beta; \beta(p_m - q_n - i\mu g/2)/\mu)}{G(2\pi/\mu, \hbar\beta; \beta(p_m - q_n + i\mu g/2)/\mu)}. \quad (4.52)$$

As a preparation for the limit (A.28), we first use the scale invariance (A.27) to write

$$G(2\pi/\mu, \hbar\beta; \beta z/\mu) = G(1, \kappa; \kappa z/\hbar\mu), \quad \kappa = \beta \hbar \mu / 2\pi. \quad (4.53)$$

Next, we note that we may multiply by a constant and shift the coordinates $p_j$ in (4.52) without losing the kernel property. A moment’s thought then shows that we can invoke (A.28) to obtain from (4.52) a nonrelativistic dual kernel function

$$\hat{K}_\ell(p, q) = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \prod_{n=1}^{N-\ell} \frac{\Gamma(i(p_m - q_n)/\hbar\mu - g/2\hbar)}{\Gamma(i(p_m - q_n)/\hbar\mu + g/2\hbar)}, \quad \ell = 0, 1, \ldots, N. \quad (4.54)$$

Likewise, Theorem 2.1 has the following counterpart.

**Theorem 4.6.** For any $k \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ and $\tau \in \{+, -\}$ we have

$$\hat{A}_{\tau k, \text{nr}}(p_1, \ldots, p_N) \hat{K}_\ell(p, q) = \sum_{j=0}^{\min(k, \ell)} \binom{\ell}{j} \hat{A}_{-\tau(k-j), \text{nr}}(q_1, \ldots, q_{N-\ell}) \hat{K}_\ell(p, q), \quad (4.55)$$

where

$$\hat{A}_{\pm m, \text{nr}}(q_1, \ldots, q_{N-\ell}) \equiv 0, \quad m > N - \ell, \quad \hat{A}_{0, \text{nr}} \equiv 1. \quad (4.56)$$

From this, the nonrelativistic versions of the three corollaries (2.44)–(2.46) of Theorem 2.1 will be clear.

For later use, we add that the nonrelativistic limit of the dual weight function reads

$$\hat{W}_{\text{nr}}(p) = \prod_{1 \leq m < n \leq N} \frac{\Gamma(i(p_m - p_n)/\hbar\mu + g/\hbar)\Gamma(-i(p_m - p_n)/\hbar\mu + g/\hbar)}{\Gamma(i(p_m - p_n)/\hbar\mu)\Gamma(-i(p_m - p_n)/\hbar\mu)} \quad (4.57)$$

This follows from (A.28) in the same way as for the kernel functions. As a check, note that the dual nonrelativistic Hamiltonians,

$$\hat{H}_{\pm k, \text{nr}}(p) = \sum_{|I| = k} \prod_{\substack{m \in I \setminus n \notin I \setminus I}} \left( \frac{p_m - p_n \mp i\mu g}{p_m - p_n} \right)^{1/2} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(i\hbar\mu \partial_{p_m}) \prod_{n \notin I} \left( \frac{p_m - p_n \pm i\mu g}{p_m - p_n} \right)^{1/2}, \quad (4.58)$$

are then related to the AΔOs $\hat{A}_{\pm k, \text{nr}}(p)$ via

$$\hat{H}_{l, \text{nr}}(p) = \hat{W}_{\text{nr}}(p)^{1/2} \hat{A}_{l, \text{nr}}(p) \hat{W}_{\text{nr}}(p)^{-1/2}, \quad l = 1, \ldots, N, \quad (4.59)$$

as should be the case.
4.1.3 The periodic Toda case

In this section we obtain a kernel identity for the nonrelativistic periodic Toda system via its relativistic counterpart (2.83). For the same reason as for the elliptic and hyperbolic limit transitions, this involves the classical relativistic and nonrelativistic Lax matrices. Like in the hyperbolic case, we trade the parameters \( a_+ \) and \( a_- \) for \( 2\pi/\mu \) and \( \hbar \beta \), resp. Choosing also

\[
\eta = \frac{2}{\mu} \ln(\beta \mu g), \quad g > 0,
\]

it follows from (A.40) with \( \lambda = 2 \) that the relativistic \( U \)-function (2.71) satisfies

\[
\lim_{\beta \to 0} U(x) = 1.
\]

Moreover, (A.40) with \( \lambda = 1 \) implies that both kernel functions (2.87) and (2.88) satisfy

\[
\lim_{\beta \to 0} S_{\pm}(x,y) = K(x,y),
\]

where

\[
K(x,y) = \exp \left( -\frac{g}{\hbar} \sum_{m=1}^{N} \left( e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-y_{m})} + e^{\mu(y_{m}-x_{m})} \right) \right).
\]

After the substitutions (3.24) and (4.60), we obtain from (2.73), (2.75) and (2.81)

\[
A_{1,+}^1 = \sum_{m=1}^{N} \left( 1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-x_{m}+i\hbar\beta/2)} \right) \exp(-i\hbar\beta \partial_{x_{m}}),
\]

\[
A_{1,-}^1 = \sum_{m=1}^{N} \left( 1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m}-x_{m-1}+i\hbar\beta/2)} \right) \exp(-i\hbar\beta \partial_{x_{m}}),
\]

\[
H_{1,+} = \sum_{m=1}^{N} \left( 1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-x_{m}+i\hbar\beta/2)} \right)^{1/2}
\times \left( 1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m}-x_{m-1}+i\hbar\beta/2)} \right)^{1/2} \exp(-i\hbar\beta \partial_{x_{m}}),
\]

where we have set

\[
\gamma = \beta \mu g.
\]

Expanding these \( \Lambda \Delta \)Os in a power series in \( \beta \), we get in each of the three cases

\[
N + \beta \left( -\frac{\hbar}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \partial_{x_{j}} \right) + \beta^2 H_{\text{nr}} + O(\beta^3), \quad (4.68)
\]

where

\[
H_{\text{nr}}(x) = -\frac{\hbar^2}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{N} \partial_{x_{m}}^2 + a^2 \sum_{m=1}^{N} e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-x_{m})}, \quad a = \mu g,
\]

is the defining Hamiltonian of the nonrelativistic periodic Toda system. This implies that \( \mathcal{K}(x,y) \) yields a kernel function for the defining Hamiltonian. Now this can easily be
checked directly, but the kernel property for the higher order commuting Hamiltonians is harder to show.

To obtain this more general property, we first need more information on the relation between the commuting relativistic AΔOs and the commuting nonrelativistic PDOs. To this end we begin by recalling a Lax matrix for the classical nonrelativistic periodic Toda system. This $N \times N$ matrix depends on a spectral parameter $w \in \mathbb{C}^*$ and is given by

$$
(L_{nr})_{mn} = \delta_{mn} p_m + \delta_{m,n-1} + a^2 \delta_{m,n} e^{\mu(x_m - x_{m-1})} - (ia)^N w \delta_{m,N} \delta_{n,1} - a^2 (ia)^{-N} w^{-1} \delta_{m,1} \delta_{n,N} e^{\mu(x_1 - x_N)}. \\
(4.70)
$$

Our subsequent considerations involve the symmetric functions of $L_{nr}$, given as the coefficients $\Sigma^k, nr$ in the expansion

$$
\det(1_N + \lambda L_{nr}) = \sum_{k=0}^{N} \lambda^k \Sigma^k, nr. \\
(4.71)
$$

In particular, this yields

$$
\Sigma^1, nr = \sum_{m=1}^{N} p_m, \quad \Sigma^2, nr = \sum_{1 \leq m < n \leq N} p_m p_n - a^2 \sum_{m=1}^{N} e^{\mu(x_m - x_{m-1})}. \\
(4.72)
$$

(For $N = 2$ one should add the constant $a^2(w + 1/w)$ to $\Sigma^2, nr$.) The formula (4.71) has an unambiguous quantum analog. Indeed, a term in the expansion of the determinant that depends on a given $p_m$ does not depend on $x_m$, since the only elements of $L_{nr}$ that depend on $x_m$ occur in the $m$th column and row. Denoting by $\hat{L}_{nr}$ the matrix obtained from $L_{nr}$ by substituting $-i\hbar \partial x_m$ for $p_m$, $m = 1, \ldots, N$, the determinant of $\hat{L}_{nr}$ can now be defined by the usual expansion, since no ordering problems arise. Specifically, we have

$$
\det \left(1_N + \lambda \hat{L}_{nr} \right) = \sum_{k=0}^{N} \lambda^k \hat{\Sigma}^k, nr, \\
(4.73)
$$

where $\hat{\Sigma}^k, nr$ is obtained from $\Sigma^k, nr$ via the above substitution. Next, we show that the PDO $\hat{\Sigma}^k, nr$ can be obtained as a limit of a certain linear combination of the identity operator and commuting AΔOs $A^{(\tau)}_1, \ldots, A^{(\tau)}_N$, $\tau \in \{+, -\}$. The latter are obtained from the AΔOs $A^{\pm}_{1,+, \ldots, A^\pm_{N,+}}$ by substituting (3.24) and

$$
\eta = \frac{2}{\mu} \ln \gamma \mp i\hbar \beta/2, \quad \gamma = \beta \mu g, \\
(4.74)
$$

respectively. Thus we have (cf. (2.73), (2.75) and (2.70))

$$
A^{(\pm)}_k = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{\substack{m \in I \quad m \pm 1 \in I \quad \neg I}} \left(1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m+1} - x_m)} \right) \prod_{m \in I} \exp(-i\hbar \beta x_m), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N. \\
(4.75)
$$

**Lemma 4.7.** Fix $w \in \mathbb{C}^*$, and let

$$
D^{(\tau)}_k = (-1)^k \left( \begin{array}{c} N \\ N-k \end{array} \right) + \sum_{j=1}^{k} (-1)^{k+j} \left( \begin{array}{c} N-j \\ N-k \end{array} \right) c_j A^{(\tau)}_j, \\
(4.76)
$$
where \( k = 1, \ldots, N \), \( \tau = +, - \), and

\[
c_j = \begin{cases} 
(1 + (i\gamma N w)^{j-1}), & j = 1, \ldots, N - 1, \\
(1 + (i\gamma N w)^{N-1}(1 + (i\gamma N w)^{-1})), & j = N.
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.77)

Then for all \( k \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \) and \( \tau \in \{+, -\} \) we have

\[
\lim_{\beta \to 0} \beta^{-k} D_{k}^{(\tau)} = \hat{\Sigma}_{k,\text{nr}}.
\]  

(4.78)

**Proof.** The following reasoning involves a modification of the arguments employed in Subsection 4.3 of [Rui94] to handle the nonrelativistic limit of the elliptic A∆Os. We first note that in the A∆Os \( D_{k}^{(\tau)} \) all partial derivatives occur to the right of the \( x \)-dependent coefficients. Since no ordering problems arise in the definition of the differential operators \( \hat{\Sigma}_{k,\text{nr}} \), it suffices to prove the classical version of the statement, obtained by replacing \(-i\hbar \nabla_x\) by \( p \).

To this end we use the Lax matrix \( L_{\text{nr}} \) introduced above, as well as a Lax matrix for the classical relativistic periodic Toda system. Specifically, let \( L \) be the \( N \times N \) matrix given by

\[
L_{mn} = \beta_{mn} b_{m} E_{mn},
\]  

(4.79)

where

\[
b_{m} = (1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-x_m)})^{1/2} (1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-x_m)})^{1/2} e^{\beta p_{m}},
\]  

(4.80)

and

\[
E_{1N} = \frac{1 - (i\gamma)^{-N} w^{-1} \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_1-x_N)}}{1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_1-x_N)}},
\]  

(4.81)

\[
E_{mn} = 1, \quad n - m = N - 2, \ldots, 1, 0,
\]  

(4.82)

\[
E_{m,m-1} = \frac{-i\gamma)^{N} w + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m-1}-x_{m-1})}}{1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m-1}-x_{m-1})}}, \quad m = 2, \ldots, N,
\]  

(4.83)

\[
E_{mn} = -i\gamma) w, \quad n - m = -2, \ldots, -N + 1.
\]  

(4.84)

By exploiting a limit from a Lax matrix for the elliptic system it can be shown that the symmetric functions of \( L \) read

\[
\Sigma_k(x, p) = c_k S_k(x, p), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N.
\]  

(4.85)

Here, the coefficients \( c_k \) are given by (4.77) and

\[
S_k(x, p) = \sum_{|I|=k} \prod_{m+1 \notin I} \left(1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-x_m)}\right)^{1/2} \prod_{m \in I} \left(1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m-1}-x_{m})}\right)^{1/2} \prod_{m \notin I} \exp(\beta p_{m}).
\]  

(4.86)

(The details can be found in Subsection 3.2 of [Rui94].) Moreover, recalling

\[
\gamma = \beta \mu g = \beta a,
\]  

(4.87)

one readily checks

\[
L = 1_N + \beta L_{\text{nr}} + O(\beta^2), \quad \beta \to 0.
\]  

(4.88)
Expanding the determinant of the matrix \( \mathbf{1}_N + \lambda \beta^{-1}(L - \mathbf{1}_N) \) in powers of \( \lambda \), we deduce the limit

\[
\Sigma_{k, \text{nr}}(x, p) = \lim_{\beta \to 0} \beta^{-k} \left( (-1)^k \binom{N}{N-k} + \sum_{j=1}^{k} (-1)^{k+j} \binom{N-j}{N-k} c_j S_j(x, p) \right),
\]

\[ k = 1, \ldots, N. \quad (4.89) \]

To relate this limit to \( A_k^{(\tau)}(x, p) \), we introduce the diagonal matrix

\[
D = \text{diag}(d_1, \ldots, d_N), \quad d_m = \frac{(1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_m+1-x_m)})^{1/2}}{(1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_m-x_m)})^{1/2}},
\]

The principal minor of \( D \) with indices \( \{i_1, \ldots, i_k\} \equiv I \) reads

\[
D(I) = \prod_{m \in I} \prod_{m+1 \notin I} (1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_m+1-x_m)})^{1/2} \prod_{m-1 \notin I} (1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_m-x_m)})^{1/2},
\]

so the symmetric functions of the matrices \( D^{\pm 1}L \) are given by

\[
\sum_{|I|=k} (D^{\pm 1}L)(I) = \sum_{|I|=k} D(I)^{\pm 1}L(I) = c_k A_k^{(\pm)}(x, p).
\]

Now from (4.88) and (4.90) we clearly have

\[
D^{\pm 1}L = \mathbf{1}_N + \beta L_{\text{nr}} + O(\beta^2), \quad \beta \to 0. \quad (4.93)
\]

Therefore, the limit (4.89) is still valid when we replace \( S_j \) by \( A_j^{(+)} \) or \( A_j^{(-)} \). Hence the classical version of the statement follows, thus completing the proof.

In particular, this lemma implies the commutativity of the \( N \) PDOs \( \hat{\Sigma}_{1, \text{nr}}, \ldots, \hat{\Sigma}_{N, \text{nr}} \) (a property left open in \([\text{Rui94}]\)). It is easy to verify that for \( k = 1 \) and \( k = 2 \) one still gets the limit (4.78) when \( A_j^{(\tau)} \) in (4.76) is replaced by \( A_{j,+}^{\tau} \), \( A_{j,+}^{-\tau} \) or \( H_{j,+} \) with the substitutions (3.24) and (4.60) in force. Already for \( k = 3 \), however, this is no longer clear, since the \( \beta \)-dependence in the exponentials yields unwieldy extra terms in the expansion, cf. e.g. (4.64)–(4.66). (In the elliptic case such extra terms in the \( \Delta \)Os \( H_{1,+}, H_{2,+} \) do give nontrivial \( \hbar \)-dependent deviations from the classical expansion already for \( k = 2 \), as exhibited in (4.7) and (4.9).)

We are now prepared for the nonrelativistic counterpart of Theorem 2.7.

**Theorem 4.8.** Setting

\[
D(x) = \det \left( \mathbf{1}_N + \lambda \hat{L}_{\text{nr}}(x) \right),
\]

where \( \hat{L}_{\text{nr}}(x) \) is defined by (4.70) with the substitution \(-i\hbar \partial_{x_m} \) for \( p_m \), we have a kernel identity

\[
(D(x) - D(-y))K(x, y) = 0,
\]

with the kernel function \( K(x, y) \) given by (4.63). This identity also holds true when \( K(x, y) \) is replaced by \( K(\sigma(x), y) \), with \( \sigma \) any cyclic permutation.
Proof. The limit (4.62) is still valid when \( \eta \) in the kernel functions \( S^\pm(x, y) \) is replaced by (4.74) instead of (4.60). Indeed, this change gives rise to shifts of the arguments of the functions \( G_R \) and \( G_L \) in (2.87)–(2.88) by \( \pm i \hbar \beta / 4 \). This amounts to a shift of \( z \) by \( \pm i a_- / 4 \) in the limit formula (A.40). Since the convergence in this formula is uniform on compact subsets of the plane, the limit is unchanged. In view of the above lemma and (2.83)–(2.84) we can now deduce (4.95). The kernel identities in Theorem 2.7 also hold for cyclic transforms of \( S^\pm(x, y) \), so the same is true for (4.95). Alternatively, one can invoke the cyclic invariance of the PDOs \( \hat{\Sigma}_{1,nr}, \ldots, \hat{\Sigma}_{N,nr} \), which follows from that of the \( \Lambda \Delta Os \) \( A_j^\pm \) by the lemma.

4.1.4 The nonperiodic Toda case

As in the periodic case, we first reparametrize \( a_+, a_- \) and \( \eta \) via (3.24) and (4.60). Then it follows as before (cf. (4.61)–(4.62)) that the \( U \)-function (2.99) has \( \beta \to 0 \) limit 1, whereas the nonrelativistic limit of the nonperiodic kernel functions \( S^\pm(x, y) \) (cf. (2.101)–(2.102)) is given by

\[
K(x, y) = \exp \left( -\frac{q}{\hbar} \left( e^{\mu(y_N-x_N)} + \sum_{m=1}^{N-1} \left( e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-y_m)} + e^{\mu(y_m-x_m)} \right) \right) \right). \tag{4.96}
\]

Proceeding as in the periodic case, we get again (4.64)–(4.67) with the nonperiodic Toda convention (1.18). Hence we deduce the \( \beta \)-expansion (4.68), now with the defining Hamiltonian

\[
H_{nr}(x) = -\frac{\hbar^2}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{N} \partial_{x_m}^2 + a^2 \sum_{m=1}^{N-1} e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-x_m)}, \quad a = \mu g, \tag{4.97}
\]

of the nonrelativistic nonperiodic Toda system.

By contrast to the relativistic case, there seems to be no limit transition leading from the periodic kernel function given by (4.63) to the nonperiodic one (4.96). On the other hand, it is again easy to obtain the nonperiodic Hamiltonian (4.97) from the periodic one given by (4.69). It is also straightforward to verify directly the kernel function property

\[(H_{nr}(x) - H_{nr}(y))K(x, y) = 0. \tag{4.98}\]

To obtain the kernel property for the higher order commuting PDOs, we proceed as in the periodic case. Thus, we use a nonrelativistic Lax matrix

\[
(L_{nr})_{mn} = \delta_{mn} p_m + \delta_{m,n-1} + a^2 \delta_{m,n+1} e^{\mu(x_m-x_{m-1})}, \tag{4.99}
\]

and a relativistic one \( L \) (4.79), with \( b_m \) given by

\[
b_1 = (1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_2-x_1)})^{1/2} e^{\beta p_1}, \quad b_N = (1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_N-x_{N-1})})^{1/2} e^{\beta p_N}, \tag{4.100}
\]

and by (4.80) for \( m = 2, \ldots, N - 1 \), and with the matrix \( E \) given by

\[
E_{mn} = 1, \quad n - m = N - 1, \ldots, 1, 0, \tag{4.101}
\]

\[
E_{m,m-1} = \frac{\gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_m-x_{m-1})}}{1 + \gamma^2 e^{\mu(x_{m-1}-x_m)}}, \quad m = 2, \ldots, N, \tag{4.102}
\]

57
\[ E_{mn} = 0, \quad n - m = -2, \ldots, -N + 1. \]  
\hspace{1cm} (4.103)

It is not difficult to check that \( L_{nr} \) and \( L \) are again related by (4.88), and that the symmetric functions of \( L \) are given by (4.86) (with the convention (1.18) in effect). Defining the auxiliary \( \Delta \)Os \( A^{(\pm)}_k \) via (4.74) and (4.75), and then \( D^{(\pm)}_k \) by (1.76) with the coefficients \( c_j \) set equal to 1, we obtain (4.78) by an easy adaptation of the proof of Lemma 4.2. The remark below the proof applies here, too, and now the following analog of Theorem 4.3 readily follows.

**Theorem 4.9.** Setting

\[ D(x) = \text{det} \left( 1_N + \lambda \hat{L}_{nr}(x) \right), \]  
\hspace{1cm} (4.104)

where \( \hat{L}_{nr}(x) \) is defined by (4.99) with the substitution \(-ih\partial_{x_m} \) for \( p_m \), we have a kernel identity

\[ (D(x) - D(-y))K(x, y) = 0, \]  
\hspace{1cm} (4.105)

with the kernel function \( K(x, y) \) given by (4.96).

Finally, we obtain a counterpart of Corollary 2.9, namely, kernel identities that relate the PDOs \( \hat{\Sigma}_{k, nr} \) in \( N \) variables \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_N) \) to the PDOs \( \hat{\Sigma}_{k, nr} \) in \( N - 1 \) variables \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1}) \) for \( k < N \).

**Corollary 4.10.** Setting

\[ \mathcal{K}_1(x, y) = \exp \left( -\frac{g}{\hbar} \sum_{m=1}^{N-1} \left( e^{\mu(x_{m+1} - y_m)} + e^{\mu(y_m - x_m)} \right) \right), \]  
\hspace{1cm} (4.106)

we have an eigenfunction identity

\[ \hat{\Sigma}_{N, nr}(x)\mathcal{K}_1(x, y) = 0, \]  
\hspace{1cm} (4.107)

and kernel identities

\[ (\hat{\Sigma}_{k, nr}(x) - \hat{\Sigma}_{k, nr}(-y))\mathcal{K}_1(x, y) = 0, \quad k = 1, \ldots, N - 1. \]  
\hspace{1cm} (4.108)

**Proof.** The kernel function \( \mathcal{K}_1((x_1, \ldots, x_N), (y_1, \ldots, y_{N-1})) \) is obtained from the kernel function \( \mathcal{K}(x, y) \) given by (4.96) upon substituting \( y_N \to y_N - \Lambda \) and then taking \( \Lambda \) to infinity. Doing so in the Lax matrix \( \hat{L}_{nr}(y) \), the matrix element \( (\hat{L}_{nr})_{N,N-1} \) vanishes in the limit. Noting \( \partial_{y_N} \) annihilates \( \mathcal{K}_1(x, y) \), the assertions now follow from Theorem 4.4 upon expansion of the determinants.

4.1.5 The dual nonperiodic Toda case

To obtain the nonrelativistic limits of the quantities in Subsection 2.5, we proceed in the same way as for the dual hyperbolic case. Thus we reparametrize \( a_+, a_- \) via (3.24) and revert to the spectral variables \( \hat{p} \) via (1.28). Omitting the hats on \( p \), we wind up with \( \Delta \)Os (cf. (2.132) and (2.146))

\[ \hat{A}_{\pm k, +} = (\mp i)^k (N-k) \prod_{|I|=k} \prod_{m \in I, n \notin I} \frac{1}{2 \sinh(\beta(p_m - p_n)/2)} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp i \hbar \mu \partial_{p_m}), \]  
\hspace{1cm} (4.109)
\[
\hat{H}_{\pm k, +} = \sum_{|l|=k} \prod_{m \in I \atop n \notin I} \left| \frac{1}{2 \sinh(\beta(p_m - p_n)/2)} \right|^{1/2} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp i \hbar \mu \partial_{p_m}) \times \prod_{m \in I \atop n \notin I} \left| \frac{1}{2 \sinh(\beta(p_m - p_n)/2)} \right|^{1/2}, \tag{4.110}
\]
related by the weight function
\[
\hat{W} = \prod_{1 \leq j < k \leq N} 4 \sinh(\beta(p_j - p_k)/2) \sinh(\pi(p_j - p_k)/\hbar \mu), \tag{4.111}
\]
cf. (2.148)–(2.149).

Clearly, we need only multiply (4.109)–(4.110) by \((\hbar \mu \beta)^{k(N-k)}\) and take \(\beta\) to 0 to get the commuting A∆Os
\[
\hat{A}_{\pm k, nr}(p) = (\mp i)^{k(N-k)} \sum_{|l|=k} \prod_{m \in I \atop n \notin I} \frac{\hbar \mu}{p_m - p_n} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp i \hbar \mu \partial_{p_m}), \tag{4.112}
\]
\[
\hat{\hat{H}}_{\pm k, nr}(p) = \sum_{|l|=k} \prod_{m \in I \atop n \notin I} \left| \frac{\hbar \mu}{p_m - p_n} \right|^{1/2} \prod_{m \in I} \exp(\mp i \hbar \mu \partial_{p_m}) \prod_{m \in I \atop n \notin I} \left| \frac{\hbar \mu}{p_m - p_n} \right|^{1/2}. \tag{4.113}
\]
They are related by (4.59), where
\[
\hat{W}_{nr}(p) = \prod_{1 \leq j < k \leq N} 2((p_j - p_k)/\hbar \mu) \sinh(\pi(p_j - p_k)/\hbar \mu) \tag{4.114}
\]
is the nonrelativistic dual weight function.

Next, we obtain the nonrelativistic limit of the kernel identities in Subsection 2.5 by arguing as in the dual hyperbolic case (cf. the paragraph containing (4.53)), using also that we may multiply the kernel function by \(c_1 \exp(c_2 \sum(p_j - q_j))\) without losing the kernel property.

**Theorem 4.11.** Letting \(l \in \{\pm 1, \ldots, \pm N\}\) and \(\sigma \in \{\pm 1\}\), we have the dual kernel function identities
\[
(\hat{A}_{l, nr}(p) - \hat{A}_{-l, nr}(q))\hat{K}(p, q)^{\sigma} = 0, \tag{4.115}
\]
\[
(\hat{\hat{H}}_{l, nr}(p) - \hat{\hat{H}}_{-l, nr}(q))\hat{W}_{nr}(p)^{1/2}\hat{W}_{nr}(q)^{1/2}\hat{K}(p, q)^{\sigma} = 0, \tag{4.116}
\]
where
\[
\hat{K}(p, q) = \prod_{j,k=1}^N \Gamma(i(p_j - q_k)/\hbar \mu). \tag{4.117}
\]

Each term of the A∆Os occurring in (4.115) and (4.116) shifts \(|l|\) coordinates by \(\pm i \hbar \mu\), so the kernel property is preserved upon multiplication by products of functions that are \(i \hbar \mu\)-antiperiodic. Hence we can derive the kernel property of \(1/\hat{K}(p, q)\) from that of \(\hat{K}(p, q)\) by using the reflection equation of the gamma function, in the form
\[
\Gamma(i z + 1/2)\Gamma(-i z + 1/2) = \pi/\cosh(\pi z). \tag{4.118}
\]

We proceed with the following counterpart of Theorem 2.12.
Theorem 4.12. Define kernel functions

\[ \hat{K}_\ell(p, q) = \prod_{m=1}^{N} \prod_{n=1}^{N-\ell} \Gamma(1 - i(p_m - q_n)/\hbar \mu), \] (4.119)

where \( \ell = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 1 \). For any \( k \in \{1, \ldots, N - \ell\} \) we have

\[ \hat{A}_{k, nr}(p_1, \ldots, p_N) \hat{K}_\ell(p, q) = \hat{A}_{-k, nr}(q_1, \ldots, q_{N-\ell}) \hat{K}_\ell(p, q). \] (4.120)

Proof. We bypass a laborious derivation from Theorem 2.12 by adapting its proof, as follows. First, the analogs of the equations (2.154)–(2.155) read

\[ \hat{K}_\ell(p, q)^{-1} \exp(-i\hbar \mu \partial_{p_m}) \hat{K}_\ell(p, q) = (i\hbar \mu)^{N-\ell} \prod_{n=1}^{N-\ell} \frac{1}{p_m - q_n}, \] (4.121)

\[ \hat{K}_\ell(p, q)^{-1} \exp(i\hbar \mu \partial_{q_m}) \hat{K}_\ell(p, q) = (i\hbar \mu)^{N} \prod_{n=1}^{N} \frac{1}{p_n - q_m}. \] (4.122)

Second, we take \( \delta = + \) in the identities (2.153) and substitute (recall \( s_+(z) = \sinh(\pi z/a_+) \))

\[ v = ta_+ p/\pi, \quad w = ta_+ q/\pi. \] (4.123)

If we now multiply both sides of (2.153) by \( t^{k(2N-k-\ell)} \) and take \( t \to 0 \), then we obtain the identities

\[ \sum_{I \subseteq \{1, \ldots, N\}} \prod_{m \in I} \frac{1}{p_m - p_n} \prod_{n \in \{1, \ldots, N-\ell\}} \frac{1}{p_n - q_m} = \sum_{I \subseteq \{1, \ldots, N-\ell\}} \prod_{m \in I} \frac{1}{q_m - q_n} \prod_{n \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \frac{1}{p_n - q_m}. \] (4.124)

Finally, using (4.112) and (4.121)–(4.122), it easily follows that the kernel identities (4.120) amount to (4.124).

Introducing

\[ \tilde{K}_\ell(p, q) \equiv \hat{K}_\ell(-p, -q), \] (4.125)

we can mimic the reasoning leading to Corollary 2.13 to obtain the following nonrelativistic analog, which concludes this subsection.

Corollary 4.13. We have eigenfunction identities

\[ \hat{A}_{\ell, nr}(v_1, \ldots, v_N) \tilde{K}_\ell(v, w) = \tilde{K}_\ell(v, w), \] (4.126)

and kernel identities

\[ \hat{A}_{k, nr}(v_1, \ldots, v_N) \tilde{K}_\ell(v, w) = \hat{A}_{-(k-\ell), nr}(w_1, \ldots, w_{N-\ell}) \tilde{K}_\ell(v, w), \quad k = \ell + 1, \ldots, N. \] (4.127)
4.2 Bäcklund transformations

4.2.1 The elliptic case

To obtain the nonrelativistic versions of the results in Subsection 3.1, we can proceed in two distinct ways. First, we can adapt the reasoning based on the expected relation (1.31) to the nonrelativistic kernel function $\Psi_{\text{nr}}(x, y)$ given by (4.5). The second way is to take $\beta$ to 0 in the relevant formulas in Subsection 3.1. This yields the same results, provided we replace $\rho$ again by $i\beta g$, as we did in Subsection 4.1, cf. (4.1). Since we want to view $g$ as a real coupling constant, it follows from the limits of (3.6) and (3.7) that we wind up with purely imaginary momenta $p_j$ and $q_j$. Thus, we run into the same problem as we had in Subsection 3.1. We improved the situation in the relativistic elliptic setting by requiring $\beta$ to be purely imaginary, while keeping $\rho \in i(0, \alpha)$. From this it is clear that we can emulate this improvement by replacing $\rho$ by $\beta g$ before taking $\beta$ to 0, keeping $g$ real.

Doing so, we wind up with a generating function

$$F_{\text{nr}}(x, y) = F_{W_{\text{nr}}}(x) + F_{W_{\text{nr}}}(y) + F_{K}(x, y),$$

where

$$F_{W_{\text{nr}}}(x) = \frac{g}{2} \sum_{1 \leq j < k \leq N} \ln(R(x_j - x_k + i\alpha/2)R(x_j - x_k - i\alpha/2)),$$

$$F_{K}(x, y) = -g \sum_{j,k=1}^{N} \ln(R(x_j - y_k)).$$

Obviously, this can also be obtained via (1.31) and (4.3), provided we replace $g$ by $-ig$ in (4.2) and (4.3).

In order to show the Bäcklund property, we use the relation between the elliptic relativistic and nonrelativistic Lax matrices from [Rui94]. The relativistic one is defined by

$$L_{jk} = \exp(\beta p_j) \prod_{l \neq j} f(x_j - x_l) \cdot \frac{s(x_j - x_k + \lambda)s(\rho)}{s(\lambda)s(x_j - x_k + \rho)},$$

where the function $f(z)$ is given by (1.3), and $\lambda \in \mathbb{C}$ is a spectral parameter. Its symmetric functions $\Sigma_k$ are proportional to the Hamiltonians $S_k$ (1.1). Specifically,

$$\Sigma_k(x, p) = s(\lambda)^{-k} s(\lambda - \rho)^{k-1} s(\lambda + (k-1)\rho) S_k(x, p), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N.$$  

The nonrelativistic Lax matrix is defined by

$$(L_{\text{nr}})_{jk} = \delta_{jk} p_j + ig(1 - \delta_{jk}) \frac{s(x_j - x_k + \lambda)}{s(\lambda)s(x_j - x_k)}.$$

Up to a similarity transformation, it coincides with the elliptic Lax matrix introduced by Krichever [Kri80]. (At this point a physicist reader might worry about non-matching dimensions, inasmuch as $p$ has dimension [momentum], whereas the coupling constant $g$ has dimension [position]×[momentum]. But $\lambda$ has dimension [position], and so does $s(\lambda)$. Thus the dimensions work out.)
Clearly, the Lax matrices $L$ with $\rho = i\beta g$ and $L_{nr}$ are related in the same way as in the periodic Toda case, cf. (4.88). Hence their symmetric functions are related by

$$
\Sigma_{k,m}(x,p) = \lim_{\beta \to 0} \beta^{-k} \sum_{l=0}^{k} (-1)^{k+l} \binom{N-l}{N-k} \Sigma_k(x,p), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N.
$$

(4.134)

The same relation holds for the symmetric functions of the matrices $L$ with $\rho = \beta g$ and $L_{nr}$ with $g$ replaced by $-ig$. Therefore, the nonrelativistic Bäcklund property

$$
\Sigma_{nr}(x,p) = \Sigma_{nr}(y,q),
$$

(4.135)

follows from its relativistic counterpart (3.8) by using (4.132) and (4.134).

Although this reasoning is formally impeccable, it skirts the existence problem already discussed in Subsection 3.1. Moreover, the noncompleteness of the flows is now even more conspicuous due to the ‘wrong sign’ of the coupling. Indeed, for the defining Hamiltonian associated with $L_{nr}$ (4.133) we get

$$
H_{nr} = \frac{1}{2} \text{Tr} L^2_{nr} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p_j^2 + g^2 \sum_{1 \leq j < k \leq N} \varphi(x_j - x_k) - \frac{1}{2} g^2 N(N-1) \varphi(\lambda).
$$

(4.136)

Thus, taking $g \to -ig$ leads to a negative coupling, so that the singularities at coinciding positions cannot be avoided. (Recall we require that $g$ be real to avoid imaginary momenta resulting from the nonrelativistic versions of (3.6) and (3.7), cf. (4.128)–(4.130).)

### 4.2.2 The hyperbolic case and its dual

Proceeding as in the elliptic case, we obtain from (4.11)–(4.12) once more (4.128)–(4.130), with $R(z)$ replaced by $2 \cosh(\mu z/2)$. In the hyperbolic versions of the Lax matrices (4.131) and (4.133) we can take $\lambda$ to infinity. Omitting a similarity factor and reparametrizing via (3.24)–(3.25) and (4.1), we obtain

$$
L(\tau)_{jk} = \exp(\beta p_j) \prod_{l \neq j} \left(1 + \frac{\sin^2(\tau)}{\sinh^2(\beta(x_j - x_l)/2)}\right)^{1/2} \cdot \frac{i \sin(\tau)}{\sinh(i\tau + \mu(x_j - x_k)/2)},
$$

(4.137)

$$
L_{nr}(g)_{jk} = \delta_{jk} p_j + (1 - \delta_{jk}) \frac{i \mu g}{2 \sinh(\mu(x_j - x_k)/2)},
$$

(4.138)

in accord with [Rui88] (where a parameter $z$ is used instead of $i\tau$). Then (4.88) holds true again, so it still holds for the Lax matrices $L(-i\beta\mu g/2)$ and $L_{nr}(-ig)$, where we now think of $\beta$ being purely imaginary and $\mu, g$ real. Hence the symmetric functions of the latter Lax matrices are again related by (4.134), and accordingly the negative coupling Bäcklund property (4.135) results. As in the relativistic case, its precise interpretation within the confines of global analysis/symplectic geometry remains to be determined.

Turning to the dual case, the relevant dual Lax matrices are [Rui88]

$$
\hat{L}(\tau)_{jk} = \exp(\mu \hat{p}_j) \prod_{l \neq j} \left(1 + \frac{\sin^2(\tau)}{\sinh^2(\beta(\hat{p}_j - \hat{p}_l)/2)}\right)^{1/2} \cdot \frac{i \sin(\tau)}{\sinh(i\tau - \beta(\hat{p}_j - \hat{p}_k)/2)}.
$$

(4.139)
\begin{equation}
\hat{L}_{nr}(g)_{jk} = \exp(\mu \hat{x}_j) \prod_{l \neq j} \left( 1 + \frac{(\mu g)^2}{(\hat{p}_j - \hat{p}_l)^2} \right)^{1/2} \cdot \frac{i \mu g}{i \mu g - (\hat{p}_j - \hat{p}_k)},
\end{equation}

with \( \hat{L}_{nr}(g) \) being the \( \beta \to 0 \) limit of \( \hat{L}(\beta \mu g/2) \). Thus we can expect the nonrelativistic Bäcklund property

\[ S_{k, nr}(\hat{p}, \hat{x}) = S_{k, nr}(\hat{q}, \hat{y}), \tag{4.141} \]

as a limit of the relativistic one. However, it is not straightforward to obtain the nonrelativistic generating function \( F_{nr}(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) \) as a limit of \( F(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) \) (given by \[3.30\]–\[3.32\] with \( \beta \) and \( \mu \) interchanged), since the renormalizations mentioned below \[4.53\] must be taken into account.

Instead, we start directly from the dual kernel function

\[ \Psi_{nr}(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) = \hat{W}_{nr}(\hat{p})^{1/2} \hat{W}_{nr}(\hat{q})^{1/2} \hat{K}(\hat{p}, \hat{q}), \tag{4.142} \]

where \( \hat{K} \) is defined by \[4.34\] with \( \ell = 0 \), and \( \hat{W}_{nr} \) by \[4.57\]. As before, one might expect \[1.31\] to yield the desired generating function \( F_{nr}(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) \) as a limit

\[ \lim_{\hbar \downarrow 0} i \hbar \ln \Psi_{nr}(\hat{p}, \hat{q}). \tag{4.143} \]

In fact, however, this limit does not exist, as is obvious from the following lemma.

**Lemma 4.14.** For \( \hat{p} \) and \( \hat{q} \) in \( \tilde{G}_{hyp} \[3.38\] \), we have classical limits

\[ \lim_{\hbar \downarrow 0} i \hbar \ln \left( \exp[N^2(g/\hbar) \ln(1/\hbar)] \hat{K}(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) \right) = i \sum_{j,k=1}^N \int_{i(\hat{p}_j - \hat{q}_k)/\mu + g/2}^{i(\hat{p}_j - \hat{q}_k)/\mu - g/2} dw \ln w, \tag{4.144} \]

\[ \lim_{\hbar \downarrow 0} i \hbar \ln \left( \exp[-N(N - 1)(g/\hbar) \ln(1/\hbar)] \hat{W}_{nr}(\hat{p}) \right) = i \sum_{j<k} \int_{i(\hat{p}_j - \hat{p}_k)/\mu - g}^{i(\hat{p}_j - \hat{p}_k)/\mu + g} dw \ln w, \tag{4.145} \]

where the integration paths stay away from the cut \((-\infty, 0] \).

**Proof.** We recall Stokes' formula, in the form

\[ \lim_{\Lambda \to \infty} \frac{1}{\Lambda} \ln \left( \exp[(d - u)\Lambda \ln \Lambda] \frac{\Gamma(\Lambda u)}{\Gamma(\Lambda d)} \right) = \int_u^d dw \ln w, \quad u, d \notin (-\infty, 0]. \tag{4.146} \]

Inspecting the definitions \[4.54\] (with \( \ell = 0 \)) and \[4.57\], the limits readily follow from this. \( \square \)

Instead of using \[4.143\], it is now clear that we need to define the generating function by

\[ F_{nr}(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) = \lim_{\hbar \downarrow 0} i \hbar \ln(\exp[N(g/\hbar) \ln(1/\hbar)] \Psi_{nr}(\hat{p}, \hat{q})). \tag{4.147} \]

Hence \( \hat{q}(\hat{x}, \hat{p}) \) is to be determined from the equations

\begin{align*}
\hat{x}_j &= \frac{\partial F_{nr}}{\partial \hat{p}_j} \\
&= \frac{1}{2\mu} \sum_{k \neq j} \ln \left( \frac{\hat{p}_j - \hat{p}_k - i\mu g}{\hat{p}_j - \hat{p}_k + i\mu g} \right) + \frac{1}{\mu} \sum_{k=1}^N \ln \left( \frac{\hat{p}_j - \hat{q}_k + i\mu g/2}{\hat{p}_j - \hat{q}_k - i\mu g/2} \right), \tag{4.148}
\end{align*}
and then $\hat{y}(\hat{x}, \hat{p})$ is given by

$$\hat{y}_j = \frac{\partial F_{\text{nr}}}{\partial \hat{q}_j} = \frac{1}{2\mu} \sum_{k \neq j} \ln \left( \frac{\hat{q}_j - \hat{q}_k + i\mu g}{\hat{q}_j - \hat{q}_k - i\mu g} \right) + \frac{1}{\mu} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \ln \left( \frac{\hat{p}_k - \hat{q}_j + i\mu g/2}{\hat{p}_k - \hat{q}_j - i\mu g/2} \right).$$

(4.149)

Clearly, when we retain the physical choice $\mu, g > 0$, then we get a contradiction from assuming that for given $(\hat{x}, \hat{p}) \in \hat{\Omega}_{\text{hyp}}$ the implicit equations (4.148) yield a solution $\hat{q} \in \hat{G}_{\text{hyp}}$. (Indeed, it would follow that $\hat{x}$ is purely imaginary.) We can only avoid this snag by keeping $\mu$ positive, while requiring that $g$ be purely imaginary.

Accepting this and assuming (possibly complex) solutions, we deduce as before (cf. Subsection 3.1) that the Bäcklund property is equivalent to the functional identities

$$\sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}, |I| = k} \prod_{m \in I} \frac{\hat{p}_m - \hat{p}_n - i\mu g}{\hat{p}_m - \hat{p}_n} \prod_{n \in I, m \neq n} \frac{\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_n + i\mu g/2}{\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_n - i\mu g/2} = \sum_{I \subset \{1, \ldots, N\}, |I| = k} \prod_{m \in I} \frac{\hat{q}_m - \hat{q}_n + i\mu g}{\hat{q}_m - \hat{q}_n - i\mu g} \prod_{n \in I, m \neq n} \frac{\hat{p}_n - \hat{q}_m + i\mu g/2}{\hat{p}_n - \hat{q}_m - i\mu g/2}.$$ 

(4.150)

These are easily deduced from (3.33), and so (4.141) follows.

**4.2.3 The periodic Toda case**

Comparing the expected asymptotic relation (1.31) to the nonrelativistic kernel function $K(x, y)$ given by (4.63), it becomes clear that in this case no limit is needed. The resulting generating function,

$$-ig \sum_{m=1}^{N} \left( e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-y_m)} + e^{\mu(y_m-x_m)} \right),$$

(4.151)

would yield purely imaginary momenta, but like in Subsection 3.3 this disease can be cured by an analytic continuation

$$x_m \to x_m - i\pi/2\mu, \quad m = 1, \ldots, N.$$ 

(4.152)

Then we obtain the generating function

$$F_{\text{nr}}(x, y) = g \sum_{m=1}^{N} \left( -e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-y_m)} + e^{\mu(y_m-x_m)} \right),$$

(4.153)

which gives rise to

$$p_m = \mu g \left( e^{\mu(y_m-x_m)} + e^{\mu(x_m-y_{m-1})} \right),$$

(4.154)

$$q_m = \mu g \left( e^{\mu(y_m-x_m)} + e^{\mu(x_{m+1}-y_m)} \right).$$

(4.155)

These equations can be regarded as the nonrelativistic limit of the equations (3.51)−(3.52). Indeed, replacing $\gamma$ by $\beta \mu g$ and shifting $x_m \to x_m - \ln(\beta \mu g)/\mu$ in the latter equations (in accord with (4.67) and (3.47)), it is obvious that their $\beta \to 0$ limit yields (4.154)−(4.155).
Next, we recall that we already detailed a Lax matrix $L_{nr}$ (4.70) for the nonrelativistic periodic Toda system, and obtained its symmetric functions $\Sigma_{k, nr}$ as limits of appropriate linear combinations of the relativistic Hamiltonians $S_k$, cf. (4.89). Therefore the Bäcklund property
\[ \Sigma_{k, nr}(x, p) = \Sigma_{k, nr}(y, q), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \] (4.156) follows from its relativistic counterpart. For the defining Hamiltonian
\[ H_{nr}(x, p) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{N} p_m^2 + a^2 \sum_{m=1}^{N} e^{\mu(x_{m+1} - x_m)}, \quad a = \mu g, \] (4.157) it is of course easily checked directly from (4.154)–(4.155).

### 4.2.4 The nonperiodic Toda case and its dual

The nonperiodic Toda counterparts of the formulas (4.151)–(4.157) will be obvious by now: we need only insist on the convention (1.18) for $x$ and $y$. Also, the Bäcklund property follows by using the Lax matrices given by (4.99)–(4.103).

A study of the dual system is less straightforward. Of course, from (4.114) we get the same result
\[ \lim_{\hbar, \beta \to 0} i \hbar \ln \hat{W}_{nr}(\hat{p}) = \frac{i \pi}{\mu} \sum_{1 \leq m < n \leq N} (\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_n), \] (4.158)
as in the relativistic case, cf. (3.63). For the kernel functions $\hat{K}(\hat{p}, \hat{q})^\sigma$ given by (4.117), however, the relevant limit vanishes for $\sigma = -1$ and does not exist for $\sigma = 1$. On the other hand, in this case we have even more freedom to modify kernel functions than indicated in the paragraph containing (1.29), since we can also multiply by products of arbitrary $i \hbar \mu$-antiperiodic functions. Exploiting this, one can probably obtain the same generating function as we now shall arrive at by starting from the modified relativistic generating function $\tilde{F}(\hat{p}, \hat{q})$ (3.70).

The crux is that when we add the function
\[ -\frac{N}{\mu} \ln(\beta) \sum_{m=1}^{N} (\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_m), \] (4.159)
to $\tilde{F}$, discard a constant, and then take $\beta$ to 0, we get the limit function
\[ \tilde{F}_{nr}(\hat{p}, \hat{q}) = \frac{i \pi}{2\mu} \sum_{m=1}^{N} \left( (N - 2m + 2)\hat{p}_m + (N - 2m)\hat{q}_m \right) + \frac{1}{\mu} \sum_{m,n=1}^{N} \int_0^{\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_n} dw \ln(-iw). \] (4.160)

As in Subsection 3.4, the corresponding equations
\[ \hat{x}_m = -\frac{\partial \tilde{F}_{nr}}{\partial \hat{p}_m} = \frac{i \pi}{2\mu} (N - 2m + 2) - \frac{1}{\mu} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \ln \left( -i(\hat{p}_m - \hat{q}_n) \right), \] (4.161)
\[ \hat{y}_m = \frac{\partial \tilde{F}_{nr}}{\partial \hat{q}_m} = \frac{i \pi}{2\mu} (N - 2m) - \frac{1}{\mu} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \ln \left( -i(\hat{p}_n - \hat{q}_m) \right); \] (4.162)
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might well yield a solution \( \hat{q} \in \hat{G}, \hat{y} \in \mathbb{R}^N \), with the interlacing property (3.72). In any case, the Bäcklund property
\[
\hat{H}_{k,\nu}(\hat{x},\hat{p}) = \hat{H}_{k,\nu}(\hat{y},\hat{q}), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{4.163}
\]
for the dual Hamiltonians
\[
\hat{H}_{k,\nu}(\hat{x},\hat{p}) = \sum_{I \subset \{1,\ldots,N\}} \prod_{m \in I} \prod_{n \notin I} \frac{1}{|\hat{p}_m - \hat{p}_n|} \prod_{l \in I} \exp(\mu \hat{x}_l), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{4.164}
\]
can now be shown in the same way as in Subsection 3.4.

A Elliptic and hyperbolic gamma functions

The elliptic and hyperbolic gamma functions were introduced and studied in [Rui97] as so-called minimal solutions of certain first order analytic difference equations. (The hyperbolic gamma function has various differently-named cousins, as detailed in Appendix A of [Rui05].) In this appendix we review features of these gamma functions that are relevant for the present paper.

The following material concerning the elliptic gamma function \( G(r,a_+,a_-;z) \) can all be found in Subsection III B of [Rui97]. To begin with, the elliptic gamma function can be defined by the product representation
\[
G(r,a_+,a_-;z) = \prod_{m,n=0}^{\infty} \frac{1 - \exp \left( -(2m+1)r a_+ - (2n+1)r a_- - 2iz \right)}{1 - \exp \left( -(2m+1)r a_+ - (2n+1)r a_- + 2iz \right)}. \tag{A.1}
\]
Here and below, we require that the parameters satisfy
\[
|r, a_+, a_-| > 0. \tag{A.2}
\]
It is obvious from (A.1) that the elliptic gamma function is meromorphic in \( z \), with poles and zeros that can be read off. In particular, for \( z \) in the strip
\[
|\Re(z)| < a, \quad a = (a_+ + a_-)/2, \tag{A.3}
\]
no poles and zeros occur, so that we have
\[
G(z) = \exp(ig(z)), \quad |\Re(z)| < a, \tag{A.4}
\]
with the function \( g(z) \) being analytic in the strip. (We often suppress parameters when no ambiguity arises.) In fact, it is explicitly given by
\[
g(r,a_+,a_-;z) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{\sin(2nz)}{2n \sinh(nra_+) \sinh(nra_-)}, \quad |\Re(z)| < a. \tag{A.5}
\]
Both from this series representation and from (A.1), the following properties are clear:
\[
G(-z) = 1/G(z), \quad \text{(reflection equation)}, \tag{A.6}
\]
\[ G(a_-, a_+; z) = G(a_+, a_-; z), \quad \text{(modular invariance)}, \]  
\[ G(\lambda^{-1}r, \lambda a_+, \lambda a_-; \lambda z) = G(r, a_+, a_-; z), \quad \lambda \in (0, \infty), \quad \text{(scale invariance)}. \]  

The elliptic gamma function arises as a minimal solution of analytic difference equations that involve a right-hand side function defined by

\[ R(r, \alpha; z) = \prod_{k=1}^{\infty} [1 - \exp(2irz - (2k - 1)\alpha r)][1 - \exp(-2irz - (2k - 1)\alpha r)]. \]  

Specifically, setting

\[ R_\delta(z) = R(r, a_\delta; z), \quad \delta = +, -, \]  

it satisfies

\[ \frac{G(z + ia_\delta/2)}{G(z - ia_\delta/2)} = R_{-\delta}(z), \quad \delta = +, -. \]  

It is clear from (A.9) and (A.10) that the functions \( R_\pm \) are entire, even and \( \pi/r \)-periodic, and satisfy

\[ \frac{R_\delta(z + ia_\delta/2)}{R_\delta(z - ia_\delta/2)} = -\exp(-2irz), \quad \delta = +, -. \]  

For the classical and nonrelativistic limits in the main text we need to invoke two related zero step size limits of the elliptic gamma function. First, for \( z \) and \( w \) staying away from cuts given by

\[ \pm i[\alpha/2, \infty) + k\pi/r, \quad k \in \mathbb{Z}, \]  

we have

\[ \lim_{a_- \downarrow 0} a_- g(r, \alpha, a_-; z) = -\int_{z}^{w} dw \ln R(r, \alpha; w), \]  

where the logarithm takes real values for \( w \) real; moreover, this limit is uniform on compact subsets of the cut plane. In particular, when we have an upper limit \( z \) with \( |\Im(z)| < \alpha/2 \), we can choose a path along which \( |\Im(w)| < \alpha/2 \) and use the representation

\[ \ln R(r, \alpha; z) = -\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{\cos(2nrz)}{n \sinh(nr\alpha)}, \quad |\Im(z)| < \alpha/2, \]  

which follows from (A.11) and (A.5). The second limit reads

\[ \lim_{a_- \downarrow 0} \frac{G(r, \alpha, a_-; z + iua_-)}{G(r, \alpha, a_-; z + ida_-)} = \exp((u - d) \ln R(r, \alpha; z)), \quad u, d \in \mathbb{R}, \]  

uniformly on compact subsets of the cut plane. Note that for \( u - d \) integer this limit readily follows from (A.11).

In the main text we make extensive use of the functions

\[ s_\delta(z) = s(r, a_\delta; z), \quad \delta = +, -, \]  

defined by

\[ s(r, \alpha; z) = \exp(-\eta r z^2/\pi)\sigma(z; \pi/2r, i\alpha/2), \]
where \( \sigma \) denotes the Weierstrass sigma function. Hence these functions are entire, odd, \( \pi/r \)-antiperiodic and satisfy

\[
\frac{s_\delta(z + ia_\delta/2)}{s_\delta(z - ia_\delta/2)} = -\exp(-2irz), \quad \delta = +, -. \tag{A.19}
\]

They are related to \( R_\pm \) via the formula

\[
s_\delta(z) = \frac{1}{2ir} \prod_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{(1 - \exp(-2ka_\delta r))^2} \cdot \exp(irz) R_\delta(z + ia_\delta/2). \tag{A.20}
\]

Also, the well-known product representation for the Weierstrass sigma function entails

\[
s_\delta(z) = \frac{a_\delta}{\pi} e_\delta(-rz^2/\pi) \sinh(\pi z/a_\delta) \prod_{l=1}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1 - e_\delta(2z - 2\pi l/r)}{(1 - e_\delta(-2\pi l/r))^2} \right) \cdot \exp(i\pi z/a_\delta), \tag{A.21}
\]

where we have introduced the notation

\[
e_\delta(z) = \exp(\pi z/a_\delta), \quad \delta = +, -. \tag{A.22}
\]

Clearly, this implies

\[
\lim_{r \downarrow 0} s_\delta(z) = \frac{a_\delta}{\pi} \sinh(\pi z/a_\delta), \tag{A.23}
\]

the limit being uniform on compact subsets of \( \mathbb{C} \).

We proceed to discuss the hyperbolic gamma function \( G(a_+, a_-; z) \), cf. Subsection III A of [Rui97]. It can be defined as the unique minimal solution of the analytic difference equations

\[
\frac{G(z + ia_\delta/2)}{G(z - ia_\delta/2)} = 2 \cosh(\pi z/a_\delta), \quad \delta = +, -, \tag{A.24}
\]

satisfying \( G(0) = 1 \). It arises from the elliptic gamma function by the following limit:

\[
\lim_{r \downarrow 0} G(r, a_+, a_-; z) \exp \left( \frac{\pi^2 z}{6ir a_+ a_-} \right) = G(a_+, a_-; z). \tag{A.25}
\]

It is meromorphic in \( z \), and for \( z \) in the strip \([A.3]\) it has neither poles nor zeros. Thus it can be written as in \([A.4]\), with \( g(z) \) analytic in the strip. Explicitly, \( g(z) \) has the integral representation

\[
g(a_+, a_-; z) = \int_0^{\infty} \frac{dy}{y} \left( \frac{\sin 2yz}{2 \sinh(a_+ y) \sinh(a_- y)} - \frac{z}{a_+ a_- y} \right), \quad |\Im(z)| < a. \tag{A.26}
\]

From this it is clear that the hyperbolic gamma function also satisfies the reflection equation \([A.6]\) and has the modular invariance property \([A.7]\), whereas the counterpart of \([A.8]\) reads

\[
G(\lambda a_+, \lambda a_-; \lambda z) = G(a_+, a_-; z), \quad \lambda \in (0, \infty), \quad \text{(scale invariance).} \tag{A.27}
\]

In the main text we need several zero step size limits of the hyperbolic gamma function. The first one yields the relation to the Euler gamma function:

\[
\lim_{r \downarrow 0} G(1, \kappa; \kappa z + i/2) \exp \left( iz \ln(2\pi \kappa) - \ln(2\pi)/2 \right) = 1/\Gamma(iz + 1/2). \tag{A.28}
\]
The second and third one are needed for the classical and nonrelativistic limits, resp.: For \( z \) and \( w \) staying away from cuts given by \( \pm i(\alpha/2, \infty) \), we have

\[
\lim_{a \to 0} a_-g(a, a_-; z) = - \int_0^z dw \ln(2 \cosh(\pi w/\alpha)) , \quad (A.29)
\]

\[
\lim_{a \to 0} \frac{G(\alpha, a_-; z + i\sigma a_-)}{G(\alpha, a_-; z + i\sigma a_-)} = \exp((u - d) \ln(2 \cosh(\pi z/\alpha))), \quad u, d \in \mathbb{R}, \quad (A.30)
\]

uniformly on compact subsets of the cut plane.

In the relativistic Toda setting it is expedient to switch to two slightly different hyperbolic gamma functions given by

\[
G_R(a_+, a_-; z) = G(a_+, a_-; z) \exp \left( i\chi + \frac{i\pi z^2}{2a_+a_-} \right), \quad (A.31)
\]

\[
G_L(a_+, a_-; z) = G(a_+, a_-; z) \exp \left( -i\chi - \frac{i\pi z^2}{2a_+a_-} \right), \quad (A.32)
\]

where

\[
\chi = \frac{\pi}{24} \left( \frac{a_+}{a_-} + \frac{a_-}{a_+} \right). \quad (A.33)
\]

These functions are the unique minimal solutions of the analytic difference equations

\[
\frac{G_R(z + ia_{-}\delta/2)}{G_R(z - ia_{-}\delta/2)} = 1 + e_\delta(-2z), \quad (A.34)
\]

\[
\frac{G_L(z + ia_{-}\delta/2)}{G_L(z - ia_{-}\delta/2)} = 1 + e_\delta(2z), \quad (A.35)
\]

with asymptotic behavior

\[
G_R(z) = 1 + \mathcal{O}(\exp(-r|\Re(z)|)), \quad \Re(z) \to \pm \infty, \quad (A.36)
\]

\[
G_L(z) = \exp \left( \pm i \left( 2\chi + \pi z^2/a_+a_- \right) \right) (1 + \mathcal{O}(\exp(-r|\Re(z)|))), \quad \Re(z) \to \mp \infty, \quad (A.37)
\]

where the decay rate \( r \) can be any positive number satisfying

\[
r < 2\pi \min(a_+, a_-)/a_+a_- \quad (A.38)
\]

Furthermore, they are related by

\[
G_R(z)G_L(-z) = 1. \quad (A.39)
\]

The properties of the functions \( G_R \) and \( G_L \) just stated are easy to infer from the corresponding properties of the hyperbolic gamma function. See also Appendix A in [Rui05], where functions \( S_R \) and \( S_L \) were introduced that differ from \( G_R \) and \( G_L \) by the shift \( z \to z - ia \).

Finally, we have occasion to use the limits

\[
\lim_{a \to 0} G_L(a_+, a_-; z \pm \lambda \frac{a_+}{2\pi} \ln \frac{1}{a_-}) = \begin{cases} 
\exp \left( \pm \frac{i\pi}{2\lambda} e_+(\mp 2z) \right), & \lambda = 1, \\
1, & \lambda > 1,
\end{cases} \quad (A.40)
\]

which hold uniformly on compact subsets of \( \mathbb{C} \). These limits are proved in Appendix B of [Rui11].
B A family of Hilbert-Schmidt operators

In this appendix we reconsider the periodic Toda kernel functions $S^\pm$ given by (2.87) and (2.88). More precisely, shifting $y_n$ by $\xi$ in $S^+(x, y)$, we focus on the resulting function

$$S_\xi(x, y) = \prod_{n=1}^{N} \frac{G_R(y_n - x_{n+1} - ia/2 - \eta/2 + \xi)}{G_L(y_n - x_n + ia/2 + \eta/2 + \xi)}, \quad \eta \in \mathbb{R}, \quad \xi \in \mathbb{C}, \quad (B.1)$$

noting that basically the same results apply to $S^{-}(x, y)$. Letting $\xi$ vary over the strip $|\Im(\xi)| < a/2$, (B.2)

we shall associate a family of Hilbert-Schmidt operators to the kernel functions (B.1). To this end we need some preliminaries.

We denote by $E$ the Euclidean space

$$E = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^N \mid x_1 + \cdots + x_N = 0 \}, \quad (B.3)$$

with inner product given by the restriction of the standard inner product on $\mathbb{R}^N$. Furthermore, we denote the Lebesgue measure on $E$ by $\lambda_E$ and the corresponding Hilbert space by $L^2(E)$. Next, we introduce a change of coordinates

$$s = \frac{1}{N}(x_1 + \cdots + x_N), \quad r_n = x_n - x_{n+1}, \quad n = 1, \ldots, N-1, \quad (B.4)$$

with inverse given by

$$x_m = s - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} n r_n + \sum_{n=m}^{N-1} r_n, \quad m = 1, \ldots, N. \quad (B.5)$$

The associated Jacobian determinant equals 1, as is readily verified. Viewing $r_1, \ldots, r_{N-1}$ as coordinates on $E$ by taking $s = 0$ in (B.5), we deduce

$$d\lambda_E = N^{-1/2} dr_1 \cdots dr_{N-1}. \quad (B.6)$$

To explain the relevance of these coordinates for the Toda A\Delta Os $A_{l,\delta}^+(x)$ (cf. (2.73) - (2.74)), we point out that they factorise as a product of a center-of-mass operator and a reduced operator:

$$A_{l,\delta}^+ = A_{l,\delta}^{+, cm} A_{l,\delta}^{+, r}, \quad A_{l,\delta}^{+, cm} = \exp(-ila_{-\delta} \partial_s / N). \quad (B.7)$$

Here, the reduced A\Delta Os $A_{l,\delta}^{+, r}$ depend only on the variables $r_1, \ldots, r_{N-1}$, so they commute with the center-of-mass operators. It is easy to verify that the kernel identity (2.83) remains valid if we substitute for $A_{l,\delta}^+$ either $A_{l,\delta}^{+, r}$ or $A_{l,\delta}^{+, cm}$. Hence, viewing $L^2(\mathbb{R}^N)$ as a tensor product

$$L^2(\mathbb{R}^N) \simeq L^2(\mathbb{R}) \otimes L^2(E), \quad (B.8)$$

the findings of this appendix can be used to study Hilbert space aspects of the A\Delta Os, but this is beyond our present scope.

We are now prepared to state the main result of this appendix.
Theorem B.1. The operator on $L^2(E)$ defined by

$$(\hat{S}_\xi f)(x) \equiv \int_E S_\xi(x, y)f(y)d\lambda_E(y), \quad f \in L^2(E), \quad (B.9)$$

with $S_\xi(x, y)$ given by (B.1), is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, provided $\xi$ satisfies (B.2).

To prove this theorem we need to show that the $\xi$-restriction entails

$$I_\xi \equiv \int_{E \times E} |S_\xi(x, y)|^2 d\lambda_E(x)d\lambda_E(y) < \infty. \quad (B.10)$$

As it stands, this integral is hard to estimate. Using the above coordinates $r$ on $E(x)$ and the same coordinates $q$ on $E(y)$ we have from (B.6)

$$I_\xi = N^{-1} \int_{E \times E} |S_\xi(x(r), y(q))|^2 drdq, \quad (B.11)$$

but at face value this seems no improvement.

We shall therefore introduce new coordinates on $E \times E$, in which the function $S_\xi(x, y)$ takes a particularly simple form. First, we set

$$u_{2n-1} = x_n - y_n, \quad u_{2n} = y_n - x_{n+1}, \quad n = 1, \ldots, N-1. \quad (B.12)$$

Now on $E \times E$ we have $x_1 + \cdots + x_N = y_1 + \cdots + y_N = 0$, so that

$$y_N - x_1 = -u_2 - u_4 - \cdots - u_{2N-2}, \quad (B.13)$$

$$y_N - x_N = u_1 + u_3 + \cdots + u_{2N-3}. \quad (B.14)$$

For $(x, y) \in E \times E$, we thus have

$$S_\xi(x, y) = \frac{G_R(-u_2 - u_4 - \cdots - u_{2N-2} - ia/2 - \eta/2 + \xi)}{G_L(u_1 + u_3 + \cdots + u_{2N-3} + ia/2 + \eta/2 + \xi)} \times \prod_{n=1}^{N-1} \frac{G_R(u_{2n} - ia/2 - \eta/2 + \xi)}{G_L(-u_{2n-1} + ia/2 + \eta/2 + \xi)}. \quad (B.15)$$

With a slight abuse of notation, we shall write $S_\xi(u)$ for the right-hand side of this expression.

To check that $u_1, \ldots, u_{2N-2}$ yield well-defined coordinates on $E \times E$, we first note that (B.12) entails

$$r_n = x_n - x_{n+1} = u_{2n-1} + u_{2n}, \quad n = 1, \ldots, N-1, \quad (B.16)$$

$$q_n = y_n - y_{n+1} = u_{2n} + u_{2n+1}, \quad n = 1, \ldots, N-2, \quad (B.17)$$

$$q_{N-1} = y_{N-1} - y_N = u_{2N-2} - (u_1 + u_3 + \cdots + u_{2N-3}). \quad (B.18)$$

From this we readily deduce

$$\frac{\partial((r_1, q_1, \ldots, r_{N-1}, q_{N-1}))}{\partial(u_1, \ldots, u_{2N-2})} = N, \quad (B.19)$$
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so the linear transformation given by (B.16)–(B.18) maps \( \mathbb{R}^{2N-2} \) onto \( \mathbb{R}^{2N-2} \). Furthermore, from (B.11) we get

\[
I_{\xi} = \int_{\mathbb{R}^{N-2}} |S_{\xi}(u)|^2 du. \tag{B.20}
\]

Therefore, the inequality (B.10), and hence the validity of Theorem B.1, are clear from the following lemma.

**Lemma B.2.** Assuming \( \xi \) satisfies (B.2), there exist constants \( B, b > 0 \) such that

\[
|S_{\xi}(u)| \leq B \exp(-b||u||), \quad \forall u \in \mathbb{R}^{2N-2}. \tag{B.21}
\]

In order to prove this lemma we shall make use of the following observation.

**Lemma B.3.** Let \( \alpha = (\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n) \in \mathbb{R}^n \) be such that \( ||\alpha|| = 1 \). Let \( P \) and \( N \) be the sum of the positive and negative \( \alpha_j \), respectively. Then, at least one of the numbers \( P + N \) and \( -N \) is greater than or equal to \( 1/(2\sqrt{n}) \).

**Proof.** If \( N \leq -1/(2\sqrt{n}) \), then the statement is obviously true. Next, assume \( N \) is greater than \( -1/(2\sqrt{n}) \). Clearly, \( |\alpha_j| \geq 1/\sqrt{n} \) for at least one \( j \). By the assumption on \( N \), all such \( \alpha_j \) must be positive. It follows that \( P \geq 1/\sqrt{n} \), so that

\[
P + N > \frac{1}{\sqrt{n}} - \frac{1}{2\sqrt{n}} = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{n}}. \tag{B.22}
\]

**Proof of Lemma B.2.** We observe that \( S_{\xi}(u) \) is a meromorphic function of \( u \) whose poles are located at

\[
\begin{align*}
&u_{2n} = \eta/2 - \xi - ia/2 - i(k\alpha_+ + l\alpha_-), \quad u_{2n-1} = \eta/2 + \xi - ia/2 - i(k\alpha_+ + l\alpha_-), \tag{B.23} \\
&u_2 + u_4 + \cdots + u_{2N-2} = -\eta/2 + \xi + ia/2 + i(k\alpha_+ + l\alpha_-), \\
&u_1 + u_3 + \cdots + u_{2N-3} = -\eta/2 - \xi + ia/2 + i(k\alpha_+ + l\alpha_-), \tag{B.24}
\end{align*}
\]

with \( n = 1, \ldots, N - 1 \), and at

\[
\begin{align*}
&u_2 + u_4 + \cdots + u_{2N-2} = -\eta/2 + \xi + ia/2 + i(k\alpha_+ + l\alpha_-), \\
&u_1 + u_3 + \cdots + u_{2N-3} = -\eta/2 - \xi + ia/2 + i(k\alpha_+ + l\alpha_-), \tag{B.25}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( k, l \in \mathbb{N} \). Since we have \(-a/2 < \Im(\xi) < a/2\), it follows that \( S_{\xi}(u) \) is real-analytic for all \( u \in \mathbb{R}^{2N-2} \), and hence bounded on any compact subset of \( \mathbb{R}^{2N-2} \).

We proceed to study the asymptotic behavior of \( S_{\xi}(u) \). To this end we assume \( u \neq 0 \), and let \( \beta = (\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_{2N-2}) \) be the corresponding unit vector \( u/||u|| \). We observe that the numerator and denominator in (B.15) depend only on \( \beta_n \) with \( n \) even and odd, respectively. It is therefore convenient to introduce

\[
\begin{align*}
&\beta^o = (\beta_1, \beta_3, \ldots, \beta_{2N-3}), \tag{B.26} \\
&\beta^e = (\beta_2, \beta_4, \ldots, \beta_{2N-2}). \tag{B.27}
\end{align*}
\]

It follows from Lemma B.3 and (A.36)–(A.37) that the numerator of (B.15) is bounded above by

\[
C \exp\left( \pi ||\beta^o|| (\Im(\xi) - a/2) \over a_+ a_- \sqrt{N - 1} ||u|| \right) \tag{B.28}
\]
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for some constant $C > 0$. Similarly, the denominator is bounded below by
\begin{equation}
D \exp \left( \frac{\pi ||\beta_0|| (\Im(\xi) + a/2)}{a_+ a_- \sqrt{N - 1} ||u||} \right)
\end{equation}
for some constant $D > 0$. This clearly implies the statement. In fact, these bounds imply that we can choose
\begin{equation}
b = \frac{\pi}{a_+ a_- \sqrt{N - 1}} \min(a/2 - \Im(\xi), \Im(\xi) + a/2).
\end{equation}
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